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Firs! Word

By Sheldon Lee Glashow
It's said that

everything is bigger in

Texas, so where else

would you expect to find the

largest scientific

instrument ever built? Nobel

prize-winner Glashow
explains how £6 billion and

20 trillion electron

volts may teach us about Ihe

origin of the universe.

14
Omnibus

The Who's Who
of contributing authors.

18
Communications
Readers' writes.

22
Forum

By Justine Kaplan

Do unexplained phenomena
such as Bigfoot

warrant investigation? What
do our readers say?

- 24
Mind

By Steve Nadis
Turn off the lights, please!

Former LSD users are

experiencing visual reruns

that rival the worst

of late-night television.

Artist Stanislaw Fernandes paints

"a vision of chaotic

explosion in dealing with the

monsters of thought and
nature." Cirque appeared as the

cover illustration on the

book of the same title by scienoe

fiction author Terry Carr.

25
Stars

By Curt Wohleber
There's a severe storm watch

predicted for this year.

You can expect power outages

bul no rain: The
only thing you'll be saturated

with is sun rays.

Space
By Jan Ziegler

New power systems could have
you rocketing to Mars

on flights departing from the

moon. A one-way trip

will take at least 30 days,

and there's no talk

of a freguent-flier program.

Artificial Intelligence

By R. Colin Johnson
Things they are a-changin'.

After a good night's

sleep and pleasant dreams,

your computer will be
refreshed lor Ihe day's work.

32
Explorations

By Patrick Tierney
" Crusading for the gods: A

man with a mission.

and a perverted mythology.

is executing riluals

from [housands of years ago.

And he's for hire.

if you can track him down_
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Continuum

Vienna woods: a tale of

a childhood love

that grew into a lifetime

devotion. Will

surgeons take extra time

to bore their

patients? Is that a golf ball

in your pocket, or

are you carrying a melon?
A bran-new cereal

without the cardboard tasle.

42
Get Smart: Controlling Chaos

By Kathleen McAuliffe

Could a state of disarray

reflect a higher

form of order? New research

into chaos theory

seems to indicate that the

optimum level of

brain functioning can be
achieved Irom a

chaotic state. Like the wind

and white water,

our minds find order in this

seeming turbulence.

ass*

Adventure Capital

By Richard Broderick

Tales of sunken ships that

carried valuable

cargo have spurred on many
a treasure seeker.

Today, with the aid of high-

tech equipment.

these ventures at sea—and
capers on land—are

proving very profitable for

modern-day pirates.

From Phoenix, Arizona, to

the Philippine

islands, much of the bounty

remains unclaimed.

Pictorial

By Rebecca Norris

The apparent ease

with which nature creates

Its living shapes
has long been imitated by

man—captured in v

oils and on film. And now,

mathematics replaces

the muse; the computer,

the blank canvas.

Interview

By Doug Stewart

Nobel laureate David

Hubel, with partner

Torsten Wiesel, changed
science's view of how

the brain processes visual

signals. Among other

things, Hubel's work has

led to a cure for

certain kinds ot blindness.
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Antimatter

Famed Marfa lights:

Teardrop-shaped flames

that vanish in

the wink of an eye: it's not

only the French who
enjoy munching on frogs'

legs; the strangest

events of 1989; and belling

unsympathetic men.

The Fifth Annual

Great Omni Treasure Hunt

Dig through the pages
of this issue to unearth

heavenly riches.

TO
Games

. By Scot Morris

Recipe for a folktale: Take

an improbable story,

repeal incessantly, and say

it happened to

someone you know personally.

Star Tech

By Judy Feldman
Recycled and

Earth-safe products to help

our ailing planet.

Last Word
By Tom Naughton

Your socks are single, and
you don't even own

a clothes dryer. And who
hasn't woken up

cold because the blankets

were wrappped
around his partner? This

month we expose
these and other wonders.

Fiction: The Sadness of Detail

By Jonathan Carroll

Although hardly given the choice, a woman
with a stale existence and a

simple talent finds herself endowed with

the ability to transform her

future. The price she pays: knowledge.
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. By Sheldon Lee Giashow

£77ie SSC will

enable scientists to search

for the answer to a

single profound puzzle: What

is the origin ofmass,

resulting in the formation

of atoms, molecules,
' ourplanet, and ourselves?*

The suoercc

(SSC! wni be the worlo's largos? scioninc

v.stru^ont end mosl powerful parkcri

acc;eiera~or. Forming a 54 -mi Is ring

around Waxahachie Texas ine SSC will

revea what Mapper's when a proton

with an energy o! 20 trillion electron vo:;s

collides .villi another proton of Ihe- same
energy moving :n '.he opposite direction

With a trillion such evenis every

minute to oicx ano choose trom. pbysl-

uisls hope to loam a groat deal anon!

i.oe origin c :ho universe ar'id in;- ubmaro

nature ol matter.

Write ine SSC might disclose aii sorts

of euro-sing new phono-men a, it is

. iCi.'OS ' ;" .i'r I
i .1 " I"

I
l !' !"d

puzzle: What is the origir o; mass''

In the oeginning, 15 billon yoa-s ago.

'...
i

:...
:

i
.i :. . .i' : v n

of Genesis. T'm newborn universe was

inconceivably hoi, a brightly oumlng

tire-Pall where all -our forces of naluic {the

strong arid weax forces, siloc'rornag-

netisrs and or;:v:;v] were unified

In 10 ' seconds attc the Big Bang,

inc.: hsi fall, or spontaneous symmetry

breakdown, occurred. Gv-wriy split

off fiom Ihe orher forces, and :no panicles

.',. ' co iy cam r 'o no . 1
1

. .i gi

they we-e silll devoid o- mass and

foe.. Fver so slightly
;

ate- in Ihe h.siory

of the rapidly cc ng i rvo^si
:

second fa, took place. " he four "orces

were rent apart, ano the panicles were

assigned iri ua lories

toey have today. ! he SSC will onaPie

o- the origin of this

remarkable iransrimraiion that residee in

the fcrmerioi " 'toms n> 'lecul :: i
•

'

planet; and. ourselves:'..

Quantum mechanics and relativity—

the twin pillars ol modem physios—
; .,'i '.vi . m

i
i i

. . v i;i i ies iiri

ti":e SSC are essential to on' quest tor

knowledge ol

reveal particles moon smaller than the

wavelength ofvisiolc light, yet aloms are

I hat

wavoiongtn. Electron microscopes use

beams of electrons io explore strooxres

such as di-JA molecules, but much
,-j!l' I

'
.: n.'v .. IV 111 .n pei

ties, toe. According to the principles

oi quantum mechanics, every parhcle

ha !

Tne r :lyl'0: ine energy of a panicle.

ailei . '.v iv '>!
in ii. n' e

we I ave ioci . ibou particle pnys;>

was built en experimental oata a: collision

or- lion elecno-n vets,

""'no SSC will generate pa; tides

wd llowmg us

i study it; ::
' . particles mucin

smaller than any other partcies wove
been able to stucy I hue far.

Einstein;; s; "" ia ti ooi / o! relahv Iy

i i :i: ::..! on i-gy s are

inieiconverhive. ec,u:va.eni. Our :
. , ear

i vice: !
r
:!:

. i boml .]..

the stars turn "ass Inio energy or :

posile

lash en Ccriisioi energy is iransformec

uterine mass I
i :wiy ornatee hoi

lived oadicios. Since our dream; machine

will attain a ;

electron voriv ine mass of r he newly-

created purHeios interconvertible with

;r than

ihose of any suba"om:o nor limes currently

known to man.

ine hlgn enermos created by ih-v

SSi

puzrie of other perplexing phenomena.
According to theories ol physics estab-

lished in ine Sixilss. even though the

weak force (responsible for radioactive

oecsy} and the electromagnetic icrce

imarie ol light panicles Inal enable us to

see) operate verv dihorontly, they are

i lies hi .in..-
1

In o- ; two: n

(".: ::! no .'•\- ore- .

are dlllerent aspects oi a unified theory,

caled the oieoiroweak ii^ocrv. Previ-

ousiy. physicists believed the four forces

were oomph
two ; ui ' ! -

r
.

: i. . .
i

i '
. :

nary

physicists suspect iha' each of Ine

'our lorces is a component o
J

a since

i.i do: v ng ....
. I in the n< w

bom universe.

The simplest explanation fef the

fundamental unity ye! apparent dlsoarlty;

t>siwoen ine weak and electromagnetic

lorces is called the Higgs mechanism:

.
: . :

, :....,..
ex stence o: a heavy and short- ilved

particle (a boson) inal may provide

weight and mass ie at matter The IHggs

bo; -es nany uuesrions

uri;

scientists proved thai three families of

lundarnental particles make up all known

iorms of matter In the universe, rid '-he

riiggs boson does not i cess, ri y

support ti:is lofonratior:. Thcrerore a

mere comp! calec; theory may
rnc par trims exist and what

prooertles Ihey possess.

Perf-aps n^any of Ine particles we
new reganc as (be smal:ost pieces o'

'Mi.
I
.!'! It: :'!..: .!

simpler mailer. Maybe other fails took

place between me erst and second falls

so ihai other forces remain to be found.

Whatever hapeouoo m the eai-y universe

will happen again sr :s:iniaiure at the

SSC. Each collision will bo a tiny replica

;.y the way things wore wherr the

un; id

old, out this lime lexans (and their

frienos) will be watching. EX3

Siteidcn Let G:;i!::v>#,

pin :

n\ Harvard Univorsily.

r: ::,!: Note!
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This month's Omni explores the

complexity ot subjects ranging

from chaos in the brain—and

how it keeps neuroscientists guessing

—

to the simple idea that, yes, there is

such a thing as buried treasure, and we'd

like to share it with you. . . .

"I have always been better at losing

things than finding them," says Richard

Broderick. who wrote this month's

feature on real-life treasure seekers

('Adventure Capital," page 58). Broderick

was struck by the outlaw qualiiy and

high level oi romanticism he encountered

among commercial treasure hunters.

He believes the sometimes long and ar-

duous search lor forgotten treasure

can be as fulfilling as '"irding the booty.

Author of Night Sale, a collection of

short stories published by New Rivers

Press. Broderick is now embarking

on yet another adventure: the search for

a publisher for his current volume of

short stories.

In researching "Ge; Kmart: Conrollng

Chaos" (page 42) Kathleen McAuliffe

discovered good and bad news. The

turmoil in our lives, she says, is not only

due to external events beyond

our control, like the IRS computer that

randomly chooses names lor auditing: it

is also a property o! our minds' work.

"It's a bit disheartening, I admit," says

McAuliffe, "but at least people like "

me. finally have a good excuse for being

perpetually disorganized." A frequent

contributor to Omni, McAuliffe has also

1* OMNI

whiten 'or The Ne& vb:^ Times iVag.-:,:ine.

U.S. News and World Report, and other

national publications.

Doug Siewari (Interview with neurosci-

entisf David Hubel, page 74) worked

as a book and magazine editor before

turning to freelance writing lull-time

seven years ago. He writes regularly for

Omni and has also written for Smithso-

nian magazine.

Jonathan Carroll ("The Sadness of

Detail." page 50) resides in Vienna. His

novel A Child Across the Sky will be

published next summer by Doubleoay.

This month's fiction is beautifully illus-

trated by artist Skip Liepke.

Steve Nadis has written books about

solar energy, nuclear power, and the

arms race, but he's never written about

flashbacks before (Mind, oage 24).

In fact, in his whole life he claims to have

had oniy one "icafy awesome" flash-

back, which literally "knocked his socks

oft" and made him wonder what was

behind this weird phenomenon. In

addition to Omni, Nadis has written lor a

number of magazine;;, nc uding Air &

Space and Technology Review.

Patrick Tierney (Explorations, page

32) spent a total of ten years traveling >n

South Amer'-ca and researching his

book The Highest Altar: The Story of

Human Sacrifice (Vkng Penguin, 1989).

During his invcsi ganons ho encoun-

tered drunken policemen and paid

officials who demanded bribes for safe

oassage across national borders.

Hp learned the law or tie mountains

and braved a journey with a human

sacrfcer. Tierney is currently working

on a book about Brazil.

Sunspots are highlighted in this

month's Stars column (page 25) by Curt

Wohleber. His research unravels the

contusion and the continuing aftershock

started by Heinrich Schwabe in a 30-

year period of looking at the sun. Having

grown up in Pittsburgh, "where I
hardly

ever saw the sun," Wohleber is currently

a senior editor of Invention and Technol-

vgv magazine.

The author of Cognizers; Neural

Networks and Machines thai Think (John

Wiley & Sons), R. Colin Johnson

(Artificial Intelligence, page 28) is the

advanced-technoogy editor of Electronic

Engineering limes as well as editor of

his own industry report called Technology

Reviews. He has been following

the electronics industry tor eigni years.

Space is the place, according to

Jan Ziegler (Soaco oage 26), who has

always been interested in dreamers

and planners looking for paths to the

future. Ziegler is a freelance writer who
contributes to Air & Space and National

Dition: -o someday

interview an extraterrestrial. Any takers?

Former Omni research editor Justine

Kaplan (Forum, page 22) has written for

The New York Times and other publica-

tions. Kaplan is studying creative writing

at the University of California at Irvine

and is working on a novel.DO
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Perchance to Dream

I
found the article about lucid dreaming

["Life Is Bui a Dream," November 1989]

fascinating and surprisingly legitimate.

The idea that I could remain conscious

while in a dream and use this awareness

to distort or alter it was overwhelming.

Now I
eagerly look forward to falling

asleep not jusi for the purpose of rest

but for the adventures of the mind.

Ramy Danon

Beachwood, OH

Animelle Cuisine

We are receiving numerous letters from

your readers dismayed by the Last

Word column in the November 1989

issue, it is not that animal rights activists

have any less of a sense of humor

than, say, those funny slaughterhouse

workers, but Russell Jones's morbid

humor could get a lot of defenseless little

creatures killed. Ethically there is no

difference between eating a dog and

eating a cow or chicken. Just about

anyone, however, can get a dog or cat.

Even if only one person tried the

recipes, would it be worth the chuckle

we may have gotten from Last Word?
Teresa Gibbs

People for the Ethical

Treatment of Animals

Washington, DC

I recently read the Last Word by pet

gourmet Russell Jones. I
am delighted

to see that Omni has realized how much
importance "family pets" may play in

the future. Take note: In Mr. Jones's

"goldfish gumbo," all the ingredients are

natural. I am sorry to hear that Jones

is wanted by the British Society lor the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. Do
they plan to make him a menu selection?

Jay Weinshenker

Louisville. KY

Getting Better All the Time

I would like to extend much praise to

your magazine. I have just received my
ihird issue since I

subscribed, and I

must admit that the magazine just gets

better and better. I am taking the time

out to write this letter because I feel you

should know how pleased another

subscriber is with your publication. I'm

sure that you and your outstanding

staff will keep up the superior work.

Theresa Infante

Bradford, PA

Supernova, Anyone?

While we are experimenting at the limits

of human knowledge, it may be only

luck that saves us from a replay of the

Challenger and Chernobyl scenarios.

The vast energies of De Sitter space

—

seen in the standard model in physics

—

from which we are protected by only a

potential barrier, may easily be overcome

by the energies at Fermilab. These

energies are greater than those of a

supernova, according to Leon Lederman

[Interview, October 1989], former direc-

tor of our Fermi National Accelerator

Laboratory in Batavia, Illinois. Should our

tax dollars be spent on research whose

outcome may be to extinguish all

humanity, the solar system, and a host

of nearby stars in a great cataclysm?

We must carry out further computer-

.

based mathematical research before

we plunge blindly into the unknown.

PaulW. Dixon. Ph.D.

Hilo, HI

Say It Again, Zecharia

The article in the November 1989 issue

concerning Zecharia Sitchin's Sume-

rian predictions ["Neptune Deja Vu,"

Antimatter] was excellent. Writer Mark

Teich is to be congratulated. I
also think

a one-on-one interview with Sitchin

would make for a good read.

J. E. Frederick

a Park, CA

Although I wouldn't want to get involved

in the controversy over Sitchin's findings,

an interesting analogy has occurred to

me/ If the Sumers were the forerunners

of an advanced society, what role do you

suppose the Con-Sumers will play in

the history of mankind?
Kip Richardson

Manchester, CTDO



MYSTERY THEY WROTE

FDRunn
By Justine Kaplan

The fascination of unexplained

phenomena seems lo lie in

the items' whimsical possibilities

more than their actual existence—the

chase, not Ihe capture, holds the intrigue.

Mysteries such as Noah's ark and the

lost continent of Atlantis have lured

many explorers throughout the ages. In

our October 1988 issue ("Lee County's

Lizard Man and Other Unsolved Myster-

ies") we invited readers to comment

on our selection of unresolved cases and

to submit their own local anomalies for

further investigation. This column reports

on our readers' opinions of the cases

we presented. Like those mentioned

above, included in the collection were

phenomena such as the rumbling noises

resembling gunshots in different

sections of Connecticut. Should scien-

tists, we asked, devote more attention to

studying such mysteries? What, if

anything, can we possibly learn?

Obviously, (here's merit in studying

artifacts and ancient cultures; archaeol-

ogists devote years to such quests.

Christopher Bak of Camden, New Jersey,

notes that along with other purposes,

perhaps these scientists want to find

connections among various people

considered different. "And it's interesting

that the stories of Noah's ark and Atlan-

tis may be somehow tied together,

as you seem to imply," writes Bak. "When

different cultures repeat the same story

in various forms there must be a common
thread. There's some kernel of truth in

every tale."

Other readers suggested that while

searching for these mysteries we might

uncover answers we never suspected.

Suppose the alleged remains of Noah's

ark on Mount Ararat, theorizes Chris

Yokin of Glen Mills, Pennsylvania, turned

out to be "an ancient building, a pen

that, instead of animals, housed slaves.

Perhaps these people were raised for

export to surrounding empires where

they entertained in amphitheater games
similar to the Roman Colosseum. The

Ararat region was, after all, along a

trade route. Could the ark have then

been a slave trading vessel? The whole

22 OMNI

discovery could shed new light

on history as we know it in that region."

Of course, some people think we
wouldn't benefit from solving any of the

mysteries we cited. When the news

media descended on Bishopville in Lee

County, South Carolina, in the summer

of 1988, reporters were covering

the sightings of a seven-foot-tall Lizard

Man—with red eyes and green, scaly

skin— in Scape Ore Swamp. "Cases like

Lizard Man can be created simply to

attract tourists and spur the local

economy," writes Metta Greiner of

Waltham, Massachusetts.

A number of people offered a foolproof

method ior catching the Lizard Man, if

it actually exists: Set traps laced with

McDonald's fish sandwiches, which the

creature supposedly stole from the

first (and only actual) witness.

According to Jack Lapseritis, asocial

scientist in Roseburg, Oregon, scientists

don't conduct serious investigations of

such mysteries oeca.iKt: I.Lie or no

funding exists for field studies. "Even an

interested. aualTiod researcher cannot

Could.a fish sandwich unmask this anomaly? footnotes

make a living pursuing such endeavors,"

Lapserifis writes. "I know of no funding

for an anthropologist or zoologist to

research the Bigfoot phenomenon."

Lack of funds hasn't prevented

adventurous amateurs from pursuing

anomalies. Eighth-grade teacher Kathy

Peed from Shallotte, North Carolina,

for example, wrote us about her students,

who investigated the Seneca guns, a

series of anomalous small earthquakes

similar to the ones in Connecticut. This

phenomenon occurs in North Carolina's

coastal area of Cape Fear.

The students from Shallotte Middle

School contacted scientists and

agencies such as NASA and the National

Weather Service, as well as the geology

departments at Duke and North

Carolina State universities. They began

their research with the hypothesis that

a disturbance in the continental shelf

played a role in the Seneca guns

phenomenon. Scientists disagreed with

that idea, but the kids reported that a

study at the University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill indicated the vibrations

reported in the area "seemed to be

reverberations of ocean waves hitting

the shoreline and causing wavelike

transmissions through underground rock,

with barometric pressure being a

secondary influence."

Was it a waste of time for the class to

study this abnormality? During their

investigation Peed s students gathered

extensive geological details about

their state. They also garnered an

awareness of North Carolina's bid for

the 54-mile atom-smashing supercon-

ducting super collider (SSC). They

wondered if the Seneca guns had

anything to do with the state's not getting

the SSC. As little as a three-

thousandths-of-an-inch shift in the

collider could cause it to malfunction.

The Shallotte Middle School students

never did find a definitive explanation

for the Seneca gun quakes, but they

vowed lo keep studying the phenome-

non. Who knows what they'll discover?

Perhaps we' I see trier names in the

of history books.DO
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RmrucT
By Steve Nad is

In
his 1984 paper tilled "Adverse

Reactions to Psychedelics," psychia-

trist Richard Slrassman ottered a

cautionary note about flashbacks,

fragmentary, unexpecled recurrences

of a past hallucirogen.c experience.

"Using the term 'adverse' when discuss-

ing flashbacks can be fraught with

interpretive cnioutes. '
Strassman wrote,

since'"these experiences ... are

sometimes referred to as a 'tree trip.'

"

In some cases the "free trips" last

longer than desired. John Doe, for

example, took LSD about 30 times as a

teenager. Fifteen years later he sees

grainy, photographic yellow dots all the

time. He also sees "trails"—blurred

images that cling to a moving object,

such as a waving arm. "It's as if the lens

of a camera were left open taking a

time-lapse photograph," Doe says. In

addition to various.chronic visual disor-

ders, Doe experiences occasional

twinges of fear. "I have the feeling of

coming on, a rush, it hits me in the gut,

like^oing over the top of a hill. I

take Valium, which stops it in its tracks."

Henry Abraham, a psychiatrist

at Harvard Medical School, has treated

more than 100 patients with post-LSD

symptoms similar to Doe's; some of

these cases have persisted more than

20 years. "They come to me saying,

'Doc, something's weird; I can't come
down,' " Abraham says. He realized

flashbacks weren't restricted to transient

visual or emotional disturbances but

were pari of a system of perceptual

disorders. As a result of his work, a new

syndrome, posthaJlucmogen perception

disorder, is now listed in DSM lll-H,

the bible oi psychiatric ailments.

There are three broad categories of

drug ilashbacks, according to David

Smith, founder and medical director of

the Haighi-Ashbury Free Clinic, who has

been treating drug patients for 25 years.

There is the "bad body" trip, a recurrence

of a physical sensation, and the "had

mind" trip, the recurrence of a disturbing

thought or emotion. Altered visual

phenomena are the mosl common type.

Abraham has identified ten distinct

visual perturbations triggered by 19

Treating flashback sufferers may help to map the anatomy o.

24 OMNI

different stimuli. The disturbances include

seeing dots, trails, flashes of color,

intensified colors, positive and negative

afterimages, or halos; geometric

pseudohalluc na'ions- and lalse percep-

tions ol motion in the peripheral field.

"One patient saw spontaneous flashes

of light like flashbulbs cone, ofl every

second of the day," Abraham says.

Other patients describe walls moving,

books dancing on shelves, or imaginary

dogs and cats prowling the corners of

a room. These images are often precipi-

tated by going suddenly from a brighl

into a dark environment Flashbacks

.can be induced by smoking marijuana

and set off by sounds, images, or flashing

lights. One patient experiences LSD-

like rushes and panic alter seeing

the shade of orange identical to the color

of a Dunkin Donuts bag that had been

in his room during his only LSD trip

20 years ago.

Brain researchers don't yet know the

ohvso'ogical mechanisms underlying

flashbacks, or whether they are caused

by drug interactions. "11 "s not an easy

thing to study in animal models," says

Princeton neuroscientist Barry Jacobs.

Hallucinogenic drugs such as LSD

probably exerl their influence at specific

neuron receptor sites for the transmitter

serotonin. "Yet no one has tested the

serotonin system involved in postdrug

effecls Ike rlashbacks." says Jacobs.

Clinical evidence does, however, suggest

that there may be a general breakdown

in the ability to filter and process sensory-

information. "These people have a

hard time shutting off visual stimuli,"

Abraham notes. The problem may lie in

the inhibitory systems responsible for

screening out unnecessary information,

or "noise." Or some change may have

occurred at the neurons' receptor sites,

leaving certain drug users overly

sensitized—meaning that for them a

litlle stimulus goes a long way.

The process of sens t za;ion occurs

when receptors "let through" signals

that are normally suppressed. This elicits

a heightened response. "We know

that sensitization may occur in humans
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By Curt Wohleber

Last March a silent storm swept

over our planet. During ihe

predawn hours it blew out power

lines throughout Quebec, making
countless Canadians who depend on

electric alarm clocks late for work. Across

the United States from Oregon to

Pennsylvania it triggered sudden,

widespread power surges that burned

out scores of electrical transformers.

Over the North Sea the navigational

instruments aboard a NATO helicopter

suddenly went haywire. "What the hell is

going on?" radioed ihe pilot.

Yet during this storm not a singlelwig

snapped, not a drop of rain fell, and
nary a lightning bolt flashed from the sky.

A geomagnetic storm had brewed
93 million miles away on the face ot the

sun. And a record-breaking series

of solar flares wreaked havoc, saturating

X-ray detectors aboard sun-monitoring

satellites and showering our planet

with electrons and atomic nuclei.

Solar flares are like giant time bombs
in the sun. When conditions are

right, energy trapped in the solar corona

by immensely powerful magnetic fields

is explosively released, hurling bursts

of intense radiation, shock waves,

and charged particles.

"The satellite detectors we use to

measure Hare intensity are set up to

detect small flare bursis up to and
including bursts :hat are ten thousand

times larger," says space scientist

Joe Hirman of the National Oceanic and
Arrr-ospror c Aam nstrat on (NOAA)
in Boulder, Colorado. "The detectors have

been totally saturated by some of these

flares, meaning their strength level is

above and beyond anything we ever

thought would happen." As the sun

speeds toward the peak of its 11 -year

cycle, or solar maximum, sometime
in the first half of this year, flares—and
ihe gecmagnet c storms they trigger

on Earth—will be coming more often, on

Ihe average of 400 times more
IroqL.en.ly than curing a solar minimum,

or low point,

Astronomers have closely followed

the solar cycle since :he *340 :

s, when a

Gc."~an apothecary. Hcinrich Schwabe.

Mad maximum: S:x:s on tivJ sun's face 93 million miles away myriad earthly wot

began looking inside the orbit of Mercury

in hopes of ciscove.' no, yet another

plane; Instead he found dark spots

appearing on ihe sun's face, and after

30 years of observaiion he noticed

ihat the number of sunspots rose and
fell over intervals roughly a decade
long. Soon after that, R. C. Carrington, a
British amateur astronomer, linked

solar flares with sudden, unexplainable

disturbances n. magnet ca iy based
scientific instruments on Earth. In doing

so, Carrington made the connection

between flares and violent disturbances

in the earth's magnetic field.

Since then, sungazers have amassed
considerable data about the sunspot

cycles, and observers have tried

coup ing tie" tc ea'ihly happenings
ranging from os: honing pigeons to the

number of polar bears caughl by

hunters. (During solar minimum, it was
believed, ice packs broke up, bringing

floes and their bear passengers south-

ward.) Yet sun-watching scientists are still

not certain just wny :'nc sunspot popula-

tion waxes and wanes, on the average,

every 11 years.

Solar physical:; genera; y agree that

the engine driving this cycle arises

from the interaction of the sun's magnetic

field with the dense, electrically conduc-
tive gas churning in the solar interior.

Because the sun is a gaseous body, it

doesn't rotate uniiormly; Its eguator

'turns more guickly than regions closer

to the poles. This action stretches and

lw:$'s Ihe magnetic Held >n its interior.

Sunspots, scientists believe, oc-

cur when the contorted magnetic field

pierces the sun's surface. Here the

magnetic field is so strong that solar

gas, which normally circulates, is locked

in place, and relatively dark, cool sun-

spots form, some oi which are thou-

sands of miles across. Over time

the sun's misshapen magnetic field

smooths itself out—just how still puzzles

sc entists—and the cycle begins anew.

As sunspots multiply on the surface,

Stress builds up in the corona, or solar

atmosphere, prompting the sun to amass
its heavy artillery: solar flares. 'An explo-
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By Jan Ziegler

Reddish dust swirls as the

small shuttle lands on a plat-

form 100 yards away from

a cluster of modular buildings, their

walls lurried golden by the setting sun.

The main craft, which will soon return

to Earth, circles 2W m ies above the

planet. Regularly scheduled trips to Mars,

sometimes two or three a year, blast

off from the permanent launch base on

Earth's moon, an achievement given

the light purse strings among spacefaring

nations only a lew decades before.

This vignette may someday come true,

thanks to rackets now on the drawing

board. Some, scientists theorize, could

even do the job in a mere 30

days. These racket ideas range from

the practical to the fantastic.

Most o I the work on this advanced
hardware takes place ai NASAs Lewis

Research Center in Cleveland. There

Stanley Borowski, a nuclear engineer,

oversees the effort—and also spends a

good deal of time traveling around

the country describing the four classifi-

cationainto which Ihe systems fall.

The first design is an old war-horse:

the solid-core nuclear rocket. Whereas
chemical rockets burn their fuel using

traditional combustion, propelling

exhaust gases rearward ".c provide thrust,

the solid-core system uses a nuclear

reactor to heat liquid hydrogen propellant

put in a cylinder. "Heated hydrogen,"

says Borowski, "is exhausted out at

Iwice Ihe velocity of any chemical system

we have." The slowest of the quick-trip

concepts, it is nevertheless the most

thoroughly researched and the one that

NASA could most easily build now.

Rockel designers first tesled prototypes

between 1955 and 1973 at a total cost

of $1.4 billion. Engineers estimate the

system could make a round trip to Mars

in 12 to 14 months.

The second option, the gas-core nu-

clear rocket, can operate at higher

temperatures and achieve higher thrust.

In this system uranium heated to a

gaseous state makes up the core;

hydrogen pumped close to this core

heats up and then shoots out the rocket's
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end. Experimenters have already iesied

some of the key engine features but

not the total system. "There are still

elements of the gas core we are unsure

of." Borowski says, "so we're not

absolutely certain it will work."

This system 'hooiolioal.y could journey

to Mars and back in 60 days, but if the

miss on too-: 90 clays olanners could

decrease the luel mass by half. At that

trip length, a gas-core rockel would

travel at 19 miles per second—25 times

Me average speed of ;he Apollo space-

craft on its way lo the-.moon.

The third .possibility involves nuclear

electric propulsion, A nuclear reactor

would generate electric power to accel-

erale oropellanl, perhaps argon or

xenon, rearward with electric thrusters.

Studies a: the Jet D ropjlsion Laboratory

in California indicate high-power

versions ol this system could make a

round trip to Mars in nine months.

But Ihese three reactor-based power
plants have a big problem: They're

big and heavy. And putting reactors in

space has its critics. "Were against

i-asi lane: .Wa.-s ,'i,ree rncr><t> :;o'i!'nnls'J

the use of nuclear propulsion." says

Greenpeace's Eric Fersht. "These
materials are contaminants to life and
Ihe environment."

The fourth system is Ihe most thcorel

ical: an inortiai fusion rocket. It may
alsc prove :o be tie orly design with

any chance of becoming a soa'-syylein-

dass call. A 1978 sludy sponsored

by the British Interplanetary Society

suggested that such a motor could even

propel an unmanned vehicle lo

Barna.'ti s siai. .usi nasi Alpha Centauri.

And according to a 1983 study done
at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

m California an inerfial fusion rockel could

go io Pluto and back in one year.

This system generates ioroes similar

io those found in white dwarf stars. It

involves firing a laser beam at a pellet of

luel, probably deuterium. The beam
splits and locuscs around ihe spiiencal

pellet, heating its shell until it bursts,

generating fusion energy.

The desigi is problem comes irom its

-'oracious appetite: Each pellet takes

only one billionth of a second :o destroy

the laser must be fired 50 limes a

seconc to keep up the ore*gy flow.

Consequent /. the system neeos a pellet

factory onboard :hai can manufacture

enough replacements fast enough
to supply the whole mission. A variation

on this system employs magnetic

fusion, in which deuterium or helium is

heated with accelerated particle beams
or microwaves. Bolh magnetic and
me.'tial fusion are being researched at

Lawrence Livermore.

Right now no one believes that these

exotic power systems are ready to

fly. Nor does anyone know what it will

cos; to develop them. "Not one of them
is going to the moon or Mars in ihe

first decade of the next century," NASAs
Ivan Bekey says. But some people

—

Borowski. tor instance—believe that

rocket builders cor. d deliver rj soiio-core

system early in the twenty-first century,

il we moved on it now. "There are people

in NASA who would like to start cutting

metal and developing :hese technolo-

gies," he says.DQ
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ARTIFICIAL
IRJTELUGERJCE
By R. Colin Johnson

Mou've got to make sure they gel

at least eight hours of sleep

each day," Carlos Tapang says

to !he first employee of Syntonics

Systems. "Whatever you do, don't pull

their plugs—you'll kill them."

Someday Tapang, the founder of the

Oregon-based company, will probably

offer that advice about his cognizers,

modeled after human cognition.

Computer simulations of Ihe brain's

more basic functions—artificial neural

networks—already exist. Banks use

them to read the handwritten amounts

on checks, brokerage firms employ

ihem to predict the movement of stock

prices, and the military trusts them

to cistinguish friend from foe on the high-

tech battlefield. But ihe nexi generation

of machine intelligence—cognizers—will

not be mere alilicial ri raters of human
perceptual abilities; rather they will have

genuine cogntve facu lies albeit ones

cast in synthetic materials.

Such a technological advance is not

far off. In ihe near future, Tapang hopes to

market cogrrzc microch.ps able to

bestow genuine .nre'ligercs upon any

computer in which they are installed.

The chips will be smarter in large meas-

ure because they contain a new
approach to the vexing problem of data

storage—thanks to a device called a

capacitor. This remembers what

"happens" to the chip, much the way the

brain itself maintains a record of an

individual's experience. The cognizer

will even lose its memory if deactivated.

Thus once Taoaric.'s cccrize' is turned

on, it should never be fumed off. "When
it is first turned on, it is like being born;

it starts to observe and learn about

its environment immediately. ... But if

you turn it off, it is like killing a person,"

Tapang says. Having to leave the

ccgnzer running all the time, however,

is a small price to pay; By using

hardware, not elaborate software, to

keep track of the past, these devices will

be able to solve some of the irickiest

problems faced by today's At

prog.'sms—suc'n as mimicking ihe

WaMiii .V'r. S.'/g.'ii'- Son-.oday ;f.'ese
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'vaci'«:'os a';-;/ /:-;ve a Human izcc

process o- hurr.ar vis.ial perception.

Though you can't unplug cognizers,

you do have to bid them good night.

"They must sleep," Tapang explains. "My

chips are modeled after humans:

They can stay awake for eighteen to

twenty-four hours, but then they

need aboul eight hours of resi to get

refreshed." He puts them to sleep

by closing their "eyes" and other senses,

that is, by letting ihem run with no

input from Ihe outside world.

Cognizers also need to dream during

each of their "nights." During these

sleep periods a special circuit on the

oiios senses If o rccci to d'eam and

triggers a rncdo'tnat "spang has, in the

past, compared to REM (rapid eye

movement) sleep in people. "I don't like

to stress ihe analogy with REM," he

says, "because my circuits are so much
simpler than real neural networks in

the brain,"

An age-old philosophical problem

has been whether a human remains the

same person throughoul life—despite

amnesia, doss brushes w tn death, and

the like. For humans this puzzle has

spawned myriad Iheories, none of which

has proved the definitive answer. But

for Tapang such problems are easy. "We
are our memories," he asserts. Thus

his cognizer's self is the same as long

as the power has not been interrupted.

These devices may someday usher

in Ihe sort of machines that have hereto-

fore been the stuff that science-fiction

dreams are made of: voice typewriters

that discuss your writing with you; robots

that, without human help, can design

and build their successors: airplanes that

can change their course in response

to emergencies: and cars that drive

themselves. Our electronic offspring will

then become alive in the truest sense;

able to cope with novelty by changing

their internal representations of the

world to match changing circumstances.

And we, by learning to mimic this

technique, will gain not only a funda-

mentally useful technology but also a

greater understanding of ourselves.DO
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EXPLORATIONS
By Patrick Tierney

If
a person comprehends, r ne's real:y

convinced, and has enough iaith to

carry out a human sacrifice, only then

does good luck really come to him

—

loads of cars, houses, everything," says

the seventy-four-year- old Aymara

Indian with iho alias V:ax;mo Coa. He
twists and elongates the word compre-

hends as though he were going to

open it up and reveal the mysteries of

the ages, which is exactly what he

iniends to do.

A practicing human sacrifices Coa is

a missionary determined to win

converts to what amounts to his own
mythology. Based on rituals represented

on pre-Col urn:ban :ex::los and pottery,

Coa's sacniic a 1 ri:es aisc c stantly echo

those performed by South America's

Moche warrior-priests 1,700 years ago.

In recent years, there have been

recurring rumors oi cult murders. Last

April, 15 victims—some with their hearts

and brains excised and Iheir entrails

cooked up in a witch's brew—were

discovered in Matamoros, Mexico. Their

allegoc axsci. Toners, led by a Cuban

drug smuggler, sacr'ccd them in the

hope of gaining prcicKT.c"! againsl

law enforcement officials. But blood

sacrifice—whether of humans or

animals— is the oldest and most universal

act of piety and a subject that interests

archasolog s:s -"ii'd anthropologists,

who continue to find shocking evidence

of large-scale sacrifice at ancient New
World sites.

At the Moche pyramids of Sipan in

northern Peru, lor example, archaeologist

Walter Alva excavated a king's ransom

in gold and six. human victims accom-

panying a Moche nJe r dubbed the Lord

of S pan. Moche expert Christopher

Donnari identified him as the figure pre-

siding over human sacrifices in

Mocne conograpny. But the.ancient

victims and priests are silent about Iheir

beliefs and motives.

According to Donnan in his book

Moche Art o!'Peru, "The killing of

captured warriors occurred at a special

ceremony in which iheir throats were

cut and their blood presented in tall

goblets to elegantly dressed individuals."

The outlaw hiyn ones': psrio'ms ancient rituals with the promise of t
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in cep.c"iors of ino religic-js ceremony,

a shamanic figure dressed in a bird

costume presented the goblet to the

warrior-priest.

Similarly, Coa cuts his victim's throat,

fills a crystal goblet with the blood,

and presents it to the sacrifice's patron

and, usually, his wife or girlfriend. They

then sprinkle the blood to the tiu, the

mountain gods, which also figure promi-

nently in Moche decao iai'on scenes.

And the Moche deity Aiapaec resembles

Coa's own tiu, both anthropomorphic

figures with animal fangs for teeth and

serpents sprouting from iheir heads.

Such images appear in various forms

throughout the history of Andean religion.

Coa is proud of his immolations—at

least a dozen, by his own count

—

and very particular aboul the way they

are arranged. He tells, for example,

the story of how he and a patron once

tricked a young peasant girl. A wealthy

cocaine trafficker who wanfed a human
holocaust to increase his profits, the

pairon first hired his victim as his cook,

Over several months, Coa won the

girl's confidence by inviting her to

accompany him on trips to the sacred

mountain Volcan Misti. one of the three

snow-clad peaks hovering over the

city of Arequipa, Peru. Together Coa and

the girl would make offerings of incense,

candy, and other riiual items to the tiu,

much as the pre-Columbian priests

once did. Finally he and his smuggler

friend invited the girl on whal proved to

be her final journey. "She came along

peacefully, singing.' Oca 'ecalls. "She

was a stupid little thing. We had already

dug her grave."

The two men got the girl drunk with

beer, whiskey, wine, and a home brew so

strong it would knock a man ofl

his feet. When she passed out and lay

unconscious, they cut off her head and

drained her blood into a crystal goblet

with the girl's name written upon it. They

made aspersions toward Misii, calling

on Ihe tiu for cars, money, good health,

and good fortune. Then they buried

their viclim and, with some kerosene

stored nearby, burned her clothes,
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TALES FROM THE VIENNESE WOODS

I

didn't begin keeping animals as pets because I

them for my research in animal sociology. On the contrary, I

have been very close to animals (rom childhood. It was of

immeasurable value to me that I lived by the meadows of the

Danube and had the Viennese forest out the back door.

My first animal was a fire salamander from the Viennese
forest. After that I had ducklings that I raised myself. As I

grew older I had a diverse assortment of animals. For instance,

I kept a mongoose lemur for quite awhile. A mongoose lemur
is a semi-ape. The problem with the mongoose lemur was
that a monkey cannot, in principle, be house-trained. The
kitchen was one of the places where he was forbidden to go.

One fine day, however, he managed to get into our kitchen.

Because the mongoose lemur is a highly intelligent animal,

he was immediately interested in everything new; He found a

huge kitchen knife, used for cutting meat, so interesting he
took hold of it. When the cook discovered the mongoose le-

mur with the knife in his hands, she ran screaming through
the house, afraid that the monkey would harm her. But her

fear was utterly groundless. The mongoose lemur could not

know that he held a weapon in his hands.
I recall especially fondly a colony of freely flying jackdaws,

the subject of my first scholarly work. I also loved my coiony
of night herons in the garden. When I had guests I impressed
them immensely by saying, "And now I'm going to make a
night heron appear." Then I called out, "Go-ogg, go-ogg,
go-ogg, " and a night heron flew out of the spruces. I threw
him a fish, which he caught on the fly, and then he disap-

peared with the fish into the tangled spruce branches. It was
really a beautiful sight.

Many years ago I ordered a toucan, a pepper eater, from
a pet shop. When I collected my ward at the train station—he
was sent to me as freight— I made an exceedingly sad dis-

covery: The bird sat completely exhausted on the bottom of

the cage, resting his head on his monstrous beak. His eyes
were half closed. The toucan must have been left outdoors
during the night, and the cold had badly harmed this deni-

zen of the tropics. Needless to say, he wouldn't eat. I had no
other choice but to stuff him—to force-feed him.

That night I left him in a warm room. The following morning

I went in certain to find a bird corpse. But I saw a bird that

both aroused my sympathy and appeared ludicrous, a bird

that was busily studying the world outside his cage. The tou-

can was utterly denuded. The shock of the cold air had
caused him to molt his feathers suddenly; the picture that he
presented was scurrilous indeed, especially given his

enormous beak. A few months later, when all his feathers

had grown back, I had a magnificent toucan who gave me a
great deal of pleasure for a long time.

I have wonderful memories of the time when the meadows
along the Danube near my home in Altenberg were not yet

destroyed by the dam. The summers in this almost primeval

forest—shortly after the war, when 1 was released from a So-

viet prison—were marvelous. In those days there were mead-
owlands such as one hardly finds today. Every type of animal

lived there: kingfishers, orioles, herons, and many others.

Today our house is pretty quiet. There are the dogs, and
the shamas, which are already singing about the arrival of

spring. Down in the large aquarium 1 have ocean fish, pri-

marily coral fish. I have more than 100 fish of some 35 vari-

eties. And, my latest achievement, completely ordinary canar-

ies. Anyone can raise them without difficulty, but I am as hap-

py as a child about having them. For me every animal is a
slightly less gifted but very likable colleague.

What I did for fun as a child,
I
now do as research. My

instinctive curiosity as a boy developed gradually into more
formal research. Scholarship arises from play. It's a fact. To-

day, I must confess, I suffer from the fact thai I make too

many plans, devoting myself to solving problems rather than

to the animals themselves. I have always maintained that in

order to get to know a higher form of life, you must live with

the animal. The arrogance of today's researchers, who be-
lieve that they can answer every question by examining an
animal experimentally, was always foreign to my nature. The
truly interesting questions only arise when you have become
directly acquainted with animals.

—

KONRAD LORENZ

Excerpt from On Life and Living, by Konrad Lorenz arid Kurt MQndl,
translated by Richard D. Bosley. to be published in March by St.

Martin's Press. New York. (Lorenz died on February 27, 1989.)
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FINGER FRUITS

Three years ago, U.S.

Department of Agriculture'

researcher Perry Nugeni was
challenged by a stranger:

"I'd like lo see a melon small

enough to sell in a wending

machine." Intrigued, Nugent

returned to his lab in

Charleston, South Carolina,

and began searching for

a melon that would be small

enough to stick into a vend-

ing machine slot and Gould

be eaten, skin and all.

Today Nugent 's efforts are

beginning to bear fruit. He
has crossbred domestic

cantaloupe and honeydew
with dozens of varieties

of wild melons, some of which

areas small as an egg.

The result is a grapefruit-size

melon with a marginally

edible skin ("It's a little tough

to chew," he admits), but

its liesh is firm and sweet.

Nugent is continuing

to tinker with his new fruit

and hopes to produce the

perfect vending machine

melon within the next five

years.— Bill Lawren

~ :! is :>e<!o:r.i.>us :l:r. .< ;.:;::.''/:: ;.-.'.'' ^'^archers have

THE BEST OF THE
VIPERS

Although it sounds improb-

able.', venom from the Malay-

sian pit viper could save your

life, especially if you're a

siKKt; victim with a blood clot

in your brain.

University of Texas Health

Science Center's David D.

Sherman noles that many
people bitten by Malaysian pit

vipe's die not from the toxic

side effects of the venom
but from internal bleeding.

Further studies have shown
that the venom contains

an enzyme that somehow
stops blood from clotting. It

is this anticlot characteristic

that researchers hope to

utilize as a way to treat stroke

victims. About 300,000
people a year in the United

States suffer permanent
brain damage, says Sherman.

because no treatment exists

lo dissolve the biood clots

that cause 85 percent of all

strokes. To be effective

the drug must be used within

a few hours after a stroke.

Sherman stresses that

the venom must be used
with great care—an over-

dose could kill a patient with

the same ease that a pit

viper bite does.

The experimental drug,

which costs about $200
to treat one person, is pro-

duced from a weekly milking

of venom from 400 pit vipers

and is marketed by Knoll

Pharmaceuticals under the

name Arvin. It is now
undergoing clinical trials in

the United States and in

Europe, and results are ex-

pected in about two years, at

which time the stroke saver

will go up for FDA approval.

—George Nobbe



QUASI-HUMANS

The Six Million Dollar Man
and the Bionic Woman were

TV's first cyborgs—part

human, pari technowizardry.

We may soon live in a world

populated by these beings,

futurist Jerome Glenn be-

lieves, because we are

evolving into them.

Cyborgs, says Glenn, are

the inevitable result of two

trends about to merge into

one. The first trend—the

increasing use of technology

to correct physical disabili-

ties—can be seen in the

progression from eyeglasses

to contact lenses to sur-

gically implanted lenses. The
second trend—the tendency

for technology to become
more humanlike— is continu-

ing to evolve rapidly: The
ability to associate ideas as

well as the ability to speak

and to recognize voices are

all within the range of today's

computer chips.

Glenn says that the two
trends will usher in an age of

"conscious technology" in

which "robots will get bio-

chips to become more human
and humans will become
cyborgs" within the first half

of the twenty-first century.

By then technology won't

be limited to simply correcting

disabilities but will increas-

ingly be used to enhance the

human body's performance;

"Contact lenses with zoom
vision, miniature hearing

aids to hear selected sounds
at greater distances, or

miniature transceivers'- to

reach out and touch some-
one are just some of the

ways future cyborgs will go
beyond our inherited biology,"

Glenn says.

While he is con Iidem that

he has seen the future that

lies.ahead for humanity,

Glenn acknowledges there is

a certain amount of resist-

ance to be overcome. "As

[Isaac] Asimov says, All new
technology is. rejected and
then accepted.' I don't see
any difference with this."

— R. A. Decker!

'We must always have old

memories andyoung hopes."
—Arsene Houssaye

SILVER FUTURES

Stitch for stitch., silver

saves you better "than nylon

when it comes !o healing

wounds. That's the word from

chemist Chin-Chang Chu of

Cornell University, in Ithaca,

New York, who is experi-

menting with the healing

properties of silver sutures.

Silver, Chu explains, has

long been known to have
antimicrobial- properties,

making it a good candidate

for closing wounds vulnerable

to infection. But the real

trick, and Chu's real contribu-

tion, is electrifying the silver

threads: When a.tiny currenl

passes through nylon threads

coated with silver, ions of

silver are released. These
antimicrobial ions are free to

linger in the wound, making

the silver sutures, in Chu's

words, "definitely better

for extensive, dirty injuries

like stab wounds or wounds
caused by accidents."

So far Chu has done a

bacterial culture test and one
animal study that have estab-

lished the compatibility .of

silver sutures with surround-

ing live tissue. Eventually

'-''.' zirgori 'A::^ o.'cc ;.''::

he foresees, a system in which
slttched-up patients will carry

Walkman-like portable elec-

tronic units that send healing

current to the wound zones.

The.cost? Without the

electricity-generating unit,

says Chu, silver sutures

will be slightly more expen-
sive than normal sutures,

which run between 50 cents

and a dollar per foot.

— Bill Lawren

"A hospital should also have

a recovery room adjoining

the cashier's office."

—Francis O'Walsh
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ALIEN BACK TALK

SETI—or the search for

extraterrestrial intelligence

—

will get a $40 million boost

from 1993 through 1999.

NASA plans to examine radio

signals from the 8Q0 closest

Stars Similar to our sun in

hopes that an Earth-like

planet circling one of !hem

will be broadcasting its own
SETI beacon. In anticipa-

tion of this amplified effort,

NASA is now pondering

Ihe most vexing of the SETI

questions: What happens
if we hear that big hello from

across the galaxy?

To answer that question,

NASA produced a document
called the Declaration of

Principles as a guide lo any-

one who might be in the

front lines if and when the

message arrives. Before

making any public

announcement, the document

warns, the listeners should

first assume the signal is

stellar static. If the signal still

appears to be E.T. made,
the discoverers should relay

their findings via a special

hot line operated by the

International Astronomical

Union in Washington, DC. to

inform other scientific ob-

servers around the world.

Should, we answer back?

The NASA document side-

steps the issue, saying,

"No response . . .
should be

sent," At this point Ihe guide-

lines suggest a planetwide

consultation before returning

the hello but leave the logis-

tics for such consultations to a

future agreement.

— Bill Lawren

boast, the trickiest question has yet to be addressed.
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NOSE NEWS IS GOOD
NEWS

Anyone looking? Place

your thumb over your right

nostril, take a deep breath,

and repeat with the left nostril.

One side will be easier

to breathe through than ihe

other. That's nothing new:

Scientists have known for

decades that our nasal cycle

changes .every -two and

a half hours or -so, with one
nostril and then the other

dominating. But now Montana

State University researchers

say that the dominant nostril

may affect our performance

of verbal and spatial tasks.

Psychologist Richard

Block and three colleagues

asked a group of 60 men
and women to take two tests

measuring verbal and spatial

performance, first with nos-

trils unblocked then with

either the left or the right nos-

tril plugged for five minutes.

As expected, men with

unblocked nostrils scored

higher on spatial skills and
women on verbal skills.

But men Scored slightly

higher on spatial skills when
they breathed through the

right nostril, and, when
compared with a verbal skills

test taken with the right

nostril in action, they amplified

their verbal skills 35 percent

by breathing through the

left nostril.

When Block tested women
volunteers, his results were
exactly the opposite: They
performed 33 percent better

on spatial skills when breath-

ing through the left nostril

and a bit better on verbal

tasks when breathing through

the tight nostril.

Block concedes that he

WM

Cioosing sides. I he size of

your passages means nothing.

has a real puzzle on his

hands. In men the dominant

ncsiri! appears to stimulate

ihe hemisphere on the same
side ol the brain, resuliing

in enhanced performance.

But in women the dominant

nostril appears to activate the

opposite hemisphere. He
thinks that different brain

struciures in men and women
may provide a clue to Ihe

sets of opposing data but

admits, "We need to know
more, about the olfactory

system before we can provide

a satisfactory explanation"

for the curious phenomena.
Biopsychologisi Avery

Gilbert believes iha! some-
thing special goes on when
nasal cycles shift, but he isn't

sure just what. "I think it'sa

reasonable topic to pursue,

"

he says of Block's work.

"Other people have looked

at airflow and brain function

before and tried to connect

the. two,"—Vincent Bozzi

"Al a certain age some
people's minds close up;

they live .on their intellectual

tat"

— William Lyon Phelps



EERIE CANAL

The Florida Power and
Light Company (FPL) had
one purpose for its 168 miles

of twisting, turning canals

in the southeastern tip of the

state: to cool water

discharged from its Turkey

Point nuclear power plant. Yet

the. utilitarian (and nonra-

dioactive) canals. have had a

delightful, unexpected side

effect: They've become
a home for the endangered
American crocodile.

The crocs, distinguished

from their alligator cousins by

a sharper snout and a prefer-

ence for salt water, settle in

the isolated canals because
Ihetr large earlhen berms
provide nesting sites. Turkey

Point's canals are one of

just three American nesting

grounds for the crocodiles:

the others—both in Florida-
are the Everglades National

Park and a special

park set aside in Key Largo.

At least six nesis have

been idenlified a! Turkey Point

Ihis year with close to 100
new hatchlings scooting

along the waterways.

"What we're trying to show
is that they can go aboul

'their business and we can go
about ours," says FPL's Ross
Wilcox—George Nobbe

BRAN NEW

Sure, bran is good for you,

but many people find the

dry. grainy meal a little tough

to stomach, But now re-

searchers at the Agriculture

Research Service (ARS)

of the U.S. Department of

Agriculture have found a way
to take the yuck out of bran,

resulting in a zero-calorie.

fiber-rich flour substitute that

blends imperceptibly into

your recipes.

The gritty taste of bran,

ARS biochemist J. Michael

Gould explains, is caused by

lignin, a kind of "plant glue"

;hsi stiffens the cell walls

of oafs. When oat bran is

soaked in a weak hydrogen
peroxide solution, the lignin

breaks down, leaving the

bran taste behind but the

bran benefits intact. After re-

acting with plant material,

the hydrogen peroxide

harmlessly dissipates into

oxygen and water.

"We found we could re-

place forty percent of cake
flour with this treated bran

before taste panelists could

tell the difference," says

Gould. "In pancakes we could

get up to sixty-five percent

replacement, "He adds that

because the bran taste is

minimal, "you can change
foods thai are high in calories

but low in fiber into foods

that are high in fiber but low

in calories." The chemical

processing pins extra costs

on the fiber flour, says Gould.

Whereas regular flour costs

consumers about ten cents a

pound, his bran flour

"costs about seventy-five

cents a pound."

— DorothyScheuer

**
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FLOOD ASSURANCE

Could the story of Noah's

ark and the myth of Atlantis

be based on catastrophes

that actually took place?

Canadian physical geogra-

pher John Shaw is the most

recent person to say yes.

Shaw, of Queen's University

at Kingston in Ontario, thinks

that during the most recent

ice age, glaciers acted as

massive blankets, trapping

the earth's natural heat

beneath them. The heat built

up slowly and melted the

bottom layers of the ice

masses that covered most of

Europe and North America

during the ice ages. When the

glaciers began to retreat,

most recently about 12,000

years ago, the trapped water

was released, generating a

flood of truly mythic propor-

tions. Torrents roared down
North American rivers to

the Atlantic and the Gulf of

Mexico, raising sea levels

around the world as much as

11 inches in just a few days.

vf^ vt
***

Glacial meltwaters: Did Noah
float on their foam?
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In Europe the melting glacier-?.

unleashed deluges that

spilled into the North Sea
and the Irish Sea.

As evidence, Shaw cites

fields of odd, low hills known
as drumlins, which are found

in areas of Canada, the

northern United States, Great

Britain, and Scandinavia.

The shapes of the drumlins,

he says, suggest that they

were carved by me Itwater

and not by the grinding

action of glacier:

previously thoi

sees evidence

in the Susquehc

Mississippi valleys

America, where he found

holes as deep as 100 feet

and huge boulders left

stranded on mid -river islands.

"These features," Shaw says,

"could only have been cre-

ated by rushing water." It

was the human experience

of these monumental floods,

he concludes, that generated

not only the stories of Noah's

ark and Atlantis but also

the "drowned continent"

myths told by peoples as

disparate as the Maori of New
Zealand and the Indians of

the Missouri Valley.

— Bill Lawren

"it infuriates me to be wrong

when I know I'm right."—Moliere

"In the presence of

extraordinary actuality,

consciousness takes the

place of imagination"—Wallace Stevens

"Madness is to think-oftoo

many things in succession

too fast'or of one thing too

exclusively

"

—Voltaire

AUTOMATIC PIZZA

With automatic car washes,

automatic light switches,

and automatic radio scanners

the world over, how surpris-

ing is it to hear that a Ver-

mont oven manufacturing

company is now marketing a

fully automated, sensor-

aided pizza oven that pops

out seven-inch pies in just

three minutes?

The Anytime Pizza maker,

invented by Edible Technolo-

gies of Sunnyvale, California,

consists of a refrigeration

unit that houses 200 dough-

filled aluminum trays, tomato

sauce, cheese, pepperoni,

sausage, green peppers.

onions, olives, and mush-

rooms. All the customer has

to do is punch his order

on a keyboard and then

watch through a transparent

pane as the pizza maker

weighs out the precise

amounts of the proper ingre-

dients, lipping them from

storage hoppers that can be
refilled without even stopping

the machine. According to

Anytime spokesman Stephen

Amos, your personal pie

drops into an infrared oven

large enough to cook ten

pies at once, and in minutes

it's pizza time. 'At trade

shows and in taste tests our

pizzas were well received,"

says Amos.
At $50,000 a machine, the

pizza maker probably won't

find a niche in the kitchen

next to the coifee maker, but

with a suggested retail

price ol three to four dollars

a pie. convenience stores,

movie theaters, and bowling

alleys are already interested

in the contraption.

—George Nobbe

"One of the benefits of

inflation is that kids can no

longer get sick on a nickel's

worth of candy"
—Journeyman Barber

magazine



BORED SENSELESS

Everyone has heard the

adage "bored and feeling no

pain." Well, itlurnsout (o

be true: A 1988 study by

Waldemar Karwowski of the

University of Louisville and

two colleagues in Poland

found that when people are

bored, they feel less pain.

Karwowski and his cohorts

decided to test how states

of mind influence the percep-

tion ol pain by dividing a

group of 50 women in half

and putting them in front

of video display terminals

(VDTs) attached lo com-
puters. One group was given

a creativity test designed

to stimulate the mind, while

the other group watched
a blank VDT screen. After

two-hour stints on the com-
puters, both groups stuck

their fingers into a contraption

that administered a sharp

squeeze; The women with the

stimulating tasks rated the

pain at 7.09 on a 10-poinl

scale, while women with the

The doldrums: Haven't got

boring task rated the same
pinch at only 3.05.

"Apparently under condi-

tions of high stimulation

we become hyperaroused,

become more aware of all our

senses, and our subjective

feeling of pain is amplified,"

says Karwowski. Boredom
effect,

lor

summer to verify his

findings.

such data in hand,

Karwowski recommends
boring patients who are due
for surgery. 'A patient may
be less susceplible to pain if

he is not overstimuiated,"

he says. "Before an operation

it may be a good idea for a
patient to. avoid excitement

because it could cause
greater perception of pain,

perhaps leading to compli-

cations and unnecessary

suffering."—Vincent Bozzi

Some had a wingspan
bigger than a Boeing 747's.

Others would have been
dwarfed by crows. For mil-

lions of years pterosaurs

were the airborne kings of

Earth, filling the Cretaceous

skies with their flying forms.

Now a find in Brazil has

uncovered a pterosaur fossil

with a patch of skin attached,

giving scientists new insight

into how the beasts fiew

and what they looked like.

David Martin ol the Open
University in Milton Keynes,

Great Britain, discovered

the pterosaur in a box of fossil

bones stored in the base-

ment of a Rio de Janeiro

museum. Although more than

1,000 pterosaur fossils have
been found, this one proved

to be a colossal anomaly.

"It had a patch of fossilized

skin attached," says Martill,

who believes the creature

was so well p
cause it died in a chemical-

laden lake. "It's only the

second pterosaur specimen
found with some skin on it."

Under examination by

an electron microscope, the

top layer of the pterosaur's

very thin epidermis looks

much like human skin. Martill

notes, "It has a crisscross

pattern and wrinkles like the

back of a human hand."

With the tissue sample and
otherfossil evidence in

hand, Martill has taken sides

with the paleontological

camp that concludes ptero-

saurs were "active fliers"

but were unable to gtide and
soar like modern birds,

"Their flight was more like

that of a bat than a bird," he
says. Martill's detective work
has taken speculation one
step further: "We can't prove

it, but we think because
their top layer of skin was so
thin, they would have been

pink,"—Sherry Baker
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PETAL PUSHER

Every child knows ihe

verse" 'Will you walk into my
parlor?' said the spider to

the fly." Now there's evidence

thai some spiders go to

great lengths to welcome
insects by decorating their

"parlors" in a way that attracts

unsuspecting bugs.

Last summer evolutionary

ecologist Catherine Craig

and visual physiologist Gary

Bernard of Yale University

analyzed the spectral prop-

erties of silks from the webs of

several species of spiders.

They found that many silks,

especially the whitish "globs"

that hang near the center

of webs, are not the marks of

shoddy workmanship but

are sophisticated ultraviolet

reflectors. "These spiders

have done a sneaky thing,"

says Bernard, who is now
with Boeing Aircraft in Seattle.

"By decorating Iheir webs
with silk globs that reflect ul-

traviolet light, they attract

insect prey,"

insects, Bernard explains,

use their ability to see ultravi-

olet (UV) light lo find food

sources in flowers and fungi

that reflect UV light. Spiders

like the common garden

spider use this behavior to

their advantage, taking great

pains to place UV reflectors

near the center of their sticky

webs. "The insects are

often fooled into thinking an

ordinary web is a flower,"

he says. "But by the time they

discover their error, it's too

late."— Bill Lawren

"In any household, junk

accumulates to lilt the space

available for its storage,"

—Bruce O. Boston
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TWO-ALARM ZIPPER

When Swedish engineer

Gideon Sundback first pat-

ented the zipper in 1912,

he didn't realize thai his in :

vention would create one of

life's most embarrassing

moments—namely, when one

forgets to zip up. How do

you know when a zipper

starts to slip, or was never

shut to begin with?

To combat this problem,

Danny Steinberg, an inventor

living in Tokyo, has recently

invented "Zip Sure," a spe-

cially designed zipper that

alerts its wearer when his or

her fly is open. Ifthe zipper

slips or has not been com-
pletely closed, sensors send

a signal to a small vibrator

attached to the skin. The
wearer presumably feels the

vibration and knows it's time

to fix ihe zipper. Steinberg's

device is also connected

to another pair of sensors

worn on the belt or waistband:

When wearers hang up

their pants or use the toilet,

the sensors shut off, deacti-

vating the alarm.

At this writing, Steinberg

has filed for a patent for

his invention, but there's no

word yet about interest from

manufacturers—or from

the public.—Jane Bosvetd

SAFE MAVEN

If you stash all your valu-

ables in a safe, thinking

that they're secure from theft,

forget it. You—or your valu-

ables—could fall victim

to a robot that cracks combi-

nation sales at wo rid-record

speeds.

After ten years as a lock-

smith and safe mechanic,

Don Bair turned to mechani-

cal engineering. As a stu-

dent, he began developing

UCMEROB ("you see me
rob"), a stethoscope-eared

robot that can crack a three-

digit combination lock in

10 to 15 minutes. "That's

about the same time as the

world's fastest human on

a comparable lock," says Bair.

The robot's sensitive

hearing picks up the sounds
of tumblers falling info place

as its mechanical arm slowly

rotates the lock's dial. The

arm and ear of the robot are

both hooked up to a com-

puter that analyzes the

tumblers' positions. Bair and

his colleagues have applied

for a patent and are continu-

ing to refine their creation

into a commercial venture that

should retail for around

$2,000—a hefty price for

forgetfulness.

Bair says that the robot's

primary mission will be to

open safes lor people who
have forgotten their combina-

tions. It will also be used to

crack safes that have been

seized by the police. But

crooks beware: Owning the

device without a locksmith's

license could be a felony

offense because the robot

would be considered a

burglar's tool.

—Gregory T Pope
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GET SMART:

CONTROLLING CHAOS
Disoider, whether on Wall

Street or in our minds, may just be a higher form of order

BY KATHLEEN McAULIFFE

Vw reation came out of chaos, is

surrounded by chaos, and will end in chaos.—Anonymous

On the door to Paul Rapp's neuroscience lab at the Medical College

of Pennsylvania is a picture oi the Wright brothers' historic flight at Kitty

Hawk. "I'm building a machine to fly inside my own head," explains Rapp,

forty, whose tall stature, thick swept-back hair, and wire-rimmed gaze

suggest a cross between a commanding scientific intellect and a die-

hard romantic—which may in fact be the case. A self-described "bad

poet" and Mahler fanatic, Rapp holds advanced degrees in mathemat-

ics and physiology. In keeping with this unlikely mix of passions (or per-

haps because of them), he is unabashedly in pursuit of a new cosmol-

ogy of the mind. His "flying machine": a computer-graphics program

driven by mathematical equations from nonlinear dynamics, a new field

that has revealed a secret inner order to seemingly chaotic phenomena.

PAINTINGS BY STANISLAW FERNANDES



This fledgling science has

enthralled diverse special-

ists— from economists to

meteorologists—who seek

to -understand complex,
constantly fluctuating sys-

tems. The weather, turbulent

water, oscillations in wildlife

populations, the rise and fall

of market prices—and yes,

even the brain— are now
being modeled on com-
puters using nonlinear

equations. This approach,

which has given rise to a

body of knowledge called

chaos theory, brings clarity

to otherwise meaningless
numbers, Through these
simulations, researchers can

sometimes discern simple

underlying patterns in com-
plex systems. It is this pos-

sibility that draws Rapp and
other scientists who dare to

contemplate the workings of

the human brain. This three-pound

bundle of wetware packs in a whop-
ping 12 billion neurons, each capable of

forming as many as 50,000 connections

with other cells. That adds up to more than

100 trillion connections— or many more "bits"

than make up any computer so far dreamed of.

Faced with such complexity, neuroscientists over the last

century have approached the brain as they would an intricate

machine, taking it apart piece by piece and testing each com-
ponent. Using this reductionist strategy, they have identified 60

or so neurotransmitters, charted the wiring scheme of major

nerve pathways, and recorded the electrical impulses of single

neurons. But for all their success, these efforts always fell short

of explaining how the individual parts work in concert to pro-

duce such global properties as ideas, emotions, acts of will

—

in short, consciousness. The new mathematical tools raise the

hope of finding unifying principles that transcend the gritty de-

tails, enabling neuroscientists to step back and scan the bigger

picture. "If there is a Holy Grail to neural functioning." says Rapp,

"chaos theory will help us !ind it."

Rapp likens this strategy to a researcher studying China'by
suspending a microphone over Beijing. "You won't learn Chi-

nese that way," he says, "but you could pick up daily or sea-

sonal variations in the noise level, which would tell you some-
thing about the gross pattern of activity of a large urban
population." In a similar fashion, says Rapp, chaos theory is

revealing variations in the rhythms of vast collections of neu-

rons. These unsuspected patterns, long hidden in the irregular

squiggle of the brain's electroencephalogram (EEG), are trig-

gered by problem solving, memories, moods, and neurological

conditions ranging from Parkinson's disease to schizophrenia.

One of Rapp's claims to fame: He can tell whether a subject is

doing simple or more taxing mental arithmetic tram an analysis

of his brain waves.

Because nonlinear equations can -be applied to phenomena
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on any hierarchical level—

from the microscopic to the

cosmic—a handful of in-

trepid researchers are using

the same techniques to

identify similar patterns in

human behavior. By analyz-

ing videotaped sessions of

psychotherapy, forexample,

they have begun to spot
trends in patient-therapist

interaction—such as an ebb
and flow of speech and
emotional pitch—that are

unique to individuals and
highlystableovertime. "The

explosive freedom we gain

from describing reality in

mathematical metaphors is

breathtaking," says Rapp.
"We can discover truths

about ourselves that we
could never have learned as

poets writing in English."

How can man be de-
scribed in the same mathe-

matical metaphors as the weather, white

water, or Wall Street? In the language of

scieniists, all these phenomena are "cha-

otic," or inherently unpredictable. Although

they demonstrate distinct trends, these sys-

tems defy long-range forecasts. You cannot know
what you will be thinking two weeks from Tuesday any

better than you can predict stock indexes or the ambient tem-

perature. This would seem to be stating the obvious, but until

recently, in fact, most scientists ignored or denied this quirky,

forbidding side of nature. They preferred Newton's reassuring

clockwork universe of frictionless pendulums, of dependable
machines, of planets moving around suns in smooth c-lliptca'

orbits. Although these "ideal" models are now known to be ab-

errations ot nature— or, as one physicist put it, "as scarce as

hen's teeth"— it's easy to see their appeal. With knowledge ot

the laws of motion and a few starting conditions—such as the

position and velocity of an object—scientists can reliably cal-

culate how a system will change overtime. With virtual certainty

they can determine, for example, when Halley's Comet will re-

turn to the vicinity of Earth in the next century or the path of an

arrow shot through the sky.

The reason for this orderly predictability becomes apparent

from a closer examination of the arrow. From the moment it

leaves the bow, the starting conditions (with the exception of

air resistance) never again influence its course. Conseaucntiy.

the arrow and other objects of cassica phys cs to: low a smooth,

uninterrupted path. On a graph their behavior can always be
plotted as a gradually sloping line.

Chaotic systems are not so obliging—hence the term nonlin-

ear dynamics. Such phenomena are sustained by complex
loops of feedback, in which the outcomes of initial inputs are

diverted back into the system at unpredictable points in its cycle.

One pendulum swings to and fro with a regular motion, but if it

is struck by the ball of a second pendulum before reaching its

zenith, both pendulums may begin swinging in a wild, erratic



fashion. Similarly, when an ocean break-

er bounces off a jetty, it will collide with

oncoming waves that variously enhance
or diminish its size. In the brain, too, the

electrical impulse of one neuron gets un-

predictably amplified or dampened by

inputs it receives from connected neu-

rons. Such "kick backs'; send a chaot-

ic system flying off in a new direction,

rather than proceeding in a smooth,

even-paced way.

Small wonder that a map of its future

course is quickly consumed by a wild

tangle of trajectories. This is the image

of chaos—of wind, of water, of mind. But

to the utter dismay of scientists, ft did

not turn out to be the unruly disorder

everyone feared. What began as a mad
jumble of trajectories eventually as-

sumed a form—a ghostly geometry
called a strange attractor.

"The first time I ran an EEG signal

through a computer that transformed it

into a geometric image, I expected some-

thing bewildering and ugly," recalls

Rapp. "Instead there was this dazzling,

filigreed structure slowly revolving in

three-dimensional space. It looked like

a tulip with multicolored edges, and
with each rotation another petal unfold-

ed. I
said, 'Look! Look!' " (His col-

leagues' response, herewith recorded

for posterity: "No shit!")

The story of how Rapp became ac-

quainted with this mathematical wonder

is really the story of his life. To put it suc-

cinctly, it takes a strange mind to ap-

preciate a strange attractor. As the heir

to a long lineage of mathematician farm-

ers from Fulton County, Indiana, Rapp
may have carried the seeds of strange-

ness from the very start. Rapp's mother

is a mathematician, as were his mater-

nal grandfather and both of his broth-

ers. Even his great-grandfather was
nuts for numbers. "Every evening after

plowing the farm," says Rapp, "he'd sit

down with a mathematical workbook

and, in beautiful nineteenth-century

script, perform calculations until the sun

went down."
Rapp, who still maintains 78 acres of

the farm, has carried on these twin fam-

ily traditions. But he has also taken

some detours from this path. As an un-

dergraduate at the University of Illinois

in Urbana, he found himself drawn to

physiology and poetry. "It dawned on

me that the most fascinating thing in the

known universe was my mind," says

Rapp. "So off I went on a journey of self-

discovery, writing poems and trying to

learn everything I could about how the

brain functions."

After graduating summa cum laude,

Rapp still had a yearning for learning,

which he pursued in England at Cam-
bridge's prestigious department of ap-

plied mathematics and theoretical phys-

ics. There, at home in this "wonderful

community of unfettered loonies," hesub-

merged himself in the mathematics of

"biological oscillators": biochemical re-

actions that can suddenly be amplified

or diminished through complex feed-

back loops. The equations describing'

the reactions were nonlinear, which
meant that Rapp soon found himself over-

whelmed by pages of unruly numbers.
It was now the mid-Seventies, and as

Rapp wrestled with this intractable prob-

lem, he learned of an extraordinary pa-

per that had gone unnoticed for more
than a decade. Published in an obscure
meteorology journal in 1963, the paper
was by Edward Lorenz of the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology,
whose main fascination was trying to un-

derstand climatic patterns. Although

this was hardly an interest of Rapp's, the

three equations Lorenz had used to mod-
el the weather were nonlinear. What's
more, he had found an intriguing way
around their staggering complexity.

After struggling with the equations

and getting nowhere, Lorenz plugged
them into a computer— still something
of a novelty for research laboratories of

that era—and used a primitive graph-
ics generator to display the results.

Rapp's heart thrilled at learning the

outcome: The mathematical points first

spun into one orbit and then looped

around to a second orbit, coiling in on
themselves like a snake. The points

jumped back and forth endlessly be-

tween the two orbits, never repeating the

same path. In time, however, the thick-

et of trajectories traced out a structure

that resembled a domino (the little

black eye mask worn at Venetian car-

nivals), with the orbits settling around
the two "eyeholes." As Rapp immedi-
ately grasped

,
there was a hidden struc-

ture to chaos. Although Lorenz didn't

give a name to his discovery, his com-
puter had brought to life the first

strange attractor. Rapp now looked to

this artificial creature for his redemption

—

his escape from madness.
What exactly is a strange attractor,

and how can a structure emerge out of

disorder? "Think of it," says Rapp, "as

an idealized state toward which an un-

predictable^—that is, strange—system is

attracted." The structure stems from the

fact that the behavior of the system is

not totally random. Rather, the system
vacillates erratically within a particular

range, or norm.

Consider climate. There are record

high and low temperatures that define

what is normal weather on this planet.

In Lorenz's model that range is speci-
fied by the boundaries of the domino,
and motion never occurs outside of

them—for example, it never goes above
200" F. But within the "normal" range,

it can be any temperature—hence mo-
tion on the surface of the domino is unre-

stricted. Put another way. a strange at-

tractor is a symbol of "bounded mad-
ness": It has strictly defined boundaries,

but within the boundaries anything goes.



These insights have led to a friendli-

er view of chaos. Ironically, what was
once shunned as a terrifying mess has
come to be embraced as a higher form

of order. Like the balance of yin and
yang stressed in Chinese cosmology,

chaos now connotes a paradoxical

state between rigid organization and ran-

domness, between predictability and
chance. Some have even seized its

bounded madness as the perfect New
Age metaphor for emotional stability. Psy-

chiatrist Arnold Mandeil, an early pros-

elytizer of chaos theory who is now in

the department of mathematics at the

University of California at San Diego, has

a T-shirt emblazoned with the words

.
BOUNDED CHAOTIC MIXING PRODUCES
strange stability. Translation: A well-

balanced individual is flexible (capable

of vacillating among a wide range of

mood states) yet controlled (the moods
always stay within certain bounds').

To be sure, chaotic fluctuations in the

brain may occasionally be harmful—or
so research on schizophrenia suggests.

But the latest findings show that in many
instances, the brain functions' normally

—

and even optimally—in a chaotic state.

After analyzing the EEGs of humans,
Rapp has alsocome around to this friend-

lier view. "When we are- healthy and
alert, the interval between electrical

waves is never rigidly fixed." he reports,

"but always vacillates around a certain

frequency range." Moreover, when we
are mentally challenged, the interval be-

tween the electrical waves becomes
even m'ore variable—or chaotic. This sug-

gests, in Rapp's opinion, that chaos
"may actually be highly beneficial dur-

ing problem solving."

To demonstrate his point, he shows
the results of an EEG study in which sub-

jects were asked to count backward men-
tally from 200 either in steps of seven

(i.e., 193, 186, 179. ..) or in steps of two

(i.e., 198, 196, 194. . .). From the elec-

trical tracings alone, it is impossible to

distinguish between the two experimen-

tal conditions. But as Plato prophesied,

"Geometry will show the soul toward

truth." When the EEG signal is fed into a
computer and transformed into an ab-

stract structure—a strange attractor

—

Rapp can immediately see a difference:

When subjects are subtracting by sev-

en, the strange attractor is rich and com-
plex. It looks vaguely like the starship

Enterpriser Star Trek. In the much sim-

pler task of subtracting by two, the

strange attractor suddenly flattens out

in one plane, resembling a Frisbee

seen from the side. Mathematically the

structure is in fact less complicated, or

"chaotic." Clearly, the greater the men-
tal challenge, the more chaotic the

activity of the subject's brain,
' in a related experiment, the subject

is asked to press a button every time he

cocktail fmri£S
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hears a high-pitched tone but to ignore

medium- and low-pitched tones. The
strange attractor, or geometric structure

related to his EEG, is most complex dur-

ing the presentation of the nontarget

tones. Rapp's explanation: As soon as

the subject hears the high-pitched

tone, his brain converges on the signal

and goes into a simpler, less chaotic

state of activity.

What does all this mean? In Rapp's
opinion, chaotic activity may be an as-

set in problem solving. "You want to be

able to scan as wide a range of solu-

tions as possible and avoid locking on

to a suboptima! solution early on," he

explains. "One way to do that is to

have a certain amount of disorderliness,

or turbulence, in your search."

Rapp supports his theory by pointing

to the deliberate use of random func-

tions in state-of-the-art neural nets: com-
puter programs designed to simulate hu-

man intelligence. To illustrate how this

works, he asks us to imagine a bumpy
terrain that represents all possible en-

ergy states of the brain. In the neural

net the current state of the brain is spec-

ified by an imaginary ball rolling about
the surface. The ball is attracted to the

valleys because the rules of the program

presume that the best solutions to a prob-

lem conform to the lowest energy
states—that is, states in which strongly

connected "neurons" in the system will

fire together. To find a good solution to

a problem, the- ball thus must ignore shal-

low energy basins in favor of the deep-
est valleys—the best solutions. How
does it do that?

This is where randomness comes in

handy. If the ball is set loose, explains

Rapp, it will simply. roll to the bottom of

the nearest valley—probably not the

best solution. But if it is given a little ran-

dom jiggle, the ball will be able to ex-

plore many more valleys before settling

down. In this way the neural net may
find abetter solution.

The results can be entirely unexpect-

ed in the same way that human prob-

lem solving can lead to unforeseen con-

clusions. A neural net designed by

John Hopfield of the California Institute

of Technology, for example, uses its ran-

dom search system to "free-associate":

Its "memories" mix and mingle in new
combinations, crudely imitating what a
psychoanalyst does for a living. It is al-

so capable of learning. For example, the

neural net can be "conditioned" to avoid

noxious food in the same way that the

common garden slug, Umax, does.

That may not be impressive by human
standards, but for a computer, it is a re-

markable achievement.

Intriguingly, outside of artificial intelli-

gence such random search systems

have been used by computers to gen-

erate very good—though not necessar-

ily the best—solutions to problems in the

least amount of time. For example, tele-
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delicious, and
the teal-blue velvet seats

; as comfortable

as old friends. The large v.„ ,-

dows greet the
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greets anyone who comes in. You don't

have to order much: a cup of tea or a
glass of wine. The croissants come
from the bakery next door and are de-

livered twice a day Late in the evening,

the cafe bakes its own specialty for the

night-owl customers—"heavies." a
kind of sugar doughnut the size ofa pock-

et watch. A wonderful treat is to go in

there late on a winter night and have a
warm plate full of them.

The Bremen is open nineteen hours
a day. December twenty-fourth is the on-

ly day of the year it's closed, but on Christ-

mas it opens again, wearing green and
red tablecloths, full of people in bright

new sweaters or singles looking a little

less lonely on a day when people
should be home.

There are small, real pleasures in life—

the latest issue of your favorite maga-
zine, a fresh pack of cigarettes, the

smell of things baking.

You can have all of them
in lhat cafe; you can be
happy there without any
of them.

I often went in to sit,

look out the window, and
hum. A secret vice. My
husband sneaks candy
bars, my mother reads

movie magazines, I hum.

Give me a free hour with

nothing to do and a
good window to stare

out of and I'll gladly hum
you all of Mahler's Fifth

or any song off the

Beatles' White Album.
I'm the first to admit

I'm not very good at it.

but humming is only

meant for an audience of

one, yourself, and any-
- one who eavesdrops
does it at their own peril.

This happened on a
late November afternoon

when the whole town seemed one liq-

uid glare of reflected light and rain. A
day when the rain is colder than snow
and everything feels meaner, harder

edged. A day to stay inside and read a
book, drink soup out of a thick white cup.

I'd decided to treat myself to the Bre-

men because I was beat. Arguing with

the children, a trip to the dentist, then

endless shopping for invisible things

—

toilet paper, glue, salt. Things no one
ever knows are there until they're gone
and are then needed desperately. An
invisible day where you exhaust your-

self running around, doing thankless er-

rands that are necessary but meaning-
less: the housewife's oxymoron.

Walking in. wet and loaded down
with bags, I think I groaned with joy

when I saw my favorite table was emp-
ty. I flew to it like a tired robin to its nest.

Herr Ritter came right over, looking

elegant and very nineteenth century in

his black suit and bow tie, a white towel

as always draped carefully over his arm.

"You look very tired. A hard day?"
"A nothing day, Herr Ritter."

He suggested a piece of cream
cake, damn the calories, but I ordered
a glass of red wine instead. There was
an hour before the kids would be home.
An hour to let the knots inside slowly un-

tie themselves while I looked But the win-

dow and watched the now-romantic
rain. How long could it have been, two
minutes? Three? Almost without know-
ing it. I'd begun to hum, but then from

the booth behind, someone gave a

loud, long "Ssshl"
Embarrassed, I turned and saw an old

man with a very pink face glaring at me.
"Not everyone likes Neil Diamond,

you know!"
The perfect end to a perfect day: Now

1 was on trial for humming "Holly Holy."

INfflOMInELQ
OUK LITTLE bOT LOOKED

I made an "excuse me" face and was
about to turn around again when, out of

the corner of my eye, I noticed a num-
ber of photographs he had spread out
on the table in front of him. Most of the

pictures were of my family and me.
"Where did you get those?"

He reached behind him and, picking

one up, handed it to me. Not looking at

it, he said, "That is your son in nine

years. He's wearing a patch because
he lost that eye in an automobile acci-

dent. He wanted to be a pilot, as you
know, but one needs good eyesight for

that, so he paints houses instead and
drinks a lot. The girl in the picture is the

one he lives with. She takes heroin."

My son Adam is nine and the only

thing that matters to him in the world is

airplanes. We call his room the hangar
because he's covered every wall with

pictures of the Blue Angels, the British

Red Arrows, and the Italian Frecce Tri-

colori precision flying teams. There are

models and magazines and so many dif-

ferent airplane things in his room that

it's a little overwhelming. Recently he
spent a week writing to all of the major
airlines (including Air Maroc and Tar-

om, the national airline of Romania), ask-

ing what one has to do to qualify as a
pilot for their company. My husband and
I have always been both charmed and
proud of Adam's obsession and have
never thought of him as anything but a

future pilot. In the picture I held, our lit-

tle boy with a crew cut and smart green
eyes looked like a haggard eighteen-

year-old panhandler. The expression on
his face was a bad combination of bore-

dom, bitterness, and no hope. Itwas obvi-

ously Adam in a few years, but a young
man far past the end of his line, some-
one you'd sneer at or move to avoid if

you saw him approaching on the street.

And the eye patch!

Imagining the mutilation

of one of our children is

as wrenching as the

thought of them dead.
None of that is.. .allowed.

It cannot be. And if, trag-

ically, it does happen,
then It is always our
fault, no matter their age
or the circumstances. As
parents, our wings must
always be large enough
to cover and protect

them from hurt or pain, It

is in our contract with

God when we take on

the responsibility of

their lives. I
remember so

well the character in

Macbeth who, upon
learning of the deaths of

all his children, starts

calling them "chicks."

"Where are all my little

chicks?" The sight of my
son wearing an eye patch

gave me the taste of blood in my mouth.

"Who are you?"
"Here's one of your husband after the

divorce. He thinks that new mustache
is becoming. I think it's a little silly."

Willy has tried on and off for years to

grow a mustache. Each one looked

worse than the last. Once in the middle

of a very nasty fight, I said he always

began one at the same time as he be-

gan an affair. That stopped them.

In the picture, besides the mustache,
he was wearing one of those typically

silly heavy-metal fan T-shirts (covered

with flames and lightning) announcing
a group called Braindead. What was om-
inous about that was Adam had recent-

ly brought home an album by Braindead

and said they were "awesome."
"My name-is Thursday, Frau Becker."

"Today is Thursday."
"That's right. If we'd met yesterday.

I'd be Wednesday—

"



"Who are you? What's this about?

What are these pictures?"

"They're your future. Or rather, one

of them. Futures are unstable, tricky

things. They depend on different factors.

"The way you're going now, the way
you handle your life and those around

you, this is what will happen." He point-

ed to the picture I held and then opened
both hands in a gesture that said,

"What can you do? That's the way it is."

"1 don't believe it. Get away from

me!" I
moved to turn,

but he touched my
shoulder.

"Your favorite

smell is burning

wood. You always
lie when you say the

first person you ev-

er slept with was
Joe Newman. The
first was really your

parenis' handyman,

Leon Bell."

No one knew
that. Not my hus-

band, my sister, no

one. Leon Bell!
I

thought of him so

rarely. He was kind

and gentle but it

still hurt, and I was
so scared someone
would come home
and find us in my
bed. "What do you
want?" I asked.

He took the pho-
tograph out of my
hand and put it

back on the table

with the others.

"Futures can
change. They're

like the lines on our

hands. Fate is a ne-

gotiable thing. I'm

here to negotiate

with you."

"What do I have
that you want?"

"Your talent. Re-

member the draw-

ing you did the oth-

er night of the child

under the tree? I

want it. Bring me the

picture and your

son'll be saved."

"That's all? It was only a sketch! It

took ten minutes. I
did it while watching

television!"

"Bring it to me here tomorrow at ex-

actly this time."

"How can I believe you?"
He picked up a photograph that had

been covered by the others. He held it

in front of my eyes: my old bedroom.
Leon Bell and "me,

"I don't even know you. Why are you

doing this to me?"
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He slid the pictures together as if

they were cards he was about to shuf-

fle. "Go home and find that drawing,"

I was pretty good once. Went to art

school on a full scholarship and some
of my teachers said I

had the makings

to be a real painter. But you know how I

reacted to that? Got scared. I painted

because I liked it. When peoole Started

looking carefully at my work and with

;heir hands on visn checkbooks, I ran

were old enough to get their own
snacks, I'd bought some expensive Eng-

lish oil paints and two stretched can-

vases. But I've been almost too embar-

rassed to bring them out because the

only "art" I've done in the last years has

been funny sketches for the kids or a

flttfe scribble at the bottom of a letter to

a good friend.

Plus the sketchbook, my oldest

friend. I'd always wanted to keep a dia-

ry but never had the kind of pers -'.once

away and got married. Marriage (and

ifs responsibilities) is a perfect rock to

hide behind when an enemy (parents,

maturity, success) is out gunning for you.

Squeeze down into a ball behind it and
virtually nothing can touch you. For me,

being happy didn't mean being a suc-

cessful artist. I saw success as stress

and demands I'd never be able to fulfill,

Inus disappearing people who thought

I was better than I really was.

Just recently, now that the children

that's needed to say something in writ-

ing about every day you live. My sketch-

book is different because the day I be-

gan it, when I was seventeen,
I
prom-

ised myself to make drawings in there

only when
I
wanted or when an event

was so important (the birth of the kids,

the day
I
discovered Willy was having

an affair) that I had to "say" something

about it. As an old woman I'd give it to

mychildren and say, "These are things

you didn't know. They aren't important

now except to tell you more about me, if

that interests you." Or maybe I'll only

look at it, then sigh and throw it away.
I go through the book sometimes, but

it generally depresses me, even the

good parts, the nice memories. Because
there is so much sadness in the details.

How current and glamorous I thought I

was, wearing striped bell-bottom pants

to a big party just after we were mar-
ried. Or one of Willy at his desk, smok-
ing a cigar, so happy to be finishing the

article on Fischer

von Erlach that he
had thought would
make his career but

which was never
even published. I

drew these things

carefully and in

great detail, but all I

see now are the sil-

ly pants or the
spread of his excit-

ed fingers on the
typewriter. But if it

depresses me. why
do I continue draw-

ing in the book? Be-

cause it is the only

life I have and I

am not pretentious

enough to think I

know answers now
that might come to

me when !*m older

I keep hoping thirty

or forty years from
now when I look at

those drawings, I'll

have some kind of

revelation that will

make parts of my
life clearer to me.

I couldn't find the

drawing he wanted.

I went through eve-

rything: wastebas-
kets, drawers, the

kids' old homework
papers. How brutal-

ly panic can build

when you can't find

somethingneeded!
Whatever you are

looking for be-
comes the most im-

portant object in the

world, however triv-

ial—a suitcase key,

a year-old receipt from the gas com-
pany. Your apartment becomes an en-

emy—hiding the thing you need, indif-

ferent to your pleas. Itwasn 'tin my sketch-

book, on the telephone table, stuck in a

coat pocket. Neither the gray prairies

under the beds nor the false pine and
chemical smells in the kitchen closet of-

fered anything. Would my son really

lose his eye if I couldn't find one stupid

little drawing? Yes, that's what the old

man said. I believed him after seeing

the picture of Leon and me together.

It was a terrible night, trying to be
good old normal "Mom" to the family,

while madly exploring every corner of

our place for the picture. At dinner I ca-

sually asked if anyone had seen it in

their travels. No one had. They were
used to my drawings and doodles
around the house. Now and then some-
one liked one and took it to.their room
but no luck with this one.

Throughout the evening
I
kept glanc-

ing at Adam, which gave me further rea-

son to search. He had plain eyes but

they were smart and welcoming. He
looked straight at you in a conversation,

gave you his full attention.

At midnight there were no further

places to look. The
drawing was gone.

Sitting at the kitch-

en table with a

glass of orange
juice, I knew that

there were only two
things 1 could do
when I met Thurs-

day at the Bremen
the next afternoon:

Tell the truth or try

and re-create from
memory the draw-
ing he demanded. It

was such a simple
sketch that I didn't

think there would be
much trouble draw-
ing something that

looked similar, but

exactly the same?
Not possible.

I went into the liv-

ing room and got
my clipboard, At
least the paper
would be the same.
Willy bought .the

stuff by the ream be-

cause it was cheap
and sturdy and we
both liked using it.

You didn't feel guilty

crumpling up a
piece if you'd made a mistake. I could
easily see myself crumpling up that

damned drawing and not thinking

about it again, A child standing under a
tree. A little girl in jeans. A chestnut

tree. What was special about it?

It took five minutes to do, five min-

utes to be sure it was as I remembered,
five more minutes with it in my lap, know-
ing it was hopeless. Fifteen minutes
from start to finish.

The next afternoon, before I'd even
sat down, Thursday was tapping an in-

sistent finger on the marble table. "Did

you find it? Do you have it?"

"Yes. It's in my bag."
Everything about him relaxed. His

face went slack, the finger lay down
with the rest of his palm on the table, he
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leaned back against the velvet seat.

"That's great. Give it to me, please."

He was feeling better, but I wasn't.

As coolly as I could, I pulled the wrin-

kled piece of paper out of my purse.

Before leaving the apartment I'd crum-

pled up the drawing into a tight ball to

perhaps fool him a little. If he didn'Mook

too closely, maybe I'd be safe. Maybe I

wouldn't. There wasn't much chance of

being lucky, but at that point what else

could
I
hope for?

Yet watching how carefully he flat-

tened out the paper and pored over it

as if it were some unique and priceless

document, I knew he'd notice the differ-

ence any moment and everything would

go to hell from there. I took off my coat

and slid into the

booth.

He looked up
from the picture.

"You can hum if

you'd like. I'll just be
a minute."

I liked this cafe so

much, but today it

had been changed
by this man into an

unpleasant, menac-
ing place where all

I wanted to do was
finish our business

and leave, Even the

sight of Herr Ritter

standing there at the

counter reading the

newspaper was irri-

tating. How could
life go on so normal-

ly when the worst

kindofmagicwasin
the air, thick as ci-

gar smoke?
"You have a

good memory."
"What do you

mean?"
He reached into

his breast pocket
and took out a

_ piece of paper. Un-
folding it, he held up

the original drawing of the little girl un-

der the tree I'd done.

"You had it!"

He nodded, "Both of us played
tricks. I said you had it, you were trying

to give me a copy and saying it was the

original. Who was more dishonest?"

"But I couldn't find it because you
had it! Why did you do that?"

"Because we had to see how well you
remember things. It's very important."

"What about my son?" I asked,
"Will he be all right?"

"I guarantee he will. I can show you
a photograph of him then, but it might

be better just knowing he'll be fine and
will live a very contented life. Because
of what you did for him here," He point-

ed to the second drawing. "Do you



want to see the photograph of him?"

I was tempted but finally said no.

"Just tell me if he'll be a pilot."

Thursday crossed his arms. "He'll be

captain of a Concorde flying the Paris-to-

Caracas route. One day his plane will

be hijacked, but your Adam will do some-

thing so clever and heroic that he sin-

gle-handedly will save the plane and the

passengers. A genuinely heroic act.

There'll even be a cover story about him

in Time magazine titled 'Maybe There

Are Still Heroes.' " He held up the draw-

ing. "Your son. Because of this."

, "What about my getting divorced?"

"Do you really want to know?"
"Yes, I do."

He took another piece of folded pa-

per out of his pocket along with the nub

of a pencil. "Draw a pear."

"A pear?"

"Yes. Draw a picture of a pear, then

I can tell you."

I took the pencil and
smoothed the paper on

the table. "I don't under-

stand any of this, Mr.

Thursday."

A pear. A fat bottom
and a half-so-fat top. A
stem. A little cross-hatch-

ing to give it shadow and

depth. One pear.

I handed it to him and
he barely gave it a
glance before folding it

and putting it in another

pocket.

"There will be a di-

vorce because you will

leave your husband, not

vice versa, as you fear."

"But why would I do
that?"

"Because Frank Elkin

is coming for you."

I think if I had married

Frank Elkin I would have

been all right. I certainly

loved him enough. But besides loving

me too, he also loved parachuting. One
day he jumped, pulled his rip cord, but

nothing happened. How long ago was
that, twenty years? Twenty-four?

"Frank Elkin is dead."

"He is, but you can change that."

The apartment was empty when we
got back. Thursday said he would keep

it empty until we finished what we had

to do. In the bedroom I took my sketch-

book out of the table beside the bed.

That familiar gray and red cover. I re-

membered the day I'd bought it and

paid for it with new coins. Somehow ev-

ery coin I handed the salesgirl was gleam-

ing like gold and silver. I was romantic

enough to take that as a good omen.

Inthe living room again, I handed my
book to Mr; Thursday, who took it from

me without comment.
"Sit down."
"What will happen to the children?"
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"If you want, the court will award
them to you. You can prove your hus-

band is an alcoholic and incapable of

caring' for them."

"But Willy doesn't drink!"

"You can change that."

"How? How can I change all these

things? What do you mean?"
He opened the sketchbook and

whipped quickly through it, not stopping

or slowing anywhere. When he'd fin-

ished, he looked at me. "Somewhere in

this book you've drawn pictures of God.

I can't tell you which ones they are, but

I just checked and they're here. Some
people have this talent. Some have
been able to write God , others can com-

pose Him in music. I'm not talking

about people like Tolstoy or Beethoven,

either. They were only great artists.

"You know the sadness of detail, us-

ing your phrase. That is what makes you

TNE ODDEST TMINO IS

MEWGOD Itt NOUN
TO FOOT MILS,

capable of transcendence.

"For the rest of your life, if you
choose, I will come sometimes and ask

you to do a drawing. Like the pear to-

day. I'll ask for things like that, as well

as copies of certain of the works in your

sketchbook. I can say that your book is

full of astounding work, Mrs. Becker.

There are at least three different import-

ant drawings of God, one I've never even

seen. Other things, too. We need this

book and we need you, but unfortunately

I cannot tell you more than that. Even if

I were to show you which of your work

is.. .transcendent, you wouldn't under-

stand what I was talking about.

"You can do things we can't and

vice versa. For us, bringing Frank Elkin

back'from the dead is no problem. Or

saving your son." He held up my book
with both hands. "But we can't do this,

and that is why we need you."

"What if I were to say no?"

"We keep our word. Your son will still

become a pilot, but you will sink deeper

into your meager life until you will real-

ize even more than now you've been suf-

focating in it for years."

"And if I give you the book and do
your drawings?"

"You can have Frank Elkin and what-

ever else you want."

"Are you from heaven?"
Mr. Thursday smiled for the first time.

"I can't honestly answer that because I

don't know. That is why we need your

drawings, Mrs. Becker. Because even

God doesn't know or remember any-

more. It is as if He has a kind of pro-

gressive amnesia. He forgets things, to

put it simply. The only way we can get

Him to remember is to show Him pic-

tures like yours of Himself or play cer-

tain music, read passages from books.

Only then does He remember and tell

us the things we need to

know. We are recording

everything He says, but

there are fewer and few-

er periods of clarity. You

see, the saddest thing of

all is even He has begun
to forget the details. And
as He forgets, things

change and go away.

Right now they're small

things—certain smells,

forgetting to give this

child arms, that man his

freedom when he de-
serves it. Some of us

who work for God don't

know where we come
from or if we are even do-

ing the right thing. All we
do know is His condition

is becoming worse and
something must be
done quickly. When He
sees your pictures, He is

reminded of things, and
sometimes He even be-

comes His old self again. We can work

with Him then. But. without your work,

when we can't show Him pictures of Him-

self, images He once created, or words

He spoke, He is only an old man with a

failing memory. When His memory is

gone, there will be nothing left."

I don't go to the Cafe Bremen any-

more. A few days after I last met with

Thursday I had a strange experience

there that soured me on the place. I was
in my favorite seat drawing the pig, the

Rock of Gibraltar, and the ancient Span-

ish coin he had requested. Having just

finished the coin, I looked up and saw
Herr Ritter watching me closely from his

place'behind the counter. Too closely. I

have to be careful about who I let see

my drawings. Thursday said there are a

great many around who would like noth-

ing more than for a certain memory to

disappear forever. DQ
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With massive steam
engines driving its paddle

its way through anything

voyage in September
1857. Onboard were 58C

passengers and crew,

including forty-niners,

adventurous fortune

seekers returning from

California's gold rush.

The ship,

a cargo of three and a

half tons of gold in the

form of bars, freshly

ON LAND AND
AT SEA.
FORTUNE SEEKERS

ECH TOOLS
TO UNLOCK
TREASURE CHESTS
LIKE THE ONE
LOST WHEN THE
CENTRAL
AMERICA (LEFT)

Herndon, thought. It

was the kind of hubris that
'" — of the worst

>in

history, an event to rival

the sinking of the Titar
:~

Th

Central America
routinely plied the lucra-

tive Panama-to-New
York route, making

43 successful round trips

before setting sail on

Amei
the leading edge of

a hurricane. And on

Saturday evening, Sep-
tember 12, the mighty

craft lurched three times

and fhen sank 8,000

f

taking wfth it 425 peo-

ple—and all of its gold.

I

valued by weight, that

goldi

about $30 million today.

But the treasure's true

value is immeasurable:

Few U.S. government or

privately struck coins

almost no gold bars

of treasure hunters,

ne of them unscrupu-

.„s con men seeking

to separate gullible

J to have
found the gold-laden

Central America. But the

ship's whereabouts

id a mystery until

Thomas Thompson,
an ocean engineer who
has conducted studies

mining,

.ling the historical

l and calculating

and tide, Thompson and
his project team

section of the continental

shelf known
Ridge, 250 r

^h



^Viewing the treasure on color monitors and

using a joystick to maneuver the submersible make operating

a remote-control vehicle akin to playing a video game*

coast of South Carolina. "We collected

and computer-analyzed scores of eye-

witness accounts of the Central Ameri-

ca's last hours, made by survivors and

observers of the sinking, to discover the

probable location of the ship," Thompson
says. "Then we used advanced sonar

equipment to scan the ocean floor to find

the wreck." After finally locating the Cen-

tral America, the team recovered more

than one ton ot gold last fall.

Spurred on by the Central America and

other celebrated finds, modern-day pi-

rates are scouring the seas in search of

ships with rich cargoes. But instead of

attacking the crews of trading vessels.

these booty hunters settle for sunken

ships. Rather than burying their own
treasure chests, they're digging up oth-

ers' caches. And their efforts have been

I by the development and

cial availability of a host of tools

that make it possible to find and recover

Top, left: Extremely rare gold coins Irom the

Central America were encased in a rubbery

silicone compound and itien lilted Irom the

sealloor. The Nuestra Senora de Mocha's

$500 million treasure included a gold plate

and coins (bottom) as well as a link Irom a

gold belt witn iev.-eit iicver right). The treas-

ure of the Sana Margarita, ihe Atocha's sis-

ter ship, included a tangle ot gold bars and
decorated chains. Previous page: A broken

gold artifact found aboard a Spanish gal-

leon shipwrecked in the Caribbean.
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booty that has heretofore been out of

reach. "High tech is the wave of the fu-

ture in treasure hunting," declares an-

thropologist Duncan Mathewson, author

of The Treasure of the Atocha. "Since

1985, when Mel Fisher found the Nuestra

Senora de Atocha, there has been a

quantum leap forward in the technology.

But it took the Central America to show

what can really be done."

Today, up and down the east coast of

the United States, dozens of expeditions

are underway, organized by limited part-

nerships like Columbus America or pub-

licly financed companies like Seahawk
Deep Ocean Technology, a Tampa-based

group excavating a seventeenth-century

Spanish -ship in the Gulf of Mexico. Hav-

ing recovered an estimated S50Q r-ili on

worth of gold, silver, and jewels from the

Atocha, which sank 40 miles off the coast

of Key West in 1622, Fisher is now on the

trail of a $14.7 million cache of gold and

silver supposedly stashed in Virginia's

Blue Ridge Mountains.

In other landlocked hunts fortune

seekers dig for b-iriec prate reasurc : n

northern Florida and comb the Philip-

pines for "Yamashita's gold," named after

General Tomoyuki Yamashita, the last

Japanese commander of the Phikiphes

The $100 billion treasure, buried during

World War II by Japanese soldiers, lies in

a total of roughly 140 caches in and

around the archipelago and has at-

tracted Ireasure hunters from around the

world. But finding all that loot isn't easy:

Many of the sites are supposedly booby-

trapped, some of them designed to flood

when unsealed.

Other gold diggers are looking for Ar-

izona's Lost Dutchman Mine, where Mi-

guel Peralta struck it rich with a seem-
ingly endless vein of gold ore in the late

1840's. His miners were eventually mas-

sacred by Apaches, leaving the gold

mine's location a mystery. The nine-

teenth-century German prospector Ja-

cob "the Dutchman" Waltz supposedly

knew where the mine was and often

showed up .in Phoenix with bagfuls of

high-grade ore. Before dying of pneu-

monia in 1891 he drew a map of the mine's

area, but others, with map in hand, were

often murdered or starved to death dur-

ing their attempts to find the Lost Dutch-

man Mine.



Like the myths that have built up
around Captain Kidd, Jean Lafitte, Rober-

to Cofresi, and other legendary pirates,

tales of lost treasure often include

death and other mishaps. And of

course the wrath of nature can threaten

an expedition. Last iali, for example, Hur-

ricane Hugo interrupted work on the Cen-

tral America project. Monitoring Coast

Guard radio reports, Thompson expect-

ed Hugo to pass right over the shipwreck

site and decided to head for shore, not

wanting, of course, to end up 8,000 feet

below with the treasure he was trying fo

recover. So with Hugo raging toward the

East Coast of the United States al a

speed of roughly 20 knots per hour, the

crew pushed their research vessel to its

top speed of nine knots per hour. "We
call Hugo the anniversary hurricane be-

cause it passed over the same area and
occurred in the same month as the one
that sank the Central America." says Bob
Evans, one of three Columbus America

project directors.

Some unfortunate seekers of great

riches, moreover, develop "gold fever,"

like miners during the California and Alas-

ka gold rushes, and sometimes go mad.

"You can get completely wrapped up
in the search, sometimes to the point of

obsession," says Phil Olin of Freshwa-

ter Archaeology, a treasure-hunting com-

pany near Gainesville, Florida. "And
when you're close to finding what you're

looking for, you literally work nonstop."

Some hunters count their prize money
over and over again—before they've

even found it—as the price of gold rises

or falls, like gamblers counting their

chips before the game is over. "They

wind up in bad shape, like speed
freaks. They can't sleep. They burn out,"

says Olin, who is currently digging for

doubloons in an area of the Florida

- panhandle known as Fowler's Bluff.

Retrieving a rich find, of course, can

be a great payoff, but many people are

attracted to treasure hunting for the ar-

chaeology, science, romanticism, and
adventure all rolled into one package.

After serving in the Army Corps of Engi-

neers during World War II, Mel Fisher,

for example, returned home and floun-

dered around while trying to decide

what he was going to do with his life. He
was vacationing in Acapulco in 1948

when he met a Mexican boy who
claimed there was sunken treasure for

the taking off the coast. He offered to

introduce Fisher to his sister, an archi-

val researcher. Intrigued by the idea of

finding a Spanish galleon and its rich

cargo, Fisher began wondering how he

could go about it. Nearly four decades
later, he struck it rich with the retrieval

of the Atocha's $500 million treasure off

the coast of Florida.

"I don't think any of our people are

greedy," says Greg Stemm, cofounder-

of Seahawk Deep Ocean Technology,

also responsible for recently finding a
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second shipwreck 70 miles off the east

coasl of Florida. The company's staff in-

cludes a former doctor, a real estate

agent, an electrical engineer, and a pro-

fessor of advertising and marketing.

None of them make more than $39,000

a year. "If you're motivated by greed,

you start taking shortcuts in your rush to

find the gold and end up going broke,"

Stemm says. "But with proper research,

using the right technology and the right

technicians, you'll be successful. The
number one rule in treasure hunting is

'Don't go broke.'

"

And at least the well-financed profes-

sional salvagers, like those associated

with Columbus America or Seahawk, dis-

play an increasing sensitivity toward the

need to preserve the historical and ar-

chaeological record of their finds—as

well as make a profit. "We don't think of

ourselves as treasure hunters," says Bar-

ry Schatz, a Columbus America project

director. "We understand the symbiot-

<»Some

people end up in bad shape,

like speed freaks.

-Theyjust burn out. If you're

motivated by greed,

you take shortcuts in your

rush to find gold

and end up going broke.V

\c relationship between archaeology and

commercial salvage and we're doing

things that are in no way related to prof-

it, like developing the first archaeologi-

cal standards for deepwater recovery."

The CentralAmerica rests in an area

30 times deeper than any previous deep-

water archaeological project. So almost

everything that Columbus America's

researchers do—every step in the ex-

cavation, from its location to the recov-

ery and preservation of artifacts

—

breaks new ground. The ship's salvag-

ers have developed, for example, away
of recovering and protecting the thou-

sands of small coins strewn around the

site: covering an entire mass of coins

with a polymer that congeals and can

be lifted in one motion by a remote-

operated vehicle (ROV).

Like swashbuckling buccaneers, to-

day's treasure hunters employ sophisti-

cated gear originally developed for mil-

itary applications or oil and gas explo-

ration. And these proton magnetome-
ters, sidescan sonar, subbottom profil-

ers, ground-penetrating radar (GPR),

and other high-tech treasure-hunting

weapons, as well as ROVs, can sport

price tags ranging from thousands to mil-

lions of dollars.

Treasure hunters invest huge sums
of money in ROVs because they pro-

vide expanded operating hours, great-

er control in underwater excavations,

and the ability to function at depths that

would kill human divers. "Diving is lim-

ited in time, depth, and exposure,"

says Vince Capone of the search/sur-

vey division of Oceaneering Internation-

al. "But ROVs allow archaeologists and

salvagers to spend unlimited amounts
of time exploring wrecks."

Tethered by fiberoptic lines to a re-

search vessel, an ROV is basically a sub-

mersible video "platform" that explores

the deep-sea world. A sophisticated

model might include an array of sensi-

tive devices like sidescan and subbot-

tom sonar, complex navigational sys-

tems, and robotic arms. And topside,

viewing the undersea treasure on moni-

tors and using a joystick to maneuver
the submersible makes operating an

ROV akin to playing a video game. "It

can be greal fun and makes it possi-

ble for even" nondivers to experience

underwater work," Capone comments.
Building and modifying their own

ROV, Nemo, the Columbus America sal-

vagers have spent an estimated $6 mil-

lion of the $10 million the company has

so far raised for the Central America pro-

ject. "Unlike other ROVs, Nemo has

been designed for lifting, excavating,

and probing a specific site," Schatz

says. Indeed, the mechanical wonder
has undergone a number of changes
as the company continues to add op-

tions and to adapt the vehicle to the ex-

panding needs of the expedition.

Thompson also initiated a program lo

document the Central America site over

a two-year period. More than a dozen
scientists have participated in record-

ing biological and physical data. Speci-

mens, sediment samples, videotapes,

photos, electronic sensor records, and

other information are being archived

and made available to scholars and re-

searchers around the world. "All kinds

of information down there have never

been available to scientists before,"

Schatz says. "There's no scientific liter-

ature even on things as basic as what

happens to wood after one hundred thir-

ty years at that depth."

Exploring the site, the researchers

have discovered a rich biological oasis

in an otherwise-barren stretch of ocean.

The ship's hull, for example, supports

wood-boring clams called pholadidae.

Delicate glass sponges used in cancer

research have been collected and sen!

to California's Scripps Institution of

Oceanography. "The oasis also in-

cludes bright-orange brisingid star-

fishes, pale-yellow gorgonian corals,

and brilliant-white feather stars that are

ten-armed relatives of the starfish," re-



ports Charles Herdendorf, Ohio State

University professor emeritus of zoolo-

gy and geology, who heads the Colum-
bus America documentation program.

Like ROVs, sidescan sonar and sub-

bottom profilers have also become use-

ful in both deep- and shallow-water treas-

ure hunts. "It used to be the feeling that

the current and tides in shallow saltwa-

ter environments [up to 130 feet] would
completely bury a wreck in two hundred
or three hundred years. But we're find-

ing that isn't really true," says Garry

Kozak, a field engineer for Klein Asso-

ciates, the New Hampshire company
that built the sidescan equipment used
in the searches for the Atocha and the

Geldermalsen, an eighteenth-century

Dutch vessel discovered in the South

China Sea. "There's always some kind

of signature on the bottom. The Atocha
is a good example: Ribs of the hull were
sticking up without coral growth or silt-

ing in only forty feet of water

"

Used in oil and gas operations, sub-

bottom profilers transmit acoustic sig-

nals straight down to the ocean floor,

penetrating shallow sediment and silt to

the underlying bedrock. The reflection

of the sound pulses off the various lay-

ers just below the seabed, providing a
profile of the area beneath several feet

of silt, mud, and sand, with sonar im-

ages of buried objects.

Sidescan sonar fans signals across

the ocean floor, sweeping it for evidence

of three-dimensional objects. Originally

developed for deep ocean mining, side-

scan units have been mounted on un-

manned as well as manned submers-
ibles, and in some instances, divers

have carried hand-held units. More com-
monly, a three-and-a-half- to five-foot tor-

pedo-shaped scanner, or "fish," is

towed behind a research vessel.

Whether searching the seas or the

high sierras, however, most profession-

al treasure seekers equip themselves
with magnetometers. Hand held, mount-

ed on an airplane, or towed behind a

ship, magnetometers determine dis-

turbances in the earth's magnetic field

caused by the presence of metals. Al

Fowler's Bluff in Florida, Olin and his

Fresh Water team have used magnetom-
eters, GPR, and other devices to help

locate the treasure.

No one knows who buried the treas-

ure, estimated to be worth $100 million.

But located some 12 miles from the

Guifof Mexico on the Suwannee River,

the site has been documented as once
encompassing a pirate camp. Informa-

tion in old Navy and Treasury Depart-

ment records leads some to believe

that the early nineteenth-century buc-

caneer Gasparilla or his followers

stashed the hoard, -Al Masters wrote in

Saga magazine. Olin suspects the cul-

prit could have been a pirate known as

tJf&^f

Billy Bowlegs. But he leans more toward

the idea that Jean Lafitte buried the iron

chests, said to contain gold coins and
bars as well as silver items. Numerous
attempts to find the treasure over the

last 100 years have failed. And with the

treasure implicated as the motivation in

at least one suicide, as well as mass poi-

soning, arson, and an attempted bomb-
ing, folklore claims the Fowler's Bluff

site is cursed.

A late-nineteenth-century treasure

map indicates the Fowler's Bluff hoard
was buried in three separate caches,
each 30 feet apart, near three oak trees

30 feet from the bank of the Suwannee.
The trees are now gone. And one of the

treasure chests is believed to have
been retrieved around the turn of the

century by Emmett Baird, an entre-

preneur whose family name ended up

on a theater and an office building in

Gainesville. (His brother later became
a major stockholder in the Gainesville

First National Bank.) Based on Olin's cal-

culations, the remaining boxes, covered

with old mortar, lime, and plaster, are

each roughly the size of a three-drawer

file cabinet. "If filled with water, they'd

weigh one hundred sixty-four pounds,"

he says. "That much gold would be twen-

ty times heavier."

Excavation of the site, however, is te-

dious and protracted. On at least one
occasion, Olin and his team spent a full

day digging out the pit. Afterward their

measurements indicated they were, in

fact, two feet higher than when they be-

gan. They have since placed a steel cof-

ferdam inside the dug-out pit to hold

back the sandy, unstable soil.

The dam, however, blocks GPR trans-

missions, Olin explains. Making matters

worse, water from the Suwannee, as

well as groundwater, continuously

seeps into the site, giving the sandy soil

the consistency of quicksand. "We're

now in the process of waterproofing a

high-frequency GPR unit by sealing it in

a fiberglass box," Olin says. Divers will

go down into the dark, watery depths

with searchlights and the reinforced GPR
unit, looking for one of the chests.

Used in treasure expeditions around
the world, ground-penetrating radar

—

or subsurface interface radar—emits mi-

crowaves that can sense the presence

of objects as much as 100 feet below
the surface of the ground or bodies of

fresh water. (Salt water absorbs the mi-

crowaves, making GPR useless for

oceangoing applications.) Among the

items Olin's team has found and recov-

ered so far is a three-quarter-inch

wrench they dropped in the Fowler's

Bluff hole during their own excavation.

Olin is hoping to come up with some-
thing better than that, however. And the

dig, he says, is nearing the target.

Many lost or buried treasures are, at

least theoretically, within reach. And
while there have been several major dis-
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coveries in recent years, the store of un-

found treasure is by no means exhaust-

ed. An estimated 100,000 shipwrecks
lie in American waters, although not all

of them contain treasures. And some in-

famous treasures—like those buried on
Nova Scotia's Oak Island or on Cocos
in the Pacific (the reputed inspiration for

Robert Louis Stevenson's Treasure Is-

land) seem to be just legends, For

more than two centuries, however, Span-
ish galleons transported silver from

Peru to Manila in the Philippines and
returned bearing silk, porcelain, and
other finished products from the Far

East, Over the years, dozens of these

ships sank off the Philippines or at ports

of call along the main trade route.

Sometimes discoveries are made by

accident. In 1987 Peter Leo was diving

off a Jupiter, Florida, beach when he

came upon several cannons and an an-

chor. He and a friend, Dominic Addar-
io, organized Jupiter Wreck, Inc., to

search for the shipwreck and found it

about 100 yards offshore. The recovered

booty—including some 2,500 rare gold

and silver coins and a large silver bar

dated 1652—was later estimated to be
worth more than $250,000.

"Although public and private corpo-

rations seek the huge treasures in the

oceans, most of them don't want to deal

with the various state laws and protractr

ed agreements with property owners, not

to mention the hard work involved in the

search for lesser treasures," Olin says.

"So there will always be meaningful
projects for individuals to undertake. And
each expedition is unique,"

The existence of fabled troves can al-

ways be verified in old newspapers, his-

tory books, and with other archival re-

search, as well as eyewitness reports.

Phillip Trupp's Tracking Treasure (Acrop-

olis), for example, provides sound ad-

vice on investing in expeditions and
lists the prime maritime locations. And
Modern Gold Miner & Treasure Hunter
and other magazines are devoted to

treasure hunting. Modern GoldMinera\-

so produces the Pro-Mack Mining &
Treasure Hunting Supplies Catalog.

Not every hunt, however, is success-
ful. As Mel Fisher observes, there will

always be more treasure hunters than

finders. And his own experience search-

ing for the Atocha has tempered his en-

thusiasm for technology. During the dec-

ade-long search for the Atocha. Fisher

employed sidescan sonar, several

kinds of magnetometers, and other in-

struments, including a gold detector

that he designed himself. "Unfortunate-

ly, I stopped about one hundred meters

[less than a mile] shy of the main cargo.

The magnetometers didn't find it; the

sidescan didn't find it, none of the equip-

ment found it," he admits. Eventually he

instinctively returned to the site where
he would strike it rich, proving that no

matter how well equipped you are, luck

plays a role in success.
Even so, the Atocha experience has

not prevented Fisher from using elec-

tronic gear in his search for the Beale

Treasure. According to legend, a tall,

swarthy, ruggedly handsome adventur-

er named Thomas Jefferson Beale
mined gold and silver in Santa Fe, New
Mexico, and hauled it back to Virginia

in the early 1 820's. Running from the law,

he supposedly buried the fortune in the

Blue Ridge Mountains (Explorations,

May 1987). Fisher has conducted sur-

veys of the area with magnetometers
and sophisticated metal detectors. Fig-

uring that the gold would likely contain

traces of uranium, he's also used Gei-

ger counters. And he has, in fact, got-

ten readings on them.

As technology helps unlock more and
more lost treasure chests, treasure hunt-

ers are en a collision course with archae-

ologists and maritime historians, in

what could become a modern-day ver-

sion of the pirate wars waged by late-

sixteenth- and early-seventeenth-centu-

ry navies. "The majority of professional

archaeologists and maritime historians

believe that amateur archaeologists de-

stroy valuable historical information,



seeking only what is commercially valu-

able and ignoring noncommercial arti-

facts," Olin says.

The powerful Society tor Historical Ar-

chaeology, in fact, has barred the pres-

entation of papers by, among others, Mar-

itime Explorations archaeologists asso-

ciated with the recovery of the Whydah
pirate ship, which sank off Wellfleet,

Massachusetts, in 1717 (Explorations,

June 1987). The ship's artifacts includ-

ed Spanish coins, African jewelry, fire-

arms, ammunition, and tools. Combin-

ing these objects with evidence from lo-

cal archives, Christopher Hamilton and

five other Maritime archaeologists as

well as four lab technicians painted a

picture of a surprisingly egalitarian pi-

rate society in which a multiracial crew

voted on shipboard decisions and
shared the booty on a near-equal basis.

According to Paul Johnston, chairman

of the society's advisory board for un-

derwater archaeology, the society reject-

ed Hamilton's scientific paper on the

Whydah because, in Johnston's words,

"professional archaeology and commer-

cial exploitation are irreconcilable."

But Hamilton contends that the ulti-

mate disposition oi the artifacts is irrele-

vant. "The only issue should be the qual-

ity of the analysis of the data and its re-

porting," he says, adding that the soci-

ety's rejection of the scientific papers

will likely make it difficult to place Why-

dah artifacts in a reputable museum.
Congress has responded to the

cries for greater regulation of maritime

searches and in 1 988 passed the Aban-

doned Shipwreck Act, which gives indi-

vidual states control over salvage oper-

ations in their waters. The law also re-

quires the National Park Service to

come up with a set of guidelines for reg-

ulating the recovery of historic ship-

wrecks. But the states are under no con-

straints to follow the guidelines current-

ly in draft form.

In theory each state can pass any sal-

vage regulations it likes for its own coast-

al waters, lakes, and navigable rivers.

The state of Delaware already claims 75

percent of the value of any discovery

within its coastal waters. After Fisher lo-

cated the remains of the Atocha in the

early Seventies, the state of Florida

tried to claim the entire wreck and all its

contents tor itself. It's possible that new
state regulations could virtually halt the

commercial recovery of shipwrecks in

some American waters.

Some treasure hunters and archae-

ologists portray their opponents as high-

minded extremists. "They have this left-

wing philosophy that if it's old and in the

ground, it belongs to everybody," one
treasure hunter warns.

But Gordon Watts, a codirector of

East Carolina University's Maritime His-

tory and Underwater Archaeology pro-

gram, maintains that he's seen no evi-

dence of any commercial salvage op-

eration that has yielded significant ar-

chaeological information, whatever the

claims of the participants. Soft-spoken

and thoughtful, Watts belies treasure

seekers' characterization of their oppo-

nents, but he does subscribe to a hard-

line position about treasure hunting.

His early career as a Florida state em-

ployee assigned to work with treasure

hunters in Key West left Warts "disillu-

sioned" with commercial salvaging. "To

my knowledge," he says, "there has nev-

er been an instance where for-profit sal-

vage and good archaeology have co-

existed on the same project. Archaeol-

ogy requires meticulous care and a tre-

mendous amount of time at the site. If

everything is judged on the basis of the

need to produce income and a return

on investment, then archaeology has to

take a backseat."

Watts does admit that the prolifera-

tion of high-tech treasure hunting will ben-

efit marine archaeology in at least one

respect. "Determining what is and
what is not a historic wreck is the most
difficult task facing [marine] archaeolo-

gists and state preservationists," he

says. "Eventually we will have to come
to grips with the fact that we cannot

save everything. We will have to deter-

mine what we must try to save—individ-

ual ships, types of ships, certain kinds

of artifacts—and put them off limits to

commercial Salvagers."

Treasure hunters argue thai thou-

sands of historic wrecks now lying on

the ocean floor will be lost forever if

they aren't soon excavated. They say

academic archaeologists are too few

and too poorly funded to take on such a

monumental task. And it's impossible for

professional archaeologists to keep
pace with developers, waterway dredg-

ing, road building, and agriculture. Com-
mercial salvagers, however, can get pri-

vate investors to bankroll the recovery

of these ships—as long as there's a prof-

it to be made. But that is akin to pirates'

boarding the Crown's vessels. "Most ar-

chaeologists would rather nobody ex-

cavate the wrecks than see the salvag-

ers rob them," one archaeologist says.

The possibility of "losing" shipwrecks

located in shallow water, Watts con-

tends, is a spurious argument. "Much
older, equally fragile wrecks are being

recovered right now," he says, citing the

ongoing excavation of a 3,000-year-old

vessel in the eastern Mediterranean by

archaeologist George Bass, who hap-

pens to be a leading foe of maritime treas-

ure hunters. "We are in trouble if all his-

toric shipwrecks have to be excavated

in this generation," Watts says. "But I

don't think that is necessary. Future gen-

erations will be even better equipped

than we are to recover the historical

record. They will be able to do things

we can only imagine."DO
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purse, and every other trace of the girt.

Cocaine traffickers, however, aren't

Coa's only clients, and they don't all seek

human sacrifices. 'After having him per-

form a divination [a tarotlike card read-

ing], I felt that everything in my life was
finally going to work out well," says Pe-

ruvian newspaper reporter Francisco

Paca. "He's the most eloquent shaman I

have ever met."

Coa's fee for such services: "You can
pay me whatever you want," he suppos-

edly tells his clients. "But God sees
everything. II you have a lot of money and

you only give me a little, you might die."

Most people, even other shamans, fear

Coa, who's considered the most power-

ful sorcerer in the Lake Titicaca region of

Peru and Bolivia. Local people believe

he can control the weather, bestow good
or bad fortune, and even magically kill

whoever displeases him.

Crippled as the result of a car accident

at least ten years ago, Coa radiates an

impressive energy and determination as

he limps at a breakneck pace up to the

peaks of mountains that take most peo-

ple's breath away. Owning neither home,

car, nor property, he's an ascdtic wan-

derer, a cultural guerrilla warrior who has

been twice convicted of human sacrifice.

Persecuted, he says, for his religious be-

liefs, the fugitive often moves at night,

Usually from the home of one wealthy co-

caine trafficker to another, his patrons

more than willing to protect him from law

enforcement agents.

Coa feels compelled to please the tiu

with human victims much as Abraham
was willing to offer his own son, Isaac, on

a hill in Moriah (Genesis 22:1-2). Fanati-

cally dedicated to his beliefs, Coa pre-

tends to be a good Catholic in order to

fool authorities. But, in fact, he actually

has great contempt for Catholicism—as

most people understand it. And he tempts

his listeners with discourses on the hid-

den meaning of the Bible, a world of new
knowledge that will bestow unlimited

power. "Listening to him is like being

present at the powerful , seminal moment
when new myths are created," noted

biblical scholar Hyam Maccoby says.

In Coa's version of Genesis, for exam-
ple, Cain is Ihe protagonist. This is parfJfr

ularly remarkable, since in his book The

Sacred Executioner Maccoby con-

cluded that Cain was indeed the hero in

the original telling oi Genesis. Cain built

the first city and became the patriarch of

metallurgists, musicians, and pastoral-

ists, Genesis 4:16-22 tells us. That's a

surprising list of achievements for some-
one who was banished to wander for the

remainder of his life. But once upon a time,

in Maccoby 's reconstr.icl on o' Genesis,

Cain's killing of his brother was not a

senseless homicide but the primeval

sacrifice that secured the civilization of

trie human race. Intuitively Coa reached

the same conclusion as Maccoby.

Mosl disturbing, however, is Coa's ac-

count of Christ's Crucifixion, which Coa
converts into a jubilant triumph for the tiu.

Yet here, too, his shamanic interpretation

bears careful scrutiny. Yahweh was, of

course, a mountain deity, worshiped on

Mount Sinai. He was a God who was will-

ing to save the world through the agoniz-

ing death of His only son, a human sac-

rifice commemorated at every Roman
Catholic Mass. In the words of the Ro-

man Catholic saint Jean Eudes, "God
willed that His Son suffer cruel and hor-

rible torments; not only that He suffer them

but that He die the most shameful and
atrocious death of all possible deaths!

How strange and terrible it is!"

Coa may also be strange and terrible,

but his life and myths confront a basic

religious riddle: Why do so many reli-

gions from Hinduism to Judaism and
Christianity—tell us to offer up suffering,

as well as death, to God in the hope of

obtaining life and pleasure? Perhaps, Coa
seems to say, we do not yet comprehend
that our good health and fortune are

sometimes bought, if only symbolically,

with the blood of sachfice.DO
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How you recognize your mother 's face is

a mystery, but ceil by cell this

Nobel-winning neurobiologist is revealing

the way the brain transforms raw

patterns of light and dark into visions of sunsets,

Picassos, and oncoming trains

IRJTER\yiELAJ

^^s a young, low-paid

#a^K research fellow at

# % Johns Hopkins in

the late Fifties, David Hubel

and his wife, Ruth, could afford

grass seed. But they couldn't

afford a lawn mower. So when
the small, newly seeded yard

behind their rented Baltimore

row house became too un-

kempt one spring, Hubel me-
thodically cut the whole lawn

with a pair of kitchen scissors.

David Hubel (pronounced
HYOO-ble) is obviously a

more patient person than

most of us, more patient than

most neurobiologists." At the

time of his lawn scissoring, he

and his partner, Torsten Wie-

sel, had just embarked on a far

more daunting project: trying

to figure out the organization

and workings of a key part of

the most complicated structure

of all biology—the brain—by
probing it one cell at a time

with a tiny electrode. Hubel lat-

er compared the task to cut-

ting a" lawn with a nail scissors.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY JAY MAISEL



^Certain myths

have grown up in the field

of neurobiology—
such as the often-repeated

myth that you use

only ten percent of your

brain. That is

probably utter nonsense.

The myth is based
mostly on rat research.^

For their efforts, which spanned two dec-

ades, Hube! and Wiesel earned a share

of the 1981 Nobel prize in physiology or

medicine.

The two neuroscientists lavished

their attention on the primary visual cor-

tex, a region in the back of the brain

known to process information first reg-

istered by the eyes. The brain somehow
transforms these raw. patterns of light

and dark coming from the outside

world into sunsets, familiar faces, or on-

coming bicycles. But just how any one
ceil in any one part of the brain carried

out its assigned duty was largely a mys-
tery 35 years ago. "One heard the

word analysis used to describe what the

cortex was doing," recalled Hubel in his

Nobel address, "but what one was to

understand by that vague term was nev-

er spelled out." In the last 30 years

Hubel and his colleagues have discov-

ered how visual information is analyzed

and reorganized in stage after stage of

increasing complexity.

When he and Wiesel began studying

vision, the idea of plotting the ce!l-to-

ce!l flow of information along the brain's

visual pathways struck most scicrlists

as inconceivable. "It was thought that

the brain was much too complicated to

learn about by studying it one cell at a

time," says Harvard neurobiologisf Ed-

ward Kravitz. Even so, cells in the cor-

tex evidently had some way of sorting

out the tremendous flood of information

picked up by the eyes, information

containing the essential components of

any picture of the outside world. For

brain cells to accomplish this sorting-

out process, says Kravitz, "there had
to be some kind of code. Hubel and Wie-

se! cracked thai code."
What the pair found in the primary vi-

sual cortex was, Hubel says, "an intri-

cate edifice of orderly columns." Ceils

are arranged according to precise

tasks. Unlike the rods and cones of the

retina, which simply respond to degrees
of light or darkness, cells in the cortex

extract only certain details—a form, col-

or, movement, distance, or texture

—

within an image. Each cell carries out

this task for only one point in the visual

scene projected onto the retina. Cells

with similar jobs, Hubel and Wiesel

learned, were stacked in precise col-

umns, stripes, and layers within the vi-

sual cortex. Responding only to this or

that exact combination of signals from

more easily stimulated cells closer to the

eyes in the visual pathway, these col-

umns of the visual cortex are nothing

less than "the building blocks of per-

ception," Hubel announced.
Hubel and Wiesel's findings were dra-

matic and unexpected. "Up until then,"

saysCharles Michael, aneurobiologist

at Yale Medical School, "people felt

that cells along the visual pathway just

responded to cots and spo:s and dough-

nuts of light." Hubel and Wiesel's re-

search revolutionized our view of how
the brain is organized to process sig-

nals sent to it from the eye. Their work
set off a scramble to find similar patterns

of cells organized in columns elsewhere

in the sensory cortex,

Hubel and Wiesel's work also led di-

rectly to a cure for certain-kinds of blind-

ness. Many complex cellular links be-

tween eye and brain, in place at birth,

they discovered, develop only as the or-

ganism begins to look at the world. Asa
result, doctors now remove cataracts

from a baby's eyes shortly after birth.

Waiting for several years, as eye sur-

geons had traditionally done, leads to

permanent withering of connections in

the cortex.

Born of American parents, Hubel
grew up in Montreal. His father was a

chemist, and as a child, Hubel dabbled
in chemistry himself. Stuffing a small

brass cannon with potassium chlorate

and sugar, he verified their percussive

properties in the street outside. A visit

from the police ended these studies. Af-

ter majoring in physics at McGill Uni-

versity, he became intrigued by the med-
ical world. So" he decided to enroll in

medical school at McGill, without ever

having taken a biology course or even
dissected a frog. After medical school

came a stint as a researcher in Wash-
ington, DC, at Walter Reed Army Insti-

tute of Research. Moving to Johns
Hopkins in 1958, Hubel teamed up with

Wiesel, a native of Sweden. They be-

gan making key discoveries about the

visual cortex almost immediately. The
following year, the two, along with their

mentor Stephen Kuffler, moved to Har-

vard Medical School and continued

tfteif vision experiments. Throughout the

Sixties and Seventies Ihe two were coau-
thors of a stream of ground-breaking pa-

pers on the visual cortex. By the time of

the Nobel prize, which they shared with

Roger Sperry, of split-brain fame, they

had begun to pursue separale studies.

Wiesel now oversees visual cortex work
in his own lab at New York's Rockefeller

University. With his current partner, Mar-

garet Livingstone, Hubel continues prob-

ing ihe cells of monkey brains.

A tall, trim man with unruly gray hair

and a slight Canadian accent, Hubel at

sixty-three remains a voracious learner.

In the center of a large Oriental rug in

his office are a pair of brass music
stands; He took up the flute during the

Seventies and now plays duels regularly

with a graduate student. A purple scarf

he wove is draped over a chair, and he

is adapting his weaving program to his

Mac II. In his large lab are the tools of

his craft: three slide projectors and
stacks of slide carousels, a dentist-

style overhead lamp, a huge binocular

microscope, and amplifiers and loud-

speakers for listening to the crackle of

excited neurons. The lab contains a

large lathe and an imposing milling ma-
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chine; Hubel continues to fashion many
of his own cell-probing tools.

Courteous to the point of seeming
bashful, Hubel struck interviewer Doug
Stewart as being more lightheaded and
informal than you might expect a Nobel
laureate to be. Appointments were some-
times hard' to arrange; Hubel still oc-

casionally sleeps late to recover from

all-night experiments.

Omni: What is the relation of the visual

cortex to the rest of the brain?

Hubel: The entire brain is about the size

of a big cauliflower, and the cerebral cor-

tex is its outer shell. If you smooth it out,

the whole cortex is almost two feet

square and a sixteenth of an inch thick.

To fit inside our skull, it has to be folded,

so the cortex is creased into little crev-

ices, a bit like a walnut. The primary vi-

sual cortex is in the back of the brain.

The biggest of the visual regions in the

cortex, the primary visual cortex is

about the size of a credit card if you
smoothed it out. There are between eigh-

teen and twenty-four other visual regions

in the cortex, each being roughly the

size of a large postage stamp.

Under any given square millimeter of

cortex are something like one hundred

thousand cells. The cells are tiny, the

size of blood cells, but different in

shape. Neurons have a kind of jelly-bean-

shaped body from which extends one

main nerve fiber, or axon, that sends in-

formation toward other cells, and many
shorter fibers called dendrites that re-

ceive Information from the outside. Any
neuron can receive information from may-

be one hundred or up to a thousand oth-

er cells. That cell, in turn, can supply

information to many hundreds or thou-

sands of cells. So you have this highly

structured, complicated network that

makes up the whole nervous system.

The more you investigate this network,

the more complicated it seems. But it's

not a random complexity, because cell-

to-cell connections tend to be very se-

lective. It's highly ordered.

Omni: What is the function of the prima-

ry visual cortex?

Hubel: In a global sense it's concerned
with vision, of course. If you damage a

few millimeters of it, some part of your

visual world will become blind. Then if

you look straight ahead and someone
waves something off to one side, you
won't see it. That tells you your visual

world is mapped out onto the visual cor-

tex in a precise, systematic way.

Omni: Areas of the retina are matched
with areas of the visual cortex?

Hubel: Yes, the retina really belongs in

the brain, but it's sort of grown out into

the eye, as it were. The visual scene is

projected onto the retina, just as in a cam-
era. Instead of film, the retina has three

layerS'Of cells. The first, the rods and

"It must be working. Some lady wants me to deposit

fifteen cents for the first three minutes.

"

cones, emit a signal or not depending

on whether light hits them. The recep-

tors hand their information to the next

layer, whose cells synapse with the lay-

er after that, so that any one cell sup-

plies many cells in the next layer.

The third layer of cells sends fibers to

the optic nerve and on toward the brain

proper, to two peanut-size nests of

cells within the thalamus called the lat-

eral geniculate bodies. These way sta-

tions deep within the brain send their

fibers to the primary visual cortex,

where they fan out to supply various lay-

ers of cells there. This goes on in stage

after stage in the visual system in a con-

tinuous path. This is topographic organi-

zation: Any point on one layer remains

connected to a particular point on the

retina. So the whole visual world is

mapped out onto the layers of the pri-

mary visual cortex.

The information doesn'tjust proceed
undigested from one stage to the next.

At each stage certain things are ex-

tracted from the visual information, and
other things are thrown away. One hun-

dred million receptors in each retina can
respond to light hitting them. Extracting

from all that information what is useful

to an animal is a step-by-step process

that's at the heart of the whole question,

How do we see?
Omni: What first got you interested in

this question?

Hubel: After finishing my residency in

neurology, I found myself part of the doc-

tors' draft in 1955. I was lucky enough
to go to Walter Reed, where some of the

best people in anatomy and physiology

were at the time. I was twenty-nine then

and had never done any research, but

I had some ideas that seemed adven-
turous to my superiors, so I ended up
being allowed to do basically anything

I wanted.

My original aim was to study sleep

using microelectrodes. I had con-
cocted one electrode strong enough to

penetrate the membranes over the cor-

tex. It was a stiff tungsten wire a little

thicker than a hair. It was so sharp it

went in without doing any damage, so

far as we knew. It was attached to a

bunch of amplifiers and finally to loud-

speakers. When acell fired, you heard
it as a brief pop or click. If it fired fast, it

sounded like a machine gun.

Omni: What were you trying to learn

about sleep?

Hubel: It was becoming evident that

sleep was not a singular thing. Sleep's

two major phases were already known
to be as different from each other as ei-

ther is from waking. An EEG [electroen-

cephalogram] done in rapid eye.move-
ment [REM] sleep looked almost the

same as it did in a fully aroused, atten-

tive person. If you hadn't looked hard at

the person, you'd have thought you
were dealing with someone waking up.

This was missed completely until the mid-



Fifties. When I first observed it in cats,

just when the first papers on REM sleep

were published, I was astonished. My
electrodes happened to be put in the

part of the cat's cortex that deals with

vision. I decided to use a visual stim-

ulus to see if the responses differed in

sleeping and waking animals. They did,

but gradually I became more inter-

ested in these responses of the visual

cortex and. less and less in changes
occurring during sleep.

Omni: What did you know then about
how the brain makes sense of visual in-

formation it receives from outside?

Hubel: In medical school I had to give a
talk on the visual system for a neurobiolo-

gy seminar. I went to the library not know-
ing a thing and read a volume from a

symposium in 1951. One paper was by
Stephen Kuffler, the first person to study

optic nerve fibers in a mammal to find

the important things they were doing
that the rods and cones in the retina

don't do. Suppose you're looking at a

screen a few yards away while I'm re-

cording nerve impulses from a single

fiber in your optic nerve, just behind

your retina. If I shine a big spot of light

on the screen, that optic nerve fiber may
fire slightly faster. But suppose I

shine

a small spot of the same brightness a

couple of millimeters in diameter on the

screen. Most of the cells in your optic

nerve will not fire at alt, but a few will fire

like machine guns. It turns out that a giv-

en optic nerve fiber will fire when just

the right little region of the retina is illumi-

nated more brightly than its immediate
"surround." This is what Steve Kuffler

discovered.

Omni: Just as one's brain is more en-

gaged by a typed sheet of paper than

a blank one, even though the blank

sheet is brighter?

. Hubel: Exactly. This was the first exam-
ple of a biological process that's there

to extract interesting information from

the outside world. If I shine a light in just

the right place on a screen, some par-

ticular cell in your optic nerve will fire

very strongly. If I shine the light a few
millimeters away, that same cell will fire

more slowly. That change in firing rate

happens because each optic nerve fi-

ber is connected to a group of recep-

tors on the retina, some of which excite

the cell, while other receptors inhibit it.

If you make that spot of light bigger, you
excite andinhibit the fiber at the same
time, and it will tend to do nothing.

So by the time you get to the optic

nerve, the significance of the informa-

tion the cells convey has changed. Al-

though the rods and cones are con-

cerned simply with light, the cells of the

optic nerve are concerned with more
complicated things, And at each level

of the system after that, information

about each little part of the visual world

is being operated on and transformed.

The nature of that transformation is
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6H/e await the

appearance of the Marfa Lights,

teardrop-shaped flames

that may suddenly pop into view.

High clouds obscure

the moon, and a stiff

wind whips through

the sawtooth Davis

Mountains to the

north. We're parked
on a dusty road
outside Marfa, Tex-

as, awaiting the ap-

pearance of the so-

called Marfa Lights

ghostly globules of

luminosity that have
haunted this arid,

moonlike landscape
for more than a cen-
lury According to lo-

cal legend, the lights

are visible nearly ev-

ery night, usually be-

tween our vantage
point and the distant

Chlnati Mountains.
"But the truth of the

mailer Is you never
know what direction

they will come from,"

advises our guide. James Crocker, a contractor and
longtime student of the lights. Crocker, along with

electrician Martin Hafertepe, has spent mor-e than 100
hours surveying the surrounding horizon. On Ihree

separate occasions their diligence has paid off.

A red light blinks on and off, leaving Crocker unsur-

prised. 'That's a telephone switching tower," he says,

peering through binoculars. Just to the left of the red bea-

con a white light suddenly bursts to life "And that's what
most people see." Crocker warns, "automobile head-
lights." Through binoculars the single light soon resolves

into two. the bright beams of a car on Highway 67
between Presidio and Marfa, a good 20 miles away.

A few old-timers from the area recall seeing the lights

long before the coming of. electric power and auto-

mobiles. Hallle Stlllwell, ninety-one, a former justice of the

peace from nearby Alpine, spied the lights as early as
1916, while teaching school in Presidio and packing a
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pistol to ward off

Pancho Villa's border

raiders. "It looked
like a campfire that

travels." says Stlll-

well. "Back then, we
simply called them
ghost lights."

Crocker and Haf-

ertepe first saw the

lights in May 1986,

when, according lo

Crocker, "a teardrop-

shaped, deep yellow

flame popped into

view." In September
of the same year,

Crocker took whal
may be one of the

few authentic photo-

graphs of the lights

a 400-ASA color

transparency show-
ing a circular streak

of light above the
desert floor.

Skeptics contend

that aside from cars and the odd ranch light, at-

mospheric reflections of stars and planets probably

account for the majority of sightings. What's more, critics

say, the people of Marfa are thrilled by the tourist revenue

the lights bring in. Last year alone, segments on the

Today show and Unsolved Mysteries brought hundreds

of vacationers. The chamber of commerce sponsors an

annual Marfa Lights Festival. And there Is even talk of a
Marfa "Lite" beer, If a willing brewer can be found.

But to hear the folks of Marfa tell it, the mystery of the

lights is uppermost in their minds. "I would definitely be
disappointed if anyone finally decided what they were,"

says chamber of commerce president and realtor Caro-

lyn Henfroe. "The beauty of the lights is their mystery."

Renfroe may not have to worry, As we drive away, a

light glows In the rearview mirror, then fades. With Ihe

windows rolled down, the only sound breaking the

silenoe Is that of the West Texas wind .—DENNIS STACY
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—Todd Campbell

; than a year Brian

Weiss, who chairs the de-

partment of psychiatry at

Mount Sinai Medical Center

in Miami Beach, Florida

I en young
inied Cathenne

lorpholn

tacks. Final'

anxiety Ihn i
]

Bui whei tie asked her tc "go

back to (he lime irom which

your symptoms arise." he

was startled by the answer.

Catherine described life

in Egyol as a won -

1863 sc
rine also said that

embodied spirits called

eher

on she could not

erwiss obtained

—

details ol Weisss

-idit'ion and the

psychiatrist's father's Hebrew
name. "Nobody knew those

things There was no way'

ne had never looked Into the.

paranormal. "I was skeptical

about anylhiiig that "couldn't

be proven in a scientific

manner," he says. Now, how-

ever, as he recounts in Many
Lives, Many Masters (Simon

& Schuster), he is convinced

that reincarnation Is a reality

So far, Weiss has

regressed about 60 people
related previous life

ices. Just as Cathet-

e was relieved ot her anxi-

ety when she remembered
her other incarnations. Weiss

says, he has seen people

find relief from a host of com-
plaints, including depression,

migraines, and gastro-

intestinal distress, after dis-

covering, how |heir symptoms
related to events in past lives.

Paul Kurtz, who heads the

Committee- for the Scientific

investigation of Claims of the

Paranormal, doesn't believe

Weiss's interpretation is

correct. "I'vecarefully sifted

ihrough Weiss's bool

so-called reincarnation

evidence he's made available
1 i.irtzsays. "They

do.nl stand up to scrutiny

There are alternative expla-

nations based on the role

of imagination and the sug-

gestion that Weiss exerts

on his patients."

But Weiss contends his

research reveals that "we do
not die. There is actual evi-

dence," he says, "to reason-

ably accept reincarnation

on the basts of data we now
nave."—Sherry Baker

"Why are our days numbered
and not, say, lettered?"

—Woody Allen
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When artisi Shawn Pans

moved into a new home
in Hollywood. Florida, he de-

cided to paint the door to

his studio with an abstract

scene The result was a door

that seemed to belong on

a futuristic spaceship. 'A

friend said il looked like an
alien's hand should i

ing out of It," Paris recalls

'That inspired me to create

what I call galactic art."

sculptures contain

.intes

as well as materials used in

the space industry "I pulvei

ize some meteorites and

mix them into the paint so that

when you touch trie painted

surface of. my work, you

are actually touching the

. 'unrplanetor

asteroid," Paris explains, "I

a)so incorporate e> ;

nyls and aluminum and My-

lars thai create multtprism

effects much like holograms."

he adds. "I like spanning all

time by using somel

on the cutting edge of tech-

lus the meteorites

that have been around since

before the planet Earth was
created"

ays his work (right)

s vision of ihe fu-

ture and extraterrestrial

i m the only person

doing this Kind ot ah

says. "At least when I call a
gallery I never have

about them saying

mother galactic art-

ist' "—Sherry Baker

"Such as it is, then
face is a flowering. It's

lopsided by conduction, a

need not be pretty."

—Richard Duerden
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Some of this century's

most successful psychics, it

turns out have also been
branded notorious cheats.

According to New Jersey

parapsychologisl George
Hansen, research involving

known or suspected psychic

irauds has been reported

at every annual Parapsycho-

logical Association (PA)

convention Irom 1980 to 1988.

at an average rate of two to

three papers per year. What's
:.Tnes, some very

prominent members ot the

parapsychological commu-
nity have advocated that

the very best evidence for

psychic functioning comes
cheaters

"

When positive resultsare

reported with these individu-

als. Hansen says. II

trequent practice not,to report

their past hisiory of cheating

This failure to repo> :

suggests at least the implicit

approval ol the PA and would

appear to violate Ihe ethical

guidelines of the organization."

Surprisingly little parapsy-

chological literature has dealt

with methods for guarding

against cheating, Hansen
adds. In contrast, a high

percentage of skeptics, par-

ticularly those with a back-

ground in conjuring, are

knowledgeable about these

methods. "Im a little bit

disappointed,'' says Hansen,

"that parapsychofogists

themselves In this area"

esponding to 1

1

cisrn parapsychologist

o search

in parapsychology f

working known?. -ly:-

jurlng, which in many in-

stances is useful m setting

igns to

i glnsf fraud. Often

the protocols are -si..
I

you'd have to be a computer

genius or engage in a little

espionage and sabolage to

get past the controls

"

Rhea Wo-
American

Society for Psychical Re-

search fJASPR), the PA-

afflliated journal in which

ly papers presen
parapsychological conven-

tions are later published,

says. "I definitely think Han-

sen has a poinl Anybody
can go back and check ihe

references he cites and
verify the -

analysis. I also
:

making a positive conlrlbution

by pointing out ways in

which we can imprc-. -

research methodology."

th Harary

Truth exists, only falsehood

has to be invented"

—Georges Braque

"I used to be snow wl

I drifted."

—Mae West

eating that's I—Jam



STARS
sion lakes place," says astrophysicist

Robert Noyes of the Harvard-Smithson-

ian Center for Astrophysics in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, "that is roughly

equivalent to two billion one-megaton

nuclear bombs." When flare particles fi-

nally reach Earth, our planet's magnetic

Held intercepts the charged particles and
diverts them toward the poles. There they

collide with the atoms and molecules of

the upper atmosphere to create the

spectacular and haunting auroras—the

northern and southern lights. Over the

past year, flare activity has ignited auro-

ras visible as far south as the Bahamas.

The flares that pelted Earth last March

astonished scientists with their ferocity,

setting our magnetosphere wobbling like

a great bowl of Jell-O. Moving magnetic

fields, as you may remember from high-

school physics, induce electric currents

in lengths of conductive material, includ-

ing— as millions of Canadians found

out—power lines. Last March's geomag-
netic storm overloaded Hydro-Quebec's

electric power grid: Equipment fried and
all of Quebec went dark.

Not long after the Quebec blackout,

more than 5,000 artificial satellites were

lost. Flares dump energy into our atmos-

phere, causing it to heat up and expand
and placing additional drag on satellites

in low Earth orbit. On March 18 the U.S.

Navy's satellite tracking system—the air

traffic control for space—found that

thousands of satellites had strayed from

their predicted orbits. Dozens of weather

and survey satellites—which need to be
precisely aligned with their earthbound

targets—careened out of control, their

onboard gyroscopes spinning frantically

to compensate. It took the Navy several

days to locate the stray satellites and to

plot their new orbits. 'A few of the satel-

lites have maneuvering control systems

that can readjust their orbits," says astro-

physicist Don Neidig of the National So-

lar Observatory in Sunspot, New Mexico.

"The rest stay where they are."

Drag from solar flares helped send the

Skylab space station plummeting pre-

maturely to Earth in 1979, and the pres-

ent sunspot cycle has downed NASAs
Long Duration Exposure Facility two years

ahead of schedule. Don Neidig says

space scientists are now concerned that

increased drag due to solar maximum
activity will shorten the expected life span

of such costly satellites as the Hubble
Space Telescope. To minimize drag,

NASA upped the planned altitude of the

telescope from 320 to 330 nautical miles,

pushing the satellite-launching capabil-

ity of the space shuttle to its limit.

The sun's bag of tricks seems bottorrv,

less. Helping guard us from solar sorcery

is the Space Environment Service Cen-
ter, a division of NOAA. The center keeps

B6 OMNI

scope in Boulder, and a global network

of solar observatories. By phone, by fax,

and by satellite broadcasts, the center is-

sues warnings of heavy solar activity to

a lengthy list of clients.

Thanks tq_NOAA forecasts, power
companies can be alerted to geomag-
netic storms-and can reduce the loads

on their power grids to lower the risk of

outages; operators of long-range com-
munications equipment—including the

FAA, the Department of Defense, and the

Voice of America—can anticipate and
prepare for solar interference; and geo-

physical exploration teams that use mag-
netometers to sniff out untapped mineral

resources can take into account the

likelihood that their readings are tainted

by geomagnetic storms.

Although NOAA can alert its cus-

tomers to solar activity in progress, space

scientists are generally helpless when it

comes to making long-range forecasts.

The upcoming maximum is a good case

in point: Joe Hirman and his cohorts at

NOAA thought that a relatively subdued
maximum might follow the strong one that

peaked in 1979. Their guess was dead
wrong. If this year's maximum continues

to spout extraordinarily strong flares, it will

become the biggest on record.

"What it boils down to is that we don't

have a good quantitative model of solar

activity," says George Withbroe, associ-

ate director for solar and stellar physics

at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for

Astrophysics. But with billions of dollars

worth of satellites on the line, devising

prediction models has become a critical

concern. Withbroe, for example, is cur-

rently chairing a commission to study the

effects of solar activity on satellites. "Pre-

dictions have basically been a black art,"

admits Withbroe. However vital that

knowledge may be, it will be some time

before scientists forecast solar activity

with even the questionable reliability ol

yourTVweatherman.DO
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GET SMART
CONTINUED FROM PI-

phone switching networks use this strat-

egy to minimize the number of channels

in use. The reason: To find the absolute

minimum, rather than a" close approxi-

mation, would take a supercomputer
days to calculate. Clearly, here—and, it

Rapp is right, in the brain—the better

solution is the best solution.

On introspection, at any rate, many
people view these programs as a satis-

fying description of theirown mental proc-

esses. As the late physicist Heinz
Pagels noted in his last book, The
Dreams of Reason, "Rarely [do I solve

problems] through a rationally deduc-
tive process. Instead I value a free as-

sociation of ideas, a jumble of three or

four ideas bouncing around in my
mind. As the urge for resolution in-

creases, the bouncing around stops and
I settle on just one idea or strategy."

Still another possible role of chaos in

the brain is suggested by the research

of Walter Freeman at the University of

California at Berkeley and his col-

laborators Christine Skarda and Viana

di Prisco. They did electrode recordings

from the olfactory bulbs of rabbits that

had been taught to discriminate various

odors. Their work suggests that the back-

ground activity of the bulb is chaotic,

representing many patterns of neuronal

firing. When the rabbit recognizes an
odor, the background activity converges

on a single neuronal firing pattern

—

displayed as a strange attractor on a

computer—that is always the same for

that animal. On the other hand, if the an-

imal is exposed to an odor never before

encountered, the background activity

becomes even more chaotic than nor-

mal. Only gradually, over several expo-

sures paired with rewards, does the rab-

bit's olfactory bulb come to converge

on a new strange attractor pattern,

which is henceforth associated with

that odor. "Chaos," says Freeman, "is

a wonderful state of readiness for an an-

imal because it ensures continual ac-

cess to all learned sensory patterns at

any given instant."

As a bonus, chaos theory may also

offer answers to the big questions that

torment scientists and humanists alike.

To wit, what is the source of novel

ideas? How can we have free will and
still be slaves to scientific laws that gov-

ern the behavior of all matter?

Troubled by man's autonomy, scien-

tists in earlier centuries resorted to invok-

ing a little man inside our heads—a ho-

munculus—who was issuing all the or-

ders. In a less than satisfying revision,

contemporary theorists have merely re-

placed the homunculus with an autom-
aton—a mindless brain that functions

like your desktop computer, obediently

following the commands of an almighty



(but so far elusive) program. Unfortunate-

ly, automatons do not make very good
freethinkers.

How can we be creative and willful

and still be law-abiding citizens of the

universe? The random elements given

so much free play in chaotic systems

may be the key to the solution, accord-

ing to physicist James Crutchfield at the

University of California at Berkeley.

From chance beginnings, he notes, a

tiny fluctuation in the brain's activity

might be blown up into a new global pat-

tern—a thought—that manifests itself as

innate creativity. Moreover, should this

thought entail a decision to act, says

Crutchfield, our behavior will be "per-

ceived to be the exercise of will."

As Rapp is quick to point out, howev-

er, man is not alone in tapping this main-

spring of novelty. Lest humans think

they have a monopoly on creative pow-

er, consider cloud formations, the spi-

ral arms of galaxies, and the whorls and

vortices that spring up spontaneously

around a rock in a stream. Marvels

Rapp, "The beauty of it all comes down
to what sounds like a Zen koan—con-

trolled randomness."
The notion that chaos might have a

constructive side has also carried over

to medicine, where it has prompted

fresh insights into the causes of several

neurological conditions. Once doctors

put aside negative stereotypes of cha-

os, a surprising vision opened up to

them: While a few diseases—notably

schizophrenia—might indeed be the re-

sult of too much chaos in certain brain

systems, many so-called "disorders"

turned out to be exactly the opposite.

The problem was too much order. The
complex rhythms of the nervous system

had been replaced by a regimented

beat or even drowned out altogether.

A startling example—albeit one that

involves the nervous system only indi-

rectly in its role in controlling heart

contractions—nonetheless demon-
strates the dramatic shift in scientific think-

ing. Cardiologist Ary Goldberger of Har-

vard Medical School recently discovered

that the normal rhythm of the heart is

surprisingly erratic. What's more, the

rhythm of the heart's natural pacemak-
er may be more regular in people who
are at high risk of cardiac arrest. In sum-
marizing his findings, Goldberger says,

"The healthy heart dances, while the dy-

ing organ can merely march."

There is a dramatic parallel in the

brain. Rapp holds up two EEG charts.

One has large, smoothly rounded
waves that are evenly spaced. The oth-

er is a wiggly line that rises and falls hap-

hazardly into sharp peaks and valleys.

The smooth, regular waves, it turns out,

were recorded from an epileptic having

a seizure. The irregular squiggle was pro-..

duced by the brain of a healthy person.

On learning that beautifully symmet-
rical waves could rack the body in vio-

ss OMNI

lent spasms, Alan Gartinkel of UCLA's
department of kinesiology was struck'

with an idea. An expert in movement dis-

orders, Gartinkel had long puzzled over

the debilitating tremors that plague vic-

tims of stroke and Parkinson's disease.

He wondered, Could an affliction of the

nervous system similar to epilepsy be

at the root of their problems?
Fortunately for Gartinkel, patients ad-

mitted to UCLA's hospital are routinely

given electromyograms(EMGs)—a pro-

cedure for recording the electrical ac-

tivity of the neuromuscular system.

"There were a stack of these EMGs in a

back room," he recalls, "so I decided

to take advantage of them." A careful

analysis of these records confirmed his

hunch: Patients with normal motor con-

trol had nerves that pulsed in a chaotic

fashion, whereas the EMGs of spastic

patients demonstrated much more reg-

ular bursts of electrical activity.

"Contrary to intuition," says Gartinkel,

67~o the utter

dismay of scientists, whathad
begun as-a jumble

of trajectories—the disorder

everyone feared—
eventually assumed a form,

a ghostly geometry

called a strange attractor.V

"you need desynchronized firing oi

nerve cells in order to achieve smooth
movement." He draws an analogy to a

platoon of soldiers crossing a bridge.

To prevent destructive vibrations from

collapsing the bridge, the soldiers

break rank.

Neither epilepsy nor tremors would

appear to have anything in common
with the extreme mood swings charac-

teristic of depression. Yet a loss of

"healthy variability" in neural activity has

been implicated here, too. According to

Cindy Ehlers, a neuroscientist at the

Scripps Clinic in La Jolla, California, a
normal person will undergo erratic and
relatively mild fluctuations in mood on
an almost daily basis. "But in the de-

pressed patient," says Ehlers, "there is

a loss of some kind of control mecha-
nism, so that over time their behavior

starts to look extremely periodic or rhyth-

mic." She has seen some manic-depres-

sives, referred to as rapid cyclers, who
very regularly flip mood states every

three weeks. The chronic depressives,

on the other hand, seem to be, in

Ehlers's words, "stuck in a monotonic

state." No matter what's happening
around them, they feel despondent^-. .

A healthy, alert mind, Ehlers's re-)

search suggests, is nonperiodic—orfh

a state analogous to Mandell's bound-

ed madness. "There's some rhythmici-

ty in order for the body to function cor-

rectly, to be in sync, but It's not too rig-

idly locked in to these rhythms or the

person would lose versatility and adapt-

ability," she concludes.

After hanging out with bag ladies at a

public park in San Jose, California, in

the early Eighties, psychiatrist Roy King

began to suspect that schizophrenia

might also enslave its victims in a night-

marish cycle. Although his laboratory

was a little unconventional, the park had

a major advantage over the local psy-

chiatric ward: The bag ladies, King ex-

plains, constituted a rare reservoir of un-

treated schizophrenics.

Seated on a park bench with watch

in hand, he timed their comings and go-

ings. "One moment you'd see them push-

ing their shopping carts around, talking

out loud to themselves, and flailing their

arms," he recalls. "A little while later

they'd be withdrawn, sitting alone by

themselves on a bench." It turned out

there was a method to their madness:
They'd switch from frenetic activity to a

catatonic state roughly every 20 minutes.

King knew that the neurotransmitter

dopamine had long been implicated in

schizophrenia. So he played around

with some equations that modeled the

uptake and release of dopamine by neu-

rons In the brain. Plotting his data

points, he came up with a nonlinear, Id-

shaped curve. To his delight, it showed
that a flaw in neural feedback mecha-
nisms would cause dopamine levels to

rise and fall every 20 minutes. "That's

what I believe caused their behavior

shifts," says King, who is now at Stan-

ford University. "The malfunction was
analogous to what happens when a mi-

crophone has its amplifier on too high,

causing feedback in the form of a high-

pitched squeal."

Would chaotic fluctuations in dopa-

mine levels restore normal behavior? In

this instance, King cautions, they might

make the schizophrenic even worse.

"The model," he says, "indicates that

the brain is healthiest when dopamine
remains at the same level."

Beyond increasing our knowledge of

brain dysfunction, the new mathemati-

cal models are suggesting novel ap-

proaches to preventing, or at least re-

ducing, disease symptoms. Rapp, for

example, can sometimes see a shift in

the brain's electrical activity before an
animal has an epileptic seizure. There

is a dramatic loss of complexity in the

strange attractor associated with the

EEG signal—a sign that millions of neu-

rons are beginning to pulse in unison.

If the same observation holds up for

humans, it could serve as an advance



warning to doctors that modifications are

needed in the patient's treatment regi-

men. "Rather than waiting for you to

have another seizure to determine if the

drug is doing what it's supposed to," ex-

plains Rapp, "I want to be able to say,

'I don't like the way your brain waves
look today. Let's increase the dosage
of your anticonvulsant.'

"

Still more futuristic applications of cha-

os theory have captured his fertile imag-
ination. The mathematician-poet-phys-

iologist-farmer is also an aviation enthu-

siast, which undoubtedly inspired this

novel concept: "It might be possible,"

Rapp says, "to develop an EEG-moni-
toring system that would detect when a
fighter pilot is about to blackout during

violent maneuvers that force blood out

of his brain." Just before falling uncon-
scious, he reports, there is a precipitous

decline in the brain's chaotic activity

—

a phenomenon that might be detected
by electrodes fitted into the pilot's hel-

met. The information would then be re-

layed to an onboard computer, which
would correct the trajectory of the

plane to reduce the gravitational forces

on the pilot.

Similarly, Rapp can envisage elec-

trode-studded headware for air traffic

controllers, nuclear plant operators, ra-

dar monitors, and other professionals

whose unwavering vigilance is critical

to the safety of a large sector of the pub-
lic. Here again, chaotic fluctuations in

the EEG might be used as a measure of

mental alertness.

As the mathematics of nonlinear dy-

namics advances, Rapp anticipates

that computers will be able to detect in-

creasingly subtle changes in brain

waves as a result of drug-induced
states, learning, disease, and aging. Of
course, just where this will lead can be
discerned only in vague outline, like the

shimmering dimensions of a strange at-

tractor. But at least one likely outcome
of these advances, In Rapp's opinion,

will be better techniques for diagnosing
learning disorders, Alzheimer's disease,

and other neurological conditions that

produce a confusing array of symptoms.
Anesthesiologists, too, might use com-

puter-aided analysis of EEGs to ensure
that surgical patients remain in a safe

range of unconsciousness—not so
anesthetized that they are in danger of

lapsing into a coma but still far from a
state of registering any pain. (Accord-
ing to Rapp, it's not uncommon for pa-

tients to begin to stir on the operating

table during surgery, prompting the an-

esthesiologist to rush to administer an
additional dose of anesthetic.)

On the therapeutic front, he predicts

the same technology could become an
indispensable tool in speeding the de-
velopment of new drugs to treat the

brain. As he elaborates, "Chemicals
that restore the normal electrical patterns

of the brain would be obvious candi-

dates for further testing and refinement."

As if that weren't enough to keep one
man busy for a lifetime, Rapp is branch-
ing off from his EEG studies to under-

take a bold new initiative—arguably his

most ambitious yet. He's searching for

unifying theorems that underlie psycho-
therapy—or in his own words, "I'm try-

ing to shine a candle on this very dark,

mysterious rite of passage."
The plan is to analyze behavior in the

context of therapy just as though it were
an EEG tracing—only instead of chart-

ing the voltage spikes of neurons, his

computer-graphic wizardry is being
used to track the verbal exchanges be-

tween individual patients and their ther-

apists. "Basically," he explains, "we're

trying to discover if there are mathemat-
ical patterns—such as strange attrac-

tors—underlying aspects of the patient-

therapist interaction. And if so, are

some patterns of interaction more likely

to help the patient than others?"

bityou
think humans have a monopoly

on creativity,

consider cloud formations

or the whorls

and vortices that spring up
spontaneously

around a rock in a stream.^

Clearly, Rapp is excited by the pros-

pect of charting the seething caldron of

human feelings with nonlinear equations.

"This is where all the aspects of my life

tie together," he says. "We're dealing

with this very human process—where
the poet inside me feels at home—but I

get to also function as a mathematician
and a neuroscientist."

Joining him in his quest for psycho-
therapy's unifying principles are psychi-

atrist Robert Langs and mathematician
Anthony Badalamenti of the Nathan S.

Kline Institute for Psychiatric Research
in Orangeburg, New York. Although
most psychotherapists begin with a
grand theory, which they then attempt
to test, Rapp and his collaborators
have taken the opposite tack. The re-

searchers begin at the microscopic lev-

el of behavior and build theories from
the bottom up rather than the top down.
"They're building the world's first psy-

choscope," observes Ralph Abraham,
a mathematician and celebrated chaos
theoretician at the University of Califor-

nia at Santa Cruz.

With the patients' permission the

team begins by videotaping therapy ses-

sions, which are then broken down into

15-second segments and scored on
" such items as, Who is talking? For how
long? Is there continuity of theme? Are
there sexual references9 Is the material

derived from intellectualization or fanta-

sies and dreams? Next the team of re-

searchers plots a graph of how the ther-

apist's interventions and the patient's re-

sponses change over time.

What can they see through the lens

of their psychoscope? The picture is far

from complete, but so far the patient and
therapist appear to function as a unit,

with repetitive patterns of communica-
tion—as unique as a signature—emerg-
ing over successive sessions. "There
may be strange attractors characteriz-

ing these interactions," reports Langs,

"but we won't know for certain until

we've carried the analysis further."

One likely example of a strange at-

tractor is a peculiar trend in the length

of time each speaker talks in succes-
sion over the course of the therapeutic

session. This timesequence appears ran-

dom 'at first inspection but in fact follows'

a nonlinear progression called the Box^-
Jenkins model, long familiar to econo-
mists, who use it to describe market
trends. The finding is so new that the

scientists can't say whether it is unique
to psychotherapy or applies more broad-

ly in human communication.
Of more immediate relevance to psy-

chotherapy, according to Langs, is the

unexpected finding that therapists gen-
erally keep the discussion in rigid, nar-

row channels. In reaction, patients strug-

gle to push back these limits by intro-

ducing disturbing images from
dreams, fantasies, and other "uncon-
scious modes of communication."

After scoring the first 1 00 lines of tran-

scribed dialogue between six different

patients and their therapists, Langs
found the level of unconscious commu-
nication was higher in all instances be-

fore the therapists intervened. Misinter-

pretation: "Despite their training, psycho-
analysts have a dread of unconscious
meaning, which really translates into a

dread of chaos."

In one illustrative case a young wom-
an admitted to her therapist that she fan-

tasized about doing physical harm to her

mother. He responded with a rhetorical

question: "You've built a different life for

yourself, haven't you?"
The woman paused for several sec-

onds, her train of thought interrupted,

but soon brought the conversation
back to her obsession with harming her

mother. She noted that her father, in

real life, had been physically abusive to

her mother before abandoning the fam-

ily. That might explain, she continued,

why her mother had such a negative at-

titude toward sexual intimacy
—

"view-
ing it almost as rape."

"I guess your father leaving you was
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ing from the mountains of transcribed

texts of therapy sessions. Very simply,

it's a lot 'easier to collect data than to

make sense of the findings. In keeping

with their doctrinal philosophy, howev-

er, the researchers are confident that

out of this unruly disorder, a higher lev-

el of order will emerge, paving the way

for more effective methods of psycho-

Aside from the practical benefits of

applying nonlinear formulas to the

brain and behavior, there are enormous

aesthetic rewards. Or so claims Rapp,

who has been spending much of his

spare time transforming his own brain

waves into "cortical sculptures"

—

a great loss," the therapist interjected.

This time the patient did not attempt

to steer the conversation back to her vi-

olent images but kept to familiar,

nonthreatening topics. Consequently, a

graph of her scores on several parame-

ters—including frequency of sexual ref-

erences, diversity of themes, and emo-

tional intensity of material—suddenly flat-

tened out. "Our preliminary analysis of therapeutic intervention

the data," says Langs, "would suggest

the interaction between the patient and

therapist had become more static—or

legs chaotic."

Paradoxically, it is more often the pa-

tient who initiates dynamic change dur-

ing therapy, says Langs, "because so

long as he or she

remains locked in

to a single pattern,

there's not much
chance of evolv-

ing to a new way
of thinking. It is'

only by looking

at unconscious
meaning, by go-

ing through that

storm of chaos,

that a patient can

resolve conflict,

arriving at a high-

er level of order."

In addition to

these findings,

Rapp has uncov-

ered a subtle pat-

tern of indoctrina-

tion behind psy-

chotherapy, a non-

linear trend that

became apparent

when the same pa-

tient was seen
"separately by

three therapists

with different ideo-

logical bents.

"The pattern of

interaction basi-

cally conforms to

the doctrinal phi-

losophy of the par-

ticular therapist."
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for you.
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for yourself. By yourself.

As seen on ABC Nightly News

says Rapp. In classical psychoanalysis,

for example, therapists expect continuity

of subject matter—which is exactly

what happens in 90 percent of their ex-

changes. A communicative therapist, on

the other hand, expects many disconti-

nuities in verbal behavior and questions

about therapy itself. What's more, that's

just what the therapist gets. "Ironical-

ly," says Rapp, "both classical and com-

municative therapists base their ap-

proach on free association and view

themselves as nondirective. But our

graphs tell a-different story; Patients very

rapidly adapt to the typically unvoiced"

expectations of the therapist."

As the researchers acknowledge,

they have barely begun to extract mean-
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strange attractors that metamorphose
according to his mental states. Of late

he has even expanded into multimedia

effects through the addition of music as

a backdrop to the pulsating strange at-

tractor on his computer screen. It is gen-

uinely the music of his hemispheres, for

Rapp converts the frequencies of his

brain's electrical waves directly into

sound waves.
"Basically," explains Rapp, "I begin

by wiring up my brain and then run the

EEG output through a digital converter

that simultaneously turns the signal into

strange attractors that can be both

seen and heard."

What does an abstract geometric

structure sound like? It depends on

what Rapp's thinking, of course. At rest—

if he's daydreaming, for instance

—

Rapp likens the music of his mind to a

diggery do, a hollow aboriginal instru-

ment that produces a resonant hum
when banged with a stick. When he en-

gages in mental arithmetic, causing the

strange attractor on his video monitor

to explode in afireworklike display, the

auditory accompaniment also rises to a

crescendo. Can his brain's output

match the tonal density of Mahler's sym-

phonies? Not quite, or as Rapp admits,

"It sounds more like a bee trapped in-

side a diggery do."

There's presently a long delay between

the recording of his brain waves and
their conversion

by the comput-
er into his artchao-

tique. But eventu-

ally Rapp intends

to do away with

the time lag by de-

vising a system of

instant feedback.

"Then- I'll get to

hear and see the

strange attractors

simultaneously in

my head— all in

realtime," empha-
sizes Rapp. "In

other words, while

still hooked up to

the EEG machine,

I'll be able to re-

spond to all the

sounds and visual

images my mind
just produced in

an endless loop of

creativity."

In a characteris-

tic fit of rhapsody,

he adds, "Just

think what it would

be like if the

mind'simaginings

could torrent out

without the exist-

ence of musical

instruments or

paintbrushes."

His eyes light up like those of a preach-

er imploring his congregation to marvel

at the miracle of salvation. To Rapp, one

suspects, the creation of nonlinear art

forms is much more than a hobby. It's a

transcendental experience—a religion.

"Philosophers and great religious

thinkers of the last century saw evidence

of God in the symmetries and harmo-

nies around them—in the beautiful equa-

tions of classical physics that describe

such phenomena as electricity and mag-

netism," he says. "I don't see the sim-

ple patterns underlying nature's com-

plexity as evidence of God. I
believe

that is God. To behold a strange attrac-

tor, spinning to its own music, is a won-

drous, spiritual event."DO
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after taking LSD, but we haven't estab-

lished it in neurobiologica! studies," says

Daniel Freedman, chairman of UCLAs
psychiatric department. For some peo-

ple, Freedman suspects, "perceptual

constancies"—adjustments made to fo-

cus and interpret images no matter what

the retina actually sees—may be dis-

rupted by LSD. "If I look at the door and

get distracted by the wood's tine grain,

I'm no longer seeing it as a door," he says

The flashback, in simplest terms, may
be an especially vivid form of memory.

This would apply both to drug abusers

and posttraumatic stress victims, who
often suffer from flashbacks. In either

case, a traumalic event or powerful drug

experience becomes seared into the

subconscious brain. 'An experience with

such a strong emotional valence tells the

nervous system, This is important; lay

down a path for recall," explains David

Bear, professor of psychiatry at the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts Medical School.

Some visual disturbances may result

from the failure to screen out normal

processes of the peripheries of the brain.

Many LSD patients describe gridlike pat-

terns or "lacy curtains." "They may be

seeing the pattern of blood vessels in the

retina," Bear says. The retina normally
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screens out fixed images. In other cases

the central nervous system (CNS) itself is

implicated. You can produce luminous

images called phosphenes by touching

the eyeball. But when Abraham touches

some of his patients on the left eye, they

see images on the right eye. The only way

this can happen is by going through the

brain. A potential CNS site is the lateral

geniculate nucleus. This is the way sta-

tion of the visual system in the thalamus,

the central brain complex that functions

as gatekeeper of the cerebral cortex.

Abraham speculates that the uncon-

trolled firing of color neurons in the lateral

geniculate nucleus could account for the

dual-colored, doughnutlike images de-

scribed by postdrug users.

A tool called quantilied electroen-

cephalography may, according to Abra-

ham, map "the anatomy of hallucina-

tions." He and colleagues at the Boston

Children's Hospital have used the device

to produce an electrical "topography" of

his LSD patients' brains and found that

their brain waves show statistical devia-

tions in phase and amplitude from "nor-

mal" brain waves. "There's something

pretty fishy going on in the temporal

lobes," says Abraham.
Animals that have had their temporal

lobes removed do not respond to LSD.

Major processing areas in the cortex, the

temporal lobes are involved in the inte-

gration of multiple sensory functions such

as vision, hearing, and touch, as well as

emotion and memory. The visual disor-

ders of post-LSD patients may be caused

by synesthesia, the convergence of one

sense into another, according to Boston

University School of Medicine neuropsy-

chologist Edith Kaplan. They may literally

be "seeing sound or hearing color," Kap-

lan says. "LSD may lower the threshold

of neurons in the temporal lobes, so that

an auditory signal could activate neigh-

boring visual neurons, or vice versa."

The temporal lobes are the cortex

areas most prone to seizures—uncon-

trolled firing of neurons. If LSD damages
the temporal lobes, this may explain sim-

ilarities between flashback patients and

victims of temporal lobe epilepsy, who
often have visual and auditory halluci-

nations. Personality changes are even

more striking, according to Bear: 'An LSD

user may have a deepening of emotion,

or turn to philosophical and religious

speculation, or become paranoid or hy-

posexual—traits commonly associated

with temporal lobe epilepsy."

More than half of Abraham's patients,

furthermore, suffer from panic disorder.

"By unwrapping the inhibitory mecha-

nism of the brain, people may be more

easily aroused, more susceptible to

emotions such as fear," he says. Abra-

ham acknowledges that "you can't hon-

estly rule out preexisting pathology.

Maybe there's something special about

these people".—a head injury in child-

hood, a scar in the temporal lobes, a

family history of mental illness—"that

makes them particularly vulnerable. Just

because the problems follow an LSD ex-

perience, it doesn't mean they were
caused by LSD." But after hearing the

same stories over and over, he decided,

"Let's call a spade a spade. By the time

they get to me, they've been through the

mill-—seen six doctors who say they're

crazy, or don't know what to do about

them, or trivialize their symptoms."

John Doe is a case in point. Before

seeing Abraham he was diagnosed as

schizophrenic and given Thorazine.

"Since they gave me Thorazine, every-

thing has been glowing yellow." Doe says.

Doctors now know that antipsychotic

drugs tend to exacerbate flashback

symptoms. Benzodiazepines, a class of

tranquilizers including Valium, are now
considered the drugs of choice. With the

help of medication and therapy, Abra-

ham says, "there is life after flashbacks."

UCLA's Freedman says some chronic

flashbackers can learn to tune out un-

wanted signals without drugs like Valium.

"My guess is that they haven't been en-

couraged to ignore these things," he says.

"They took LSD and unlearned some-

thing. They can relearn to suppress irrel-

evancies" much as stroke patients regain

the faculty of speech.

"There may be a purpose to this," Doe
adds. 'As with every oddball thing, it might

lead to understanding."DQ
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whal you learn when you study individ-

ual cells.

I remember thinking that this was
amazingly cool stuff, although we didn't

use the word in that connection in those

days. Kuffler's paper wasn't in obnox-

ious jargon; it wasn't made difficult. A
lot of neurophysiology at that time was
divorced from reality. You put an elec-

trode in one part of the brain and re-

corded waves from another part. In do-

ing so you could establish that connec-

tions between the two parts existed, but

half the time you had no idea what ei-

ther area was doing or why they were

connected. All of a sudden, Kuffler's pa-

per began to tell how the whole thing

might work.

Omni: What did you tackle then at Wal-

ter Reed?
Hubek I decided to record from the cor-

tex itself with microelectrodes in cats

that were alert and moving around rath-

er than anesthetized. To do that, I had
to design a device to hold the electrode

that could be installed on the animal's

skull. There was a machine shop at Wal-

ter Reed, and I had to keep going back
to the machinists, saying, "I'm sorry, I

designed this wrong; you'll have to

change it," which tended to make them

mad. After a few months, I signed up
for a night course in machining to learn

to work the lathe myself. I sneaked an

order for a lathe past the head of the

lab, who thought it was a stupid idea.

Six months later, he changed his mind.

It was exciting to see cells responding

to vision in the same animal that was
sitting there looking around.

I had no idea what'made the cells re-

spond. I trained the animal to sit still and

fixate on points by rewarding it with

food if it kept its eye on a certain point

for a few minutes. They seemed to en-

joy doing these tasks right and getting

the reward. I often had trouble with move-

ments of the skull caused by purring.

Omni: What did you learn once you had

the setup working?

Hubek At first, when I'd shine a flash-

light into the animal's face, the cells

didn't react at all. Clearly, light alone

didn't interest them. In one experiment

I was trying to get these cells to respond

when a colleague waved his hands in

front of the animal. The cells started fir-

ing. I soon learned that many cells re-

spond well to an object that moves only

in one direction. This was probably the

first interesting thing anyone had found

in the visual cortex itself. It was unlike

anything found in cells at earlier levels

of the visual pathway. I also found there

were binocular cells in the cortex, cells

that both eyes fed into.

Omni: How did your collaboration with

Wiesel begin?

Hubek I made arrangements to start

work atJohns Hopkins, at the lab of Ver-

non Mountcastle, who was and is one
of the leading central nervous system

physiologists in the world. His lab was
being remodeled and things were at a

standstill. So Steve Kuffler suggested I

come to his lab and work with Torsien.

We decided to anesthetize our animals,

and to our delight we could still make
the cells fire despite the anesthesia.

Omni: You could get the brain cells to

fire by shining a light on an animal's

eyes while it was out cold?

Hubek Yes, because the anesthetic

turned out to have no effect on the first

dozen or so stages in the visual path-

way. We pushed the electrode forward

into the brain tissue a fraction of a milli-

meter and listened until we came upon
a cell. This happened immediately in

most cases. We'd study that cell, and if

it wasn't the kind we were looking for,

we'd go on to the next. We'd record

from a single cell for a few minutes to a

few hours before advancing the elec-

trode. Our record was nine hours from

a single cell. An experiment on one ani-

mal could go on twenty hours. We
might record as many as three hundred

cells. Using the microelectrode to record

from the cortex, we suddenly had a very

powerful tool. We could now hold on to

the cell long enough for the right acci-

dents to happen.
Omni: What kinds of accidents?

Hubek For the optic nerve, spots are im-

portant. We started putting glass slides

onto which we'd pasted a black dot into

a projector so we could shine tiny dark

spots directly onto the cat's retina to get

it to respond. But we didn't know where

on the retina to shine the spot. Only af-

ter a long while did we begin to get

vague hints of a response by concen-

trating on one part. Suddenly after many
hours, the cell started rattling away. But

it had nothing at all to do with the spot

on the slide. The cell was responding to

the edge of the slide as we slid it out of

the ophthalmoscope! This very slender

shadow of the slide's edge was caus-

ing the cell to fire. That absolutely

amazed us. But we still had to figure out

what it was about the line.

We soon realized that the line

worked only when the edge was at a

particular orientation—vertical, horizon-

tal, or oblique. If we tilted the slide at a

different angle, the cell didn't respond.

Unlike cells at earlier stages in the visu-

al pathway, these cells in the primary

visual cortex were no longer interested

just in whether one region was brighter

than its immediate surround. They need-

ed a fancier stimulus.

Omni: These cells were turned on only

by lines of a certain tilt?

Hubek Yes. Let's say we got a good re-

sponse with a vertical line. If we tilted
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the line slightly, so that it was at one and
seven o'clock, the response would be
much weaker. Tilt it more than that and
we'd get no response at all. But other

cells in the immediate neighborhood
would respond to the tilted line but not

the original cell that responded to verti-

cal. Torsten and I had no way of real-

izing whether this was a common thing

or such a cell was a rarity in a sea of

cells with every possible kind of re-

sponse property.

Omni: Were they scattered in a sea of

dissimilar neighbors?

Hubel: Mo. In an experiment on the vi-

sual cortex of a monkey, we advanced
the electrode slantwise, at about a forty-

five-degree angle. We recorded cell af-

ter cell that way. To our amazement, ev-

ery cell's orientation was about ten de-

grees clockwise, or counterclockwise,
from the previous cell's. Beautifully or-

ganized! We recorded from fifty cells

and none were out of place. We sat

there over five hours without getting off

our seats, and at the end, when we
drew all the orientations, the superim-
posed lines looked like a windmill.

To give you an idea of how fine the
grain of all this is: If you measured the

changes in line orientation of cells as

you moved sideways through one milli-

meter of cortex, cell after cell, you'd
find that this is far enough to get you all

the way around the clock. Over this dis-

tance from the eye, the region of the vi-

ual field stays the same. Each cluster of

cells that attend to one orientation,

which we call an orientation column, is

very narrow—about a twentieth of a mil-

limeter wide.

Omni: This means each point on the ret-

ina is handled by a cluster of many col-

umns in the visual cortex?

Hubel: Yes. If you push an electrode

straight down through the cortex, stu-

dying one cell after another for maybe
one hundred cells, all the cells are con-
cerned with the same small section of

the retina.

Omni: What things are cells of one par-

ticular column sensitive to?

Hubel: Maybe four or five variables. As
you go straight down through the cor-

tex, the line orientation stays the same,
but some cells respond best to a black

and others to a white line, some to an
edge between dark and light areas. Col-

or and movement are other variables.

In biological systems, moving objects

are more interesting than stationary

ones. Some cells are even fussy about
how far away the object is, while others

don't give two hoots.

There's also a phenomenon called oc-

ular dominance: Most cells respond to

both eyes but better to one eye than the

other. In a given column, if the first cell

prefers the right eye, so will all the cells

as you go down. As you move across

the cortex parallel to the surface, you
have an alternation— left eye, right eye,
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left, right—roughly every half millimeter.

If you could see a magnified version of

the cortex from above .according to

which eyes the cells respond to, it

would look a bit like a zebra's stripes.

Omni: What are the most complex cells

in a column?
Hubel: The "end-stopped" cell. For one
of these cells the longer the line we pro-

jected on a screen, the better its re-

sponse, up to a point. If we made the

line still longer, the cell stopped respond-

ing. Such a cell probably is concerned
with telling whether a line is terminated

or is part of a curve. In general, the fur-

ther you go into the nervous system, the

more complicated things get. Individu-

al cells become fussier about the kinds

of stimuli they'll respond to.

Omni: What's the most complex shape
you've gotten a particular neuron to re-

spond strongly to?

Hubel: In the primary visual cortex, a

short line, nothing fancier. However, peo-

ple have described cells outside the pri-

mary visual cortex that respond only if

you present the animal with a face. Not

everybody agrees about the validity of

cells' response to a face, but it's proba-

bly correct. If a tiny stroke occurred in

one very small part of your primary vi-

sual cortex, you'd be blind in that part

of your visual field. A stroke in the tem-

poral lobe, which includes a visual area

that's maybe the size of a large post-

age stamp, will not make you blind any-

where. But it will eliminate your ability to

recogriize faces—a condition called

prosopagnosia. You will be able to teli

you're looking at a face, but you won't

know whose. A man recovering from

such a stroke can go into the hospital

waiting room and not pick out his wife

—

unless he happens to know the color of

the dress she's wearing.

Omni: Might there be superspecialized

neurons far down in the visual pathway
that fire only when people see their moth-

er's face?

Hubel: It's possible, but I don't know any-

body who thinks that. In the primary vi-

sual cortex, whatever neurons are acti-

vated when you see your mother's face

are not specialized for that task.

They're taking care of it piece by piece.

As to whether there is some higher area

of the brain whose cells are specialized

to recognize some particular individual's

face, no one knows. For one thing,

when you knock out a cell or even a
small group of cells anywhere in the

brain, you don't knock out any single

memory. That's not the way the brain

tends to work.

Omni: How did you present the images
to your lab cats?

Hubel: Torsten and l-'had decided early

on that it would be much easier to pro-

ject the images on some sort of screen

than to project them directly onto the ret-

ina with the ophthalmoscope. The first

daywe did this, we brought in some bed
sheets from home and draped them over

pipes in the ceiling so that the place

looked like a circus. Vernon Mount-
castle came by for a visit—he must
have been appalled. Later we got an

ordinary movie screen.

Omni: What did you try projecting—any

images of barking dogs?
Hubel: No, although we did try a few odd-

ball things. Later on with monkeys, a yel-

low Kodak film box with red writing pro-

duced fantastic results. We also used a
cover of Cosmopolitan magazine. In

fact, we worked with everything we
could get our hands on, because if

some cell responded to a particular stim-

ulus, we always had to wonder, Had we
found the best stimulus for that cell, or

was it something more complicated?

To pin down exactly what it was
could take hours, months, and even
years. When the smoke cleared,

though, we found over and over again

that if a cell was firing like mad to some
stimulus, what it saw in its tiny region of

the Kodak box or Cosmopolitan cover

was a line segment that happened to

be in the right orientation for that cell.

The cells weren't really responding to

anything elaborate but to what was, for
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all intents and purposes, a straight line

over a short distance. This was a sur-

prising result, one that nobody had pre-

dicted until we started putting electrodes

into the visual cortex,

Omni: What was your lab at Johns
Hopkins like in those days?
Hubel: It was wonderful: a dingy, dark,

gloomy place in the basement ofthe Wilm-

er I nstitute of Ophthalmology, about fif-

teen feet square. I had my desk in

there, andTorsten had a tiny cubicle in

another room. That was our total domain.

It was far from an ivory tower: In the

same basement the institute had its out-

patient department. So to get to our lab,

we had to go by long rows of patients

waiting to be seen. But it had that excit-

ing atmosphere that hospitals tend to

have. It was an absolutely wonderful

place to work. At two or three in the morn-
ing we'd get hellishly tired. Often things

would go badly wrong. On days when
an experiment wasn't working, it would
be just hour after hour of fighting, trying

different strategies, before we gave up.

But it was usually really a huge amount
of fun, because at the end we often

—

amazingly often—felt we'd learned some-
thing new. And for me, that's still true

today. This is one of the few fields

where you're not on a team of eighteen

people. Usually it's just two, three peo-

ple at the most. You can still do real sci-

ence in a small group and, compared
with physics, for a smail amount of mon-
ey. It's a pleasure often denied scien-

tists these days.

Omni: What was it like teaming with

Wiesel for twenty years?

Hubei: In time, we learned to communi-
cate so easily that, even now, we know
what the other is thinking without using

many words. We hardly have to finish

our sentences. If something was obvi-

ous to one, it was usually obvious to

both. We didn't have major disputes

about strategy, and that is not always

the case in scientific collaborations.

Omni: Nonscientists often imagine that

research is coldly logical and highly

organized. Is that a misperception?

Hubel: Most things textbooks call "the

scientific method" were totally flouted

by the way Torsten and I proceeded. At

the beginning, we knew that cells in the

visual cortex should respond to a visual

stimulus, but we had no idea beyond
that of what we were getting into. Other

people in the field had ideas about the

way the visual cortex s/iou/dwork. They
set up elaborate experiments at a

stage where they didn't know enough
to set them up. They failed to find the

interesting answers, because the appa-
ratus they designed was too focused

and too inflexible. Torsten and I, on the

other hand, made slits by sticking piec-

es of tape on glass slides and putting

them in this miserable slide projector we
had. We'd vary the orientation by hand.

It was clumsy and very crude. But that
.

crudeness gave us enormous ilevhiii-

ty. We weren't locked into some meth-
od that would keep us from seeing what
was fairly obvious.

Omni: Has that been controversial?

Hubel: Yes, we've been criticized for be-

ing too sloppy and not quantitative

enough, "we" being Torsten and I in the

old days, Marge Livingstone and I now.

Ifyou ask our colleagues to choose the

least quantitative people they know, we'd

be high on the list. There's a persistent

idea in neuroscience and other fields

that you're not doing science unless

you're making a measurement or draw-

ing a graph. This has tended to prevent

people from doing things like waving
their hands in front of animals.

Some years ago I was on a commit-
tee for judging student theses. One mem-
ber, an eminent hematologist, said,

"Well, we can eliminate these two right

away because no measurements were
made." To me that attitude runs coun-
ter to the spirit of folk heroes like Gali-

leo, who simply looked at the sky with

his telescope and saw amazing things.

It's partly an imitation ot physics that has

pervaded the whole of science. But it's

stupid to draw graphs if they don't

show anything. 1 wonder sometimes if

the people who insist that science isn't

science without equations and graphs
ever read Darwin, the greatest scientist

in all of biology. Nowhere in the whole
of his works do you find an equation.

For Darwin, science was simply a mat-

ter of looking, to begin with, and count-

ing the petals on the daisies to see how
many there were.

Many people go into fields because
they're technically adept in one way or

another—a knowledge of mathematics,
an ability to build apparatuses, program
computers, or something. And then

they can't bear not to apply their tech-

niques. Torsten and I had the good for-

tune of not being adept at any tech-

niques, and that may have saved us.

Omni: You often use the word fun. Is

that how you'd describe your career?
Hubel: Oh, yes. There's nothing like hear-

ing a cell fire. It's so obvious, so crisp

and vigorous, anything but wishy-washy.

And to feel you have control over a
cell's firing by your stimulus is a huge
amountoffun. Almost every experiment

tells us something, and we know right

away what that is. Overall, we probably

have more fun than most because we're

a bit more slapdash in our methods. We
don't dig into some question and stay

with it come hell or high water. If we're

not enjoying what we're doing, we sim-

ply do something else. There's no rea-

son to be masochistic.

Omni: Barry Richmond of the National

Institute of Mental Health and Lance Op-
tican of the National Eye Institute

charged that you and Wiesel made a
drastic mistake. They say their studies

show that a single neuron even from the
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lateral geniculate bodies responds to a

number of different stimuli, rather than

a single feature. So they say single gen-

iculate cells "see" much better than we
previously supposed. They base their

claim on a computer analysis of the pre-

cise timing of the cell's rapid firings rath-

er than the firing's overall intensity.

According to Richmond, "Hubel and Wie-

sel could never have done our calcu-

lations back in 1962. They made bril-

liant observations. It just turns out that

the interpretation was wrong."

Hubel: It sounds as though we've done
a'lot of harm to the field [laughing]. If

they're saying we're wrong, they'll have

to get in line. We probably hear things

like this once a month. Personally, I don't

believe that anything so complex could

crop up so early in the visual pathway

—

you're asking an awful lot of a relatively

simple set of structures. Anything's pos-

sible, but claims about "temporal cod-

ing," as it's called, have in the past

tended not to come to anything. There

are all kinds of controversies in every

last branch of our field, and we've clear-

ly been' wrong on some things, but some-

how I've lost the ability to lose sleep over

being wrong.

Omni: Tell us about the "blobs" and col-

or vision.

Hubel: We've found that there are little

areas we call "blobs." We called them
that because the word is graphic, legiti-

mate, and seems to annoy our compe-
titors. As you look down on the cortex,

they're .polka-dotted throughout about

half a millimeter apart, and they go
down through the cortex like pegs.

These blobs are full of cells most of

which seem to be concerned with col-

or, whereas most of the cells between

the blobs seem more involved with

form and movement. A number of other

people are also looking at this area.

Marge Livingstone and I at present

are most interested in the second visu-

al area, next to the primary visual cor-

tex. This seems to have three parallel

systems: One is involved with color, an-

other with stereoscopic depth percep-

tion and movement, and a third with

shape and form. Many principles of the

first visual area apply to the second ,
but

it's too early to say for sure whether our

findings apply to other parts of the cor-

tex as well.

Omni: Has your work helped us under-

stand hallucinations?

Hubel: The short answer is no. We're work-

ing on a part of the visual pathway
that's much earlier in the flow of infor-

mation than the part that would explain

hallucinations or visual images in

dreams. On the other hand, the kinds of

things you see in a migraine aura, the

visual phenomenon that often precedes

a migraine headache, are probably at-

tributable to what goes on in the prima-

ry visual area. But such an aura is far

cruder than what we usually understand

by the term hallucination.

Omni: Are there any parts of the brain

whose organization seems inefficient?

Hubel: In every case it's either very effi-

cient indeed or we don't understand it

well enough to know what it's. for. So
much of the brain is utterly unexplored

in terms of what the cells do. In the visu-

al cortex alone, only three or four of the

eighteen to twenty-four areas have

been explored, and only one, the pri-

mary visual cortex, has been explored

in great detail. Even there, every three

or four years some startling new discov-

ery is made. There may be three or four

hundred areas in the cortex as a whole,

each as distinct as the primary visual

cortex. What these areas are doing in

any level or detail, we don't know. And
a whole lot of brain that isn't cortex is

poorly understood.

Certain myths grow up in neurobiolo-

gy—such as the myth that you only use

ten percent of your brain. That is proba-

bly utter nonsense. The myth is based

mostly on rat research. It comes from

the fact that in a rat you can take some
of the brain out and not see any deficit.

But you don't see a deficit because you

don't know what to look for. That piece

of the rat's brain is sitting there for some
very good evolutionary reason.

If you believe in evolution, you believe

there's a biological purpose to this tre-

mendous order, precision, and elegance

in the brain—even if you haven't the fog-

giest notion of how the thing works or

what it's for. But that confidence com-

pels you to work hard to try to reveal

that purpose. The visual system in the

last twenty years has revealed what

some of this order is all about. That's a

revelation we don't have in anywhere

near the same degree in other parts of

the brain. But it's there. It just has to be

pulled out.

Omni: Have animal rights protesters

caused problems for you?

Hubel: It's a big problem now. Every

once in a while, they target some re-

searcher and the Society for Neuros-

cience, for example [Hubel was presi-

dent in 1989], has to go to his defense,

give legal advice and so forth. Some of

the best people in the field have been
targeted. There are certain animal

rights people you're not going to per-

suade any more than you could have

persuaded the late Ayatollah he

shouldn't try to kill Rushdie. But there

are a huge number still uncommitted to

whom arguments in defense of animal

experiments must be made—or we won't

be doing research. People no longer hes-

itate to send their kids to summer camp
because they fear they'll get polio.

That's because of medical research. The

number of monkeys sacrificed for that

cause was very large. But many people

prefer to ignore what fantastic things
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mod cal research has accomplished.

In our lab we sel out So understand

the visual system, but along the way it

occurred to us that we might get at [he

cause of blindness that follows strabis-

mus, or cross-eyedness. I! a person is

born with eyes that aren't parallel
,
it's a

common consequence that one eye
goes blind. We now know that this hap-

pens because connections from that eye

deteriorate in the brain, not because of

deterioration of the eye itself. All the ze-

bralike ocular-dominance stripes con-

nected to one of the eyes become thin-

ner, while those connected to the other

get nicker. The balance between. the

two eyes is upset, and one eye comes
to monopolize the whole cortex. Our an-

imal studies suggested that if nonparal-

lel eyes were operated on early in a per-

son's life, the blindness could usually

be avoided. So our work had a real im-

pact on ophthalmology.

If you want to get at problems like

that, fhe only way to do it is animal re-

search. There are people who think you

can do the research on computers.

That's just sheer nonsense. We under-

stand quite well how computers work;

it's the brain we don't understand. You

can't design a new heart valve or some-
thing like that without using animals.

Many of the animals, especially cats and

dogs, are going to be destroyed any-

way. In Order for this country not to be

knee-deep in cats and dogs, they're tak-

en off the street and brought to pounds,

where they're killed. What difference

does it make to the cat whether you do
a medical experiment on it after you an-

esthetize it and before it dies? The
great majority of these experiments in-

volve no pain or discomfort. Any that do

have the possibility of causing pain are

carefully regulated by federal, state, and

local committees-

Omni: Other than fighting that battle,

what are you working on now?
Hubel: The same things as before: col-

or, form, movement, depth; all of those

simultaneously because agiven part of

the brain may handle all of them. We're

not setting out to try to explain cosmic

problems like how you recognize a

face, because we think the part of the

visual system we're working in doesn't

contain the answer to that, only steps

toward an answer. I wouldn't have
thought thirty years ago that anybody
would still be working on the firsi visual

area. I'd have thought it would be fully

mapped and understood. But these

structures are so much more complicat-

ed than anyone would have dared pre-

dict. I'm not disappointed about that. It's

a ..wonder that the brain is so much
more complicated, beautiful, and ele-

gant than one would have thought. And
I may be wrong, but I don't see any rea-

son why we shouldn't be able to under-

stand it to any degree of completeness

we want to assign. DO
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Brother International, Inc., 8 Corporate

Place, Piscataway. NJ. (201) 981-0300

(WP-55 word processor)

Carillon Importers, Ltd., Glenpointe Cen-

ter West, Teaneck, NJ 07666-6897 (as-

sorted liquor package)

Casio, Inc., Attn: Product Information De-

partment, 570 Mount Pleasant Avenue,

Dover, NJ 07801 (PG-380 MIDI guitar)

Cobra Electronics, 6500 West Cortland,

Chicago, IL 60635. For dealer locations:

(800) COBRA 22. (Intenna cordless

phone, feature phone, and answering

system with telephone)

Delta Queen Steamboat Company, 30

Robin Street Wharf, New Orleans, LA
70130 (seven-night Mississippi Queen
steamboat cruise)

Fox Marketing, 1747 Cattlemen Road,

Sarasota, FL 34232. (800) 543-7892

{vlcrol-ox radar detector)

Franklin Computer, 122 Burrs Road,

Mount Holly, NJ 08060. (609) 261-4800

(Language Master 3000)

Grundig, 3520 Haven Avenue, Unit L,

Redwood City, CA 94063. (800) 872-2228

(Satellit 500 shortwave radios and 35-inch

Monolith television)

Gusdorf Corporation, 11440 Lackland

Road, St. Louis, MO 63146 (computer

workstation, executive desk with hutch

cabinet, fishing tackle cabinet, and home
office work center)

Infinity Systems, Inc., 9409 Owensmouth
Avenue, Chatsworlh, CA 91311. (800) 765-

5556 (Modulus three-piece speaker sys-

tem with stands)

Jeep Corporation, (800) JEEP-EAGLE
(Jeep Wrangler)

Maxell Corporation of America, 22-08

Route 208, Fair Lawn, NJ 07410. (201)

794-5900 (computer software package)

Psion, Inc., 118 Echo Lake Road. Water-

town, CT 03795. (800) 548-4535 (MC-400

mobile computer)

Ricoh Corporation, 155 Passaic Avenue,

Fairfield, NJ 07006. (800) 255-5550 (Mirai

35mm camera)

Sharp Electronics Corporation, Personal

Home Office Electronics Division. Sharp

Plaza, Mahwah, NJ 07430. (201) 529-

8981 (Wizard executive management
system)

UFO Contemporary, Inc., 466 Broome

Street, New York, NY 10013. (212) 575-

0663 (stone-washed, Western-style

denim jackets)DO



CARISAGAN
13 Thrilling Adventures

On An Exciting /

Voyage Through /

Time And Space i

'.TurnerHom

^^7
^Pte """^

Available at these fine retail stores:

CAMELOT MUSIC- MUSIC PLUS
RKO WARNER VIDEO • SPEC'S MUSIC & VIDEO
TOWER RECORDS & VIDEO • WALDENBOOKS

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 4 EXCITING
GIFT PACKS INCLUDING:

The Complete Collection

Gifl Pack D includes all 14 episode;

on 7 videoeasselles (2 episodes per

lape) plus a Iree Cosmos paperback



Folktales: Untrue

stories kept active by wagging tongues

BAnriEB
By Scot Morris

As journalists, we at Omni

strive to separate what

is factual from what isn't—

no easy task, because

sometimes established

"tacts" are merely widely

repeated fiction, as we
found out, in our November

1989 Brain Benders quiz

we challenged readers to

name two men honored

in the Baseball Hal! ot Fame
inCooperstown, New
York, who had never played

professional baseball.

The question and its answer

(Abbott and Costello)

have been circulating lor

years and repeated in quiz

books and on TV game
shows. Despite its endur-

ance, this "fact" isn't so.

We believed this baseball

answer was true until we
received a letter from Mary

Ashe, a librarian at West-

side Alternative School

in Marina del Rey. California.

Ashe wrote to say that

she draws from this column

tor a puzzle she posts

daily in the school library.

When.the baseball question

was displayed, her stu-

dents challenged her. Ashe

found that the comedy
duo, famous for their "Who :s

on First?" skit, wasn't on

the list of Hall of Famers, so

she called Cooperstown

for confirmation. She was
informed that the story isn't

true; it's an old chestnut

that keeps coming up.

We may have been fooled

into believing the story,

but it did make us wonder

how many other examples

of "common knowledge"

aren't accurate. Perhaps the

most famous tales are

of the first bathtubs in the

United States, supposedly

introduced in Cincinnati

in 1842. Stories began

circulating about a contro-

versy over the medical

hazards of bathing, leading

to tubs being banned in

Boston in 1845. Another

story states that the first

White House tub was

installed by Millard Fillmore

in 1851. These tales often

reappear in newspapers,

especially on December 28,

the supposed anniversary

of the first American tub.

This piece of trivia

actually grew out of a hoax

perpetrated by H. L.

Mencken. On December
28, 1917, Mencken wrote a

piece in the New York

Evening Mail titled "A Ne-

glected Anniversary." A few

years later he wrote a

follow-up article admitting

the hoax, saying it "was

planned as a piece of

spoofing to relieve the strain

of war days." But the

confession did not kill the

story; it lives on today and is.

accepted as common
knowledge. This illustrates

the cardinal rule of folklore:

The truth never stands in

the way of a good story. And

lor some people good

stories deserve attention

whether true or not.

Jan Harold Brunvand, a

professor of English at

the University of Utah, stud-

ies urban folklore—modern

legends that are told as if

they are true and as if they

happened recently and

nearby. The teller usually

claims to know some-

one who knows someone

else who experienced

the incident. The source,

-in' sociological slang, is a

loaf—a "friend ot a friend."

Brunvand studies how
these legends arise, where

they come from, how they

change, and why people

continue to tell them. When
a story first turns up, Brun-

vand puts it in a wait-

and-see file. "I don't con-

sider a story folklore until I

see variations on it from

different locales," as he

points out in his latest col-

lection of modern folklore.

Curses! Broiled Again!

The Hottest Urban"

Going (W. W. Norton, 1989).

Recently, Brunvand

says, he heard the tale that

Yale University's library

was sinking. The reason:

When the original architects

drew up the plans for the

library, they forgot to include

the weight of the books.

"This just didn't sound true,"

says Brunvand, "but I

needed other versions from

other places before I could

use it. More recently

!

have heard the same story

about the library at North-

western University, so

now I'm ready to put this

tale in the 'legends' file."

A FOLKLORE QUIZ

Many urban legends are

so well-known that you've

probably either heard them

or can come up with their

formula endings yourself.

What are the punch lines to

these modern folktales?

The answers follow the quiz.

1. SHOOTING THE
BULL. On April 16, 1987.

Billy Martin, the intermittent

New York Yankees man-

ager, was .a gueston Late

Night With David Letterman.

He told of a prank that

Mickey Mantle and Whiley

Ford had played on him

when the three of them were

hunting in Texas. Mantle

and Ford, he said, went up

to a farmhouse to ask the

owner for permission to hunt

on his land. The rancher

gave his okay on the condi-

tion that the hunters shoot

an old goat that he had

been planning to get rid of

for years. Returning to

their car, they told Martin

that the farmer had refused

their request, and they

began to drive away. What

did Mantle do next? How
did Martin respond?

2. RUDE DOG. A woman
is invited to visit the home
of a wealthy socialite. She's

anxious about taking tea

correctly, following proper

etiquette, and so on. When
the nervous woman arrives

on the appointed day,

there is a large, dirty dog

on the front porch. The

hostess opens the door to

let the woman in, and

the dog follows her inside.

She tries to observe all

the social amenities, but the

lively animal tracks dirt

around, paws the sofa, and

sniffs the canapes. The

woman becomes increas-

ingly uneasy with the unruly

dog. Finally, as the visit

comes to an end, the caller

rises to leave. What does

the hostess say to her, and

what is the woman's reply?

3. THE NOTE. A man
accidentally drives into a

parked car, denting its

fender. Bystanders have

witnessed this, but the

owner of the damaged ve-

hicle isn't around. The

guilty driver writes a note

and slips it under the wiper

blade. What does the

note say?



4. THE BLOW-DRIED
BUNNY A woman's dog
shows up on her doorstep

wilhadead rabbit in its

mouth. Horrified, she rec-

ognizes it as a neighbor's

pet, Knowing the owner
is out, she cleans the rabbit

and blow-dries its fur, then

sneaks over to the neigh-

bor's house and puts the

rabbit back in its hutch

so that it looks as if il died a
natural death. The next

day she sees a police car

in front of the neighbor's

house. When she asks what

the problem is, what does
the officer tell her?

5. FINAL EXAM. A stu-

dent in a large college

class disregards the pro-

fessor's direction that

everyone stop working on
the final exam as soon
as time is called. He writes

for another minute or so,

then steps forward to drop
his exam booklet on lop

of the others. The professor

.hands it back. "I told you

to stop writing when the bell

rang. Because you dis-

obeyed,-you fail the course."

Indignantly the student

demands, "Sir, don't you
know who I am?"

Not to be intimidated, the

teacher replies, "No, and
furthermore 1 don't care."

Having heard this, what

does the student do?

1. BULL When Mantle

saw the goat out in a field he
got out of the car and.

pretending to be angry at

the farmer, took his rifle and
shot the animal dead.

Martin claimed that he then

got his. own gun and shot

two of the rancher's cows.
When he found out it was
all a joke, he had to pay

$800 to replace them.

Variations on this tale of

"shooting the bull" have
been traced back to 1945.

2. DOG. As the woman
rises to leave, the hostess

says, "Don't forget to

take your dog with you."

The woman says, "I

thought it was your dog I"

Brunvand has traced this

story back as far as a
1924 children's book, Emily

Climbs, but a version ap-

pears in Ed Regis's recent

book Who Got Einstein's

Office7 Eccentricity and
Genius at the Institute

for Advanced Study (Addi-

son-Wesley, 198.7).

In 1946, Regis says,

mathematician Julian Bige-

low came to visit the fa-

mous mathematician John
von Neumann. Bigelow

was followed into the ele-

gant home by a frisky Great

Dane. The dog roamed
around Die house and made
itself a nuisance. Then, as
Bigelow was about to leave,

Von Neumann asked him
whether he always brought

his dog on interviews.

3. NOTE. "I have just

dented your fender. The
people watching me think

I'm writing my name and
address on this paper, but

I'm not. Sorry."

4. BUNNY 'A nuisance

call," says the cop. "Their pet

rabbit died yesterday and
they buried it. Some sick

weirdo dug it up and put it

back in its cage." Brunvand
says this story first ap-

peared in a West Virginia



Omni is the last word

in the puzzle over scientific terms

BAfUlES

newspaper in May 1988,

but it spread rapidly and by

summer Ihe incident was
reported to have occurred

in Illinois. Ohio, California,

Florida, Pennsylvania,

Massachusetts, Texas, even

in England. 'As far as

urban legends went," Brun-

vand says, "1988 was the

Year of the Rabbit,"

5. EXAM. "Good," says

Ihe student. He slips his

blue book into the center of

the stack of test booklets

and walks out of the room.

ANSWERS: LAST MONTH'S
SYMBOLS PUZZLE

The symbols puzzle

presented last month had a

two-part answer. First,

you were to write in the cor-

rect names under the 47

given symbols. (The correct

matches are shown at

left.) Second, you were to

draw the forty-eighth sym-

bol in the last square.

To find the solution to the

missing symbol, you had

to note that the names
occur in a certain order and

that their first letters spell

out ten key words. The first

key word is ortho. spelled

out by the first iive words:

ORTHO, RADIOACTIVE, TAN-

GRAM, hippocrepifofsm, and

ohsitals. The next key

word, wobius, is spelled oul

by ihe initials of mobius,

OBCORDATE. BATTERY, I GHING.

umbel, and SYZYGY.

The ten key words, then,

are ortho, mobius, nabla,

IRON, SCALENE. YIN. MOIRE.

beta, orion, and leo. Their

consecutive initials spell

out omni symbol. The ligure

to place in square 48,

therefore, is Omni's stylized

infinity logo;DO
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DOWN, NOT OUT

Disposable plastic

are a blight

on the earth. New
you can return to a time

when handy, reusable
containers were the

norm by refilling Downy
64-ounce plastic

bottles using the con-

centrate contained
in the paper package
(right). Contact: Procter

& Gamble; Cincinnati

OH; (513) 983-1100.

SAVE THE
DINOSAURS

The best package is

one that's reusable.

Stive space in the

landfills by collecting

Welch's dinosaur jars

(above). The company
that gave us glasses

collectibles for children

of all ages. A great
Idea that gets better

LIGHT LUGGAGE

American Things can
turn your favorite

paper bag info a floor,

hanging, or table lamp
(right). Price: $195
for a one-bagger lamp,

$145 for a floor model,
$125 for a table light,

S23S for a two -bagger,
and S330 far a
.platform desk model.
Contact: American
Things, Harrisville, NH;
(603) 827-3811.



LASTWORD
; By Tom Naugtton

'•They've been out

joyriding and sprayingWindex

in one another's faces.

"it makes us pluto," Don says.

"You mean blotto?" task.

"No, pluto. Like the planet.

The atmosphere up

there really makes us goofy3.

Deri , laughing so lard, he has Ic in.sb

ihe story ;,
i shod bursts: "So we

Sop-

.viL!"

his hand against the arm el my chain

"these two turn invisible, .
make like a

World War Ore ace, arc we burr/ a
;ow

a'rliuers n the Bermuda Tnangc
'

"Anc some cuy acq his wife in a- Piper

Cub!" Marie-snorts. "Every time we do-

that, wo lay odds or how soon i'.'li show

up in the £ncj(j/rer."

"Or on Oeraido,' say. They jus-, look

at me. : cover my embarrassmen I dy

speaking ac;e:i . "I can't believe yc.be

acting ike ;h:s. You've vrsiied me, wlial.

maybe a do; :
i: i' ., i<

:
i

<•• ;

you and told you I was on to you'' And

you've always seemed so . so

organized and serious. Now here you

are Laughing, staggecng a'oi.,i-io my
apt trading stones like etc

brothers. What gives9
"

Don explains that they've a- been

out joyocing and spraying W no ox

:s us reaJiy

pluto," he says.-.

'You moan orotic'?"

"No.pluto.Like.the.planet. Theatmos-

'phere there -raxes us goo-y."

And wiiec tney co get pH.io. they turn

rv ' in .' ostprai : rs

this side of trie [vi Iky Way. i; the evening's

stories a-e any indication.

-When I firs! arrived here." Marie says,

"my favorite targets were itlo k:cs.

I'd steal Iheir math homework just before

school or rub.iar on their new Easter

/shoes. At night -I'd go into their closets

and wiqi e hi n i Soil s a: i ie n

H.'i! victims.

"But I. didn't use a lot cf imagination

back then." Don says. "I'd steal one ol

each sock from sorre guv's dresser

drawers Or on cold nights I'd yank the

Oiar'kets o" some woman and wrap

her husband in tnem."

Jason points to me. "You were Ian.

: Whenever yon had an overnight guest.

';.! sneak in

your hair ou

"Thanks" ! say. searching in vain ic a

snappy rerorl "I though' you were

hero re oonduo! experiments

"No for lhat we'd use a more inleikgen?

soocies. L ike dolphins," Mario soys.

the -.rue I

Don suggested out ng pranks on

scienli , . in. ipp l!y kop^cal

creature e ;l! .: ;/. > intnrc:> i

..,. s eh :. '!"
,

"i used to Org up a bunch of ancient

tools and saiifxofs, and relig.oos artifacts

from say i iy
I

•

•<'•'' ':/ hern i n

a dig :n -'eiynesia ' no says "You wou'dnt

boteve how many PI

,
,..-, lu : ii . i., :',:'. :i

Marie eh mes n. "About once a year,

we break out the Windex. watoir

The E<a Expedition, anc jus: crack up."

By now. Don is noed.ng eft ;n

'he L.a-Z 3oy "He never could hold his

Windex," Jason, snorts. He and Made-

take lures spraying eacn other's laces,

then p'ompl a new bout o'" laughing

with stones about New Agers, Apparently ..'

the New Age movement nas rnsp'roc

somooMhe:r besi gags.

Jason cairns to be iesporsible let ™\

the brouhaha over : no hundreoth-

rnonkey phenomenon.
:A bunch of

soiei . i wen iudyie i
: t ys n

in. „ i. i .

i
. ;; an it be. im

"We i one day I noticed a monkey on

itus one island washing ms sweet

potatoes. Then I went itopplng free

island lo island and laught a" the olhcr

monkeys to do il. Tuck idem lurever

to get it rrghi. Damn, they're s!up;a."

Mane s f i I

expense of Dave So.hev [v'aoLaine's

luend and spinlua. adviser "Yean.

: 'm mat female oxiiaf.enesiiiai he's always

'Davie

was such an easy mark. One night

we're sitting on Ihe mouiilar.fop anc

he's asking me a ' kinds ol mysf ca :

questions I leve these sessions because

netl ocbeve any fool fh ng I lei;. Sc he

acts really solemn and asks, 'is there an

Anticnrisl?' Why, yes,' I say. Has ne

been bom yet?' he asks, ail w.oc-oyec.

'Yes,' I
see he's aireaoy a Known

figure.' 'Who s r

!
~' he pieads. So I

think

of the east charismatic eeiebiiiy image,-

abie. Then I tell him: Henry Kissinger,

he's the Antichrist Anc he bongni tt
1

What a—how oo you say?—sche'uek. 1

"

"Wait. Ihat's not" even Vte best part

"

rndredsy

o^ olhers that they belong io a chosen

oroLio oMnreo hundred tboesarc spin

tcaily advanced peo|tiie. and alter the

Antenna: smarts an apocalyptic war.

whisk them oit nto space until it's

over, then bring tne-n oackto repopu-

late a new wonci. And tney het.ove us'"

I look away !r nis Wicdexeupnona

Jason has apparently to: gotten tnal loir

yea's ago. ho told me I was one ol the

chosen 300.000. Now I
reabe I'i actually

nave io pay back ai those long term

i may ever

need tife insurance.

Don wakes up. ! can tetl lite Windex is

wearing off. 'Hey we're talking too

in.;, i. i
. i. i

lie
i

Ii * ird mo
"He won't tell anyone " Jason says.

- ."He'd end up in a rubber room."

"Or en Gerafe/o," I
try again, ['his time

they laugh. Bur. they re right; i won't

.,! ( ii
• ;..; ,vo ! ;

living anrmg i..s
:

or

more than 2'--. yea's, e!'a--ring their way

.

into our beans as the Osmond iauiiiy.

Although you'd think that of the mihions

Ancy
Williams Christmas specials, a few core

vvou.d tiavo

could never nave att that talent—and all
,

those teetn.DO

!>:: NsuQr.tor, ;; s Crucsgo aa:n w'tc *es


